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ASPECTS OF ESTIIA.TION IN THE LINEAR IODEL 
VITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO COLLINEARITY 
ABSTRACT 
Violations in the assumptions of the linear regression model lead to 
problems that make the ordinary least square estimator inappropiate. Vhen 
the error terms are non-normal, the inference procedure that usually follows 
ordinary least squares estimation is no longer strictly valid. 
Collinearity, error terms that are non- normal and outliers are usually 
factors present to some degree in combination in a regression data set. 
Their effects may be confounded. In examining the factors separately the 
whole story is not told. Ve therefore set up a factorial design to 
investigate these problems under various scenarios. 
The four factor (8 x 5 x 4 x 2) design consists of simulated data for 8 
distributions, 5 collinearity levels, 4 variance levels and 2 orientations 
of the beta vectors in the model. The complete design was replicated 100 
times, for a 30x5 regressor matrix X in the regression model. For a full 
200x5 X regressor matrix a reduced design involving 8 distributions, 2 
collinearity levels, 1 variance level and 2 orientations was used. 
To compensate for collinearity in the model we propQ~e . biased estimators. 
The issue of non- normal distributions is addressed by the use of LP- norm 
estimators. In our search for a better, robust estimator, ordinary least 
square· estimators were compared to 13 biased, and 26 LP norm estimators in 
the factorial design. The programs for the various estimators were obtained 
by using various algorithms in the literature, by adapting some of them, and 
by writing new algorithms. Comparisons were made between the different 
algorithms, and estima~ors. Generally, biased estimators are influenced by 
variance, orientation and collinearity but are impervious to distribution 
changes for the regular distributions of this study. Overall the 
performances of the LP-norm estimators were disappointing. LP-norm 
estimators are not influenced by variance, orientation or collinearity. It 
was only in long-tail distributions, like the Slash, that LP-norm estimators 
seem to perform better than ordinary least squares estimators. Evidence was 
obtained that the so-called robust (LP-norm) estimators, were robust only 
to a point, but that very large outliers may influence the estimates 
substantially. Problems in estimating the moment ratio parameter were 
reported, and a possible improved estimator proposed. However in certain 
circumstances there are no reasonable estimates for the usual moment ratio 
parameter, in which case we suggest that an L1-norm estimator and an 
appropriate median-like moment ratio estimator should be used. 
A thorough overview of the theory of biased and LP- norm estimators is 
presented. 
A mixed general model is proposed. By changing our view of the parameters, 
the model can be adapted to address any of the scenarios in the linear 
regression model. Biased estimators, LP-norm estimators, 
heteroscedasticity, transformations, misspecifications (overf itting and 
underf itting) and outliers can all be viewed as special cases of the mixed 
general model. 
Christiert Thiart 
Department of Statistical Sciences 
University of Cape Town 
Private Bag 
7700 Rondebosch April 1994 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the linear regression model 
Y = Xfl + f 
the fl is a vector of unknown coefficients, X is a nxr matrix of fixed 
regressors whose rank is r (n > r) and the f is a nx1 vector of independent 
random errors with identical distributions. In estimation, we find a value 
of fl that will minimize the residuals in some sense. The choice of functiori 
to be minimized will usually be an LP-norm 
n 1 
(}; I ~i lp)p (0.1) 
i = 1 
where '/JL is the LP- norm estimator of fl and the term f i denotes the i- th 
p 
element in the vector of residuals f, 
Classically, minimizing (0.1), with p = 2, gives the ordinary least squares 
(OLS) solution, which is appropriate for the case of normally (Gaussian) 
distributed errors. 
This thesis was constructed to address two problems: 
1. Collinearity: the assumption that X has full rank, r(X) = r, may be 
tenuous, leading to difficulties known as collinearity. 
2. Error terms that are non-normal and outliers. 
Under these problem conditions, OLS estimators may by inappropriate, 
because collinearity leads to "nonsense estimators" (see Chapter 2) and 
because a single outlier can perturb the '/J of OLS. Vhen the error terms 
are not normal, the inference procedure that usually fallows OLS is no 
longer strictly valid. 
ix 
Ve seek estimators that are robust, ie estimators that are not effected by 
problems (1) and (2). Problem (1) is addressed by fitting biased estimators 
and problem (2) by fitting LP-norm estimators. However since both problems 
may occur in the same data set, their effects may be confounded. In 
examining them separately the whole story is not told. Ve therefore set up 
a factorial design to investigate these problems under various scenarios. 
The four factor (8 x 5 x 4 x 2) design consists of simulated data for 8 
distributions, 5 collinearity levels, 4 variance levels and 2 orientations 
of the beta vectors in the model. The design was replicated 100 times, for 
a 30x5 matrix X in the regression model. 
In our search for a robust estimator, OLS is compared to 13 biased 
estimators, and 26 LP norm estimators. 
The thesis structure is as follows: 
The statistical and mathematical theory and background required to explore 
collinearity and LP-norms is presented in Chapter 1. Chapter 2 discusses 
collinearity per .se and gives a summary of some properties of biased 
estimators, and is in fact a summary of previously examined work, by the 
author. Chapter 3 presents some theory of LP-norm estimators. In Chapter 4 
the layout of the factorial design, and the simulation structure is 
discussed. Chapter 5 is a discussion of the results of the factorial 
simulation, together with various recommendations. Chapter 6 is a 
discussion of the general form of the linear model. 
Appendices ! - G are summaries of the results of the simulation study. 
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Chapter 1 
THE LINEAR REGRESSION IODEL 
1.1 The lodel 
The linear regression model is given by 
Y = X{J + E (1.1) 
where Y is a nx1 observed response vector, 
E is a nx1 vector of uncorrelated random error variables with 
expectation E(E) = O, and variance matrix Var(E) = V(E) = u2I, 
fl is a rx1 vector of regression coefficients that must be estimated, 
and 
X is a nxr matrix of fixed regressors or independent variables, 
whose rank is r (we will assume that n>r). 
Ve will not al~ays assume that·the X matrix has been standardised. If there 
is a constant present in the regression model we will assume that it is 
represented in the X matrix as a column of ones.· If we want the X matrix to 
be scaled so that the product matrix X'X is in correlation form, that will 
be stated explicitly. 
By centering we imply that the mean of each regressor column is subtracted 
from the relevant column. By standardising X we mean that X has been 
scaled so that the length of each column of Xis unity (eg Xi'Xi= 1, where 
Xi denotes the i-th column of X). Vhen the· columns have been scaled 
(centered and standardised) the product matrix X'X is in correlation form. 
In correlation form each of the elements of X'X will lie between -1 and +1. 







where r 1 2 is the observed coefficient of correlation between the variables 
represented by the first two columns of X, and 
E(Xil - x1 ) (Xi 2 - x2 ) 
ri 2 = ~~~~~---..,.~~~~~--.,... 
[E(Xil - x1 )2Jt(E(Xi2 - x2 ) 2Jt 
E xilxi2 - nX1X2 
= ......,..-~~~~~~~~~~~ 
[(E XL ~· nx~)(E X~ 2 - nx~)]t 
where xj is the mean of the j-th column, Xij is the i-th element of the 
j-th column and the summation is from i = 1(1)n. · 
Consequences of data centering for collinearity diagnosis are presented in 
Chapter 2. 
1.2 Ordinary Least Square estimation 
If P is the ordinary least square estimator (OLSE) of P in (1.1), 
minimizing . (Y - XP)'(Y - XP) over all p, then when X has full rank 
(1.2.1) 
and the minimum sum of squares of residuals is 
RSS = (€'€) = (Y - XP)'(Y - XP) = SSE(P) (1.2.2) 
Properties: 
1. E(P) = p (unbiasedness) and the bias matrix 
B = (E(P) - P)(E(P) - P)' = bb' = o 
1-3 
3~ MSE(P) = var(P) + B = u2 (X•x)- 1 
4. TMSE = u2tr[(x•x)- 1] 
5. p is the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of P 
6. Let L1 = Euclidean distance from P to P then 
2 
L 1 = (P -P) I (P - P) 
2 
E(L1) = u2tr(X•x)- 1 = TMSE 
E(P'P) = p·p + u2 tr(x•x)- 1 
7. If f is distributed Normally.then 
(from I.1) 
8. If the eigenvalues of X•X are denoted by 
Amax= A1 ~ A2 ~ ••••••••••• ~Ar =Amin> O, then 
2 
E(L1) = u2tr[(x·x)- 1] 
= u2 ~ 1/Ai (from I.2) and . 
1.3 Other criteria of estimation 
There are basically two models of interest when estimating the Beta 
coefficients. Consider a set of variables (Y ,X 1 ••• Xp) where Y is . a random 
variable depending on controlled or fixed explanatory variables (1 1 , ••• ,Xp)· 
The LRM (1.1) written 
(1.1) 
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where assumptions are then made on random variable E. If E is normally 
distributed the maximum likelihood can be used to estimate the Pi· If the 
distribution of E is not normal but reasonably well behaved (symmetric with 
tails not too long) the ordinary least squares estimators can be used. If 
the distribution is still well behaved but skew then some transformation can 
be used on Y (usually logy or .[Y). 
A serious problem arises when the distribution of E has long tails (large 
- kurtosis). None of the above procedures yields satisfactory estimates for 
the Pi· The presence of even a single outlying observation in the dependent 
variable Y can give very unrealistic estimates for the Pi. In the above 
case a robust procedure is usually proposed. Detection of outlying 
observations has been a major research effort in statistics. The problem of 
a single outlier has been resolved {Doornbos {1981)). The detection of 
multiple outliers has also received attention and 
suggested, depending mainly on graphical plots 
Chalton and Troskie {1990)). 
many solutions have been 
{Hawkins {1980, 1984)·, 
Another series problem is the presence of collinearities between the 
explanatory variables {X 1 , •• , Xp). A biased estimation procedure is then · 
proposed essentially as a trade-off between bias and precision objectives. 
A mixture of long tails for the distribution of E and collinearities between 
the explanatory variables exacerbates the problem quite considerably. 
In the second model of interest the random variables {Y, X1 , ••• ,Xp) follow 
some multivariate distribution. In most cases a multivariate Normal is 
assumed. One is then interested in the conditional distribution of Y given 
that the random variables {X 1 , ••• Xp) take on some fixed values. The 
quantities of interest are the conditional means E(YJX 1 , ••• ,Xp) and 
conditional variance. For the Normal distribution we have the linear 
conditional relationship 
1-5 
which is 0£ the same form as £or model (1.1). Also the variance 0£ (1.1) 
and conditional variance 0£ the conditional model are assumed to be 0£ the 
same form. For all practical purposes, ie estimation, tests 0£ hypothesis, 
confidence intervals, tests £or outliers, the two models can be considered 
to be identical. The central distributions are all the same. However the 
non-central distributions di££er (Troskie (1971)). 
The di££iculty with the conditional model arises when the underlying model 
is not multivariate normal but has longer tails than the normal .. The stable 
Pareto distributions are common alternatives (Press (1972)). This topic 
will not be discussed in this theses. 
The problem 0£ collinearity between the random variables (X 1 , ••• ,Xp) can be 
tackled in exactly the same way as £or model (1.1) by using biased 
estimation procedures £or the Pi· In both cases exact distribution results 
may not be available but asymptotic results are readily available. 
There are countless examples 0£ model (1.1) and the conditional model in 
theoretical and applied research. The LRM (1.1) often appears in contexts 
relating to science, engineering and, to a lesser extent, in medicine. A 
typical example is the Analysis 0£ Variance. The conditional model often 
appears when human and economic variables are present which are not 
controllable, £or instance in the human, medical, social and economic 
sciences. A typical example is the estimation 0£ risk £actors (betas) in 
£inance which is becoming a huge growth area 0£ research. 
In all cases reliable estimators for Pi and their standard errors are 
sought. 
The Y vector is a good estimator 0£ Y, but P need not be a good estimator 0£ 
p. Yet it is 0£ interest to know something about p. Ve therefore explore 
other criteria than OLSE, viz. generalized least squares, maximum likelihood 
and robustness, in estimating p. 
' 1-6 
1.3.1 Generalized least squares (GLS) 
Consider model 1.1, but with a more general error covariance matrix: 
Y = X{J + t:, 
where t:, as in model 1.1 is a nx1 vector of uncorrelated random error 
variable with f - (r,Ee), Var(t:) = Ee and E(t:t:') = Ee + rr'. Then the 
generalized least squares estimator (GLSE), denoted by PG' sometimes known 
as the Aitken {1935) estimator is obtained by minimizing 
(Y - X{J)'Ee- 1(Y - X{J) 




Thus PGis biased for {J, and we denote the bias of PG by 
0 = {X'E; 1x}- 1X'E; 1r. Vhen X'E; 1r = O, eg if r = O, the GLS 
estimator will be unbiased. 
2. Var[PG] = {X'E; 1x}- 1X'E; 1Var(Y)E; 1X{X'E; 1x}- 1 
= {X'E; 1x}- 1X'E; 1EeE; 1X{X'E; 1x}- 1 
= {X'E;tx}-1 
3. MSE[PGJ = Var[PGJ + {X'E; 1x1- 1x1 E; 1rr'E; 1X{X'E; 1XJ- 1 




4. TMSE[PGJ = tr[{X'E; 1x}- 1 + {X'E; 1x}- 1X'E; 1rr'E; 1X{X'E; 1x}- 1] 
= tr[{X'E; 1x}- 1] + tr{{X'E; 1x}- 1X'E; 1rr'E; 1X{X'E; 1x}- 1} 
= tr[{X'E; 1x}- 1] + r'E; 1X{X'E; 1x}- 1{X'E; 1x}- 1X'E; 1r 
= tr[{X'E; 1x}- 1] (when X'E; 1r = O, r = 0) (1.3.5) 
5. PG is the BLUE of P (for a proof see Schmidt (1967)). 
6. The residuals 
and 
E = Y - XpG 
= xp + E - x{X'E; 1x}-1X'E; 1(xp + E) 
=[I - X{X'E; 1x}- 1X'E; 1]E 
= [I - M] E 
tr(M) = tr(X{X'E; 1X}-1X'E; 1) 
= tr(X'E; 1X{X'E; 1x}-1) 
= rank(X) 
= r (when X is of full column rank) 
M'E- 1M = E- 1x{X'E- 1X}-1X'E- 1X{X'E- 1X}-1X'E- 1 E E E E E E 
= E- 1x{X'E- 1x}- 1X'E- 1 E E E 
(1.3.6) 
{1.3. 7) 
Suppose EE = u2VE, where , u2 is unknown, but VE is known, then 
(1.3.8) 
thus 
= E{E'(V; 1 - V; 1M - M'V; 1 + M'V; 1M)E} 
= E{E'(V; 1 - M'V; 1 )E}) 
= E{tr(EE'(I - M')V;l)} 
= tr{EE+rr'}(I - M')V; 1)) 
= tr{112VE(I - M')V; 1} + r'(l - M')V; 1r 
= 112tr((I - M')V; 1VE) + r'(V; 1 - M'V; 1M)r 
= 112(tr(I0 )-tr(M)) + r'{V; 1 - M'V; 1M)r 
1-8 
= 112(tr(I0 ) - tr(X{X'V; 1X}-1X'V; 1)) + r'(V; 1 - M'V; 1M)r 
= 112(n - tr(Ir)) + r'(V; 1 - M'V; 1M)r 
assuming X has full column rank r 
(1.3.9) 
Thus if EE = 112v; 1 , with v; 1 known, and X'V; 1r = O, we still 
require r = 0 to have an unbiased estimator of 112 given by 
(1.3.10) 
7. Vhen EE = 1121, the GLSE and the OLS estimator coincide. 
1.3.2 laximum Likelihood (IL) 
The likelihood function of n random variable X1 , X2, ... ,X0 is defined to be 
the joint density of the n random variables, say 
1-9 
which is viewed to be a function of 0 given the data. The likelihood 
function will be denoted by 
where 0 may be a single element or a vector of parameters. The likelihood 
function is presumed to describe the relative likelihood of each parameter 
value, as a function of the observed data. The maximum likelihood estimator 
(MLE) of, 0 is that value of 0 that maximizes the likelihood. 
Many likelihood functions satisfy regularity conditions; so that the MLE is 
the solution of the equation 
~=0 
Sometimes it is easier to maximize the log L(O), which by monotonicity of 
the' log function attains its maximum at the same value of 0 as L(O). 
If we assume that the random error terms fi are Gaussian (normal) in 
distribution, the MLE and the BLUE's coincide (Gauss-Markov Theorem, Searle 
(1971, p87)) .. 
1.3.3 Robustness 
In any model (such as the linear regression model ( 1.1)) one usually makes 
assumptions about the underlying situation eg error terms are independent, X 
matrix is fixed, and so on. 
Statistical inferences while based partly upon an estimation criterion and 
the available data, also inherently involve the underlying assumptions of 
the model, particularly in the choice of the type of estimator that will be 
used. For instance under a ML criterion if rwe assume error terms are random 
and Gaussian (normal) in distribution, 1 the MLE's are adopted, with 
distributional properties arising from model assumptions. 
1-10 
If assumptions are not exactly true, apparently minor violations might lead 
to estimators whose claimed properties under the assumptions are no longer 
valid due to the violations. An estimator or statistical procedure may be 
excessively sensitive to such model violations. Ve therefore seek 
estimators or statistical procedures that are "robust". 
A robust estimator is an estimator that performs well under a 
underlying conditions. Robustness signifies insensitivity 
deviations from the commonly imposed assumptions (Huber (1981)). 
variety of 
to small 
Vhen an estimation procedure adapts itself to an underlying distribution it 
is known as an adaptive procedure (Hogg(1974)). 
Huber {1981) consider three basic types of (robust) estimators namely 
maximum likelihood type (M) estimators, linear combinations of order 
statistics (L) and estimators observed from rank tests (R). In this thesis 
we will only be interested in one type of estimator namely the Maximum 
likelihood type (M) for which LP, L1 and L00 are special cases. 
1.4 Singular Value Decomposition 
The singular value decomposition (SYD) of a matrix is discussed in texts 
such as Stewart (1973, p318), Golub and Van Loan {1983, p16) and Lawson and 
Hanson (1974, Chapter 4). These discussions can be summarised as follows: 
Let X be an nxr matrix of rank r(X) ~ m, m S r S n. Then there is an nxn 
orthogonal matrix U, an rxr orthogonal matrix V, and an nxr matrix A such 
that 
U'XV = A, X = UAV' 
where A:nxr 
D = Diag(JJ ,JJ ... JJ (x)) a 1 2 r 
and JJ1 > JJ2 ~ .... JJr(x) > O 
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is called the i-th singular value of X, and ,\i is the i-th 
characteristic value (eigenvalue) of X'X. The vector columns of U are left 
singular vectors of X and the columns of V are right singular vectors of X. 
Unless the converse is stated explicitly, we will assume that X has full 
column rank, ie the rank of X, r(X), is r. Observe that for n > r ~ m we 
may also write the SVD (also called the basic structure of X) as 
X = UAV' (X:nxr, U:nxr, A:rxr, V:rxr) 
A = Da 
V = [ 1 r 
U = [ ••• Ur] , 
V'V = U'U = Ir 
i 1 
(1.4.1) 
Note that U'U = Ir but that UU' f. In. Using r = m the SVD of X, the 







= ~ JJiuivr' 
i = 1 





= ~ vivi',\i 
i = 1 
r 
= ~Vivi' /,\i 
i = 1 
U'XV = A, X = UAV' 
Da = Diag(JJ1 ,JJ2 ... JJr(x)) 







Dn = Diag(y'J ,y'J ... y'J (x)) 
. 1 2 r 
y'J1 ~ y'J2 ~ .... y'Jr(x) > O 
fl= (X'X)- 1X'Y 
= V A- 2V'V A U'Y 
= V A- 1U'Y 
r 
= }.; v. u . I Y/ IT. 
1 1 V11 1 
i = 1 
Let Ci = Ui'Yv'Ji then 
r 
/J = }.; Vi Ci/Ai 
i = 1 
5. v (fl) 
r 
= (!2 }.; vi vi I I). i (from 1.4.4) 
i = 1 





The variance inflation factors (VIF's) were first defined by 
Marquardt (1970) as the diagonal elements in the inverse of the correlation 
matrix of X'X. Thus the i-th variance inflation factor (VIFi) is: 
(1.5.1) 
- 1 - 1 
where (X'X)ii denotes the i-th diagonal element of (X'X) and Xi is the 
i-th column of X. Note that the columns of X are not necessarily scaled or 
centered. 
Ve refer to VIF's and their use in diagnosing collinearity in Chapter 2. 
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1.6.1 Analysis of variance (!NOVA) 
Suppose Y is modelled as a linear function of the regressors, with an 
intercept term. Then €i (the residual term for the i-th observation) is 
and E will be an nxl column vector of all the n residual values. 
The deviation Yi Y, a quantity measuring the variation of the 
observations Yi, can be decomposed as follows 
y. - y = y. - y + y. - y. 
1 1 1 1 
'-.r-' '-.r-' '--v----1 
I II III 
where I is the to~al deviation, II is the deviation of fitted OLS regression 
value around the overall mean and III is the deviation of the observed value 
from the regression line. The figure below (Net er and Vasserman (1974)) 






The sums of these squared deviations satisfy the same additive relationship, 
due to the mixed terms of the expression having zero sum {for example, as in 
Neter and Wasserman {1974)). More generally 
n 
~ (Yi - Y) 2 
n A - 2 n A 2 
= ~ {Yi - Y) + ~ (Yi - Yi) 
i = 1 i = 1 i = 1 
or SSTO = SSR + SSE 
where SSTO is the total sum of squares (corrected for the mean) with n-1 
degrees of freedom {df), SSR is the regression sum of squares with r-1 
degrees of freedom (r-1 independent regressor variables) and SSE denotes the 
error sum of squares with n-r degrees of freedom (r parameters are fitted). 
In matrix notation and for any value of r the sums of squares are 
-2 
SSTO = Y'Y - nY 
A -2 
SSR = /J'X'Y - nY 




A sum of squares divided by its degrees of freedom is called a mean square 
{MS). The breakdown of the total sum of squares and associated degrees of 
freedom are displayed in the form of an analysis of variance table {ANOVA 
table). 
ANOVA Table 
Source SS df MS 
Regression SSR = P'X'Y - -2 nY r-1 MSR = SSR/(r-1) 
Error SSE = Y'Y - P'X'Y n-r MSE = SSE/{n-r) 
Total SSTO = Y'Y - -2 nY n-1 
Sometimes the random variable SSE will also be specified as 
SSE (X 1 ,X 2 , ••• ,Xr), where the bracket denotes the subset of the independent 
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regressor variables that are included in the model. Vhere this notation is 
not explicitly used, the set of regressor variables in the model will be 
clear in the context. 
The use of the term MSE here (for the scalar random variable: mean square 
error) is not to be confused with the non-stochastic matrix MSE, a matrix of 
expectations corresponding to the (matrix) sum of the variance and bias 
matrices of a multi variate parameter estimator. The context of use will 
distinguish between these two constructs. 
The coefficient of multiple determination is denoted by R2 and is defined as 
R2 = SSR 
SSTO 
0 < R2 ~ 1 
= 1 - SSE 
SSTO 
(1.6.4) 
R2 measures the proportionate reduction in the variation of Y achieved by 
the introduction of the entire set of X variables considered in the model. 
Sometimes for clarity R2 is denoted by R~~ , where ~ denotes the set of 
independent variables that are included in the model (ie for X:n~r 
including a column of ones to fit an intercept, the R2 of the full model is 
R~~ = R~12 ... r-1)· 
The coefficient of multiple correlation R is the positive square root of R2 
(1.6.5) 
In the case of simple regression (r=2), R is the absolute value of 
coefficient of correlation lrij I where i and j denote the dependent response 
variable Y and a single regressor variable X. For r ~ 2, the value of R is 
the (simple) correlation coefficient between the observed and estimated 
Y-values, and is consequently always positive. 





where <I> denotes the ·set of regressor X variables alread~ in the model prior 
to fitting Xi: For example when r = 4 and we want to find 
<I>= 234 and {X<l>} = X2 ,X3 ,X4 • Thus 
2 
Ry1.234 = 
SSE(X2 ,X 3 ,X 4 )-SSE(X 1 ,X 2 ,X 3 ,X 4 ) 
SSE(X2 ,X3 ,X 4 ) 
2 
Ry1.234 then 
The coefficient of partial determination measures the marginal contribution 
of a regressor variable Xi, given that other specified regressors are 
already included in the model. 
1.6.2 Subset selection of regressor variables 
Although r regressor variables are available, not all of them may be 
necessary for an adequate fit of model to the data. After the functional 
form of each regressor variable is obtained (ie X~, log(Xj), XiXj, and so 
on), we seek an optimal subset of regressor variables. This optimal subset 
is not necessarily unique but may be one of a unique set of optimal subsets. 
To find such a subset there are basically two strategies, all possible 
regressions and stepwise regression (which we take to include the special 
cases of forward selection and backward elimination). 
1.6.2.1 All possible regressions 
In the all possible regressions search procedure, all possible regression 
equations are computed and selection of an optimal equation is performed 
under some criterion (R2, Adjusted R2 , MSE and Cp). If there are (r-1) = k 
independent variables and one intercept term there will be 2k possible 
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equations. For example if r = 3 (constant, X1 ,X 2 ) the following 22 models 
are possible: 
E(Y) = P0 ; E(Y) =Po + P1X1 ; E(Y) =Po + P2X2 ; E(Y) =Po + P1X1 + P2X2 ; 
where the meaning (and the values) of the coefficients P0 , P1 , P2 differ in 
each model. 
All possible regressions require much computation. In some contexts this 
fact is a disadvantage, but for large r a t-directed search can be 
performed. For a comprehensive discussion on all possible regressions see 
Daniel and Vood (1980). 
(i) R2 Criterion 
The coefficient of multiple determination R2 defined in (1.6.4), is computed 
for each 2k equations. R
2 
will be a maximum when all r regressor variables 
are included in the equation. Ve therefore want to find a minimal subset 
for which R2 has stabilized close to its maximum (ie when including another 
variable in the model, the corresponding increase in R2 is very small). 
(ii) Adjusted R2 
Adding more independent variables to the model can only increase R2 and 
never reduce it. A modified measure that recognises the number of 
independent variables was introduced by Theil (1971) and Kennard (1971). 
The adjusted coefficient of multiple determination, denoted R!(~), (where as 
before ~ denotes the set of independent variables) is defined for q ~ r 
(n(~) = q) as: 
= 1_ n-1 SSE(~) = 
n-q SSTO 
n-1 2 1 - ( 1 - RYIP) 
n-q 
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One then computes R!(~) for each equation and seeks a set (or more than one 
set) of independent variables which maximizes R!(~). 
(iii) ISE Criterion 
One may compute the MSE for each model equation and seek a set (or more than 
one set) of independent variables which minimizes MSE. Vhereas the R2 
criterion does not take into account the number q of parameters in the 
model, the MSE criterion incorporates q directly (MSE = SSE/(n-q)). 
(iv) CP Criterion 
The CP criterion, proposed by Mallows (1964), is based on the 'total squared 
error'. Define the quantity rp 
n n 
A 
rp = [ ~ (vi-ni) 2 + ~ Var(Yi)J/u2 
i = l i = l 
where vi = v(Xi1'Xi 2 , ••• ) is the expected value of the i-th observation, 
ar1s1ng from true equation for the conditional expectation of 
(Yi !Xi 1 • • .xir)' 
p 
ni = Po + ~ Pj xij , 
j = l 
is expected value from fitted equation 
vi - ni = bias at the i-th data point 
f 0 
n 
r = k+l when Po 
= k when Po = 0 
u2 = var(Ei) in the true model 
E (vi-ni) 2 =the sum of squared bias= B~ 
i = l 
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Now the residual sum of squares (denoted by SSEp), from a fitted equation 
involving the p estimated coefficients, has the expectation: 
E(SSEP) = B~ + (n-p)u2 
Denote the i-th row of X by xf, thus 
n 
n 
X'X = }; 
i = 1 
Var(ii) = variance df the fitted value ii 
= Var(xiP) 
2 




= u }; xi(X 1 x)- 1xi 
i = 1 i = 1 
n 
2 
{ }; xi(X'x)- 1xd = u tr 
i = 1 
2 
= u tr {Ip} 
2 
= u p 






If u2 is estimated by 0-2 (after all r variables are fitted), an estimator of 
rp, denoted by cp, is: 
CP = SSEp/0-2 - (n - 2p) 
= ~~~P (n- r-1) - (n - 2p) when /30 t 0 
r 
(1.6.12) 
SSE = ~ (n-r) - (n - 2p) when /)0 = 0 
r 
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Vhen there is no bias in the p-variable regression equation 
E[Cplvi=1/J = (n-p)q2/q2 - (n - 2p) 
= p 
Thus, when the CP values for all possible regressions are plotted against p, 
those regressions with little bias will tend to cluster near the line 
cp = p, while those for equations with substantial bias will fall above this 
line. Vith this criterion we identify the sets of independent variables 
that lead to smallest CP for each p and we would prefer those sets that have 
little bias (ie those near the line CP = p < r). The method will detect 
such subsets with high probability whenever the effective contribution of 
some r-p variables in the full model is small or negligible in comparison 
with variance. By construction CP focuses on the fitted values Yi and the 
total bias and error variance associated with alternative submodels. As 
such it is impervious to collinearity problems. 
1.6.2.2 Stepwise regression 
Some practit.ioners prefer stepwise regression because this technique 
requires less computation than all-possible subsets regression. This search 
method computes a sequence of regression equations. At each step an 
independent variable is added or deleted. The common criterion for adding 
(or deleting) some regressor variable examines the effect of that variable 
which produces the greatest reduction (or smallest increase) in the error 
sums of squares, at each step. Under stepwise regression we can distinguish 
basically three procedures (i) forward selection, (ii) backward elimination 
procedure and (iii) forward selection with a view back. 
(i) Forward Selection Procedure 
In the forward selection procedure, the emphasis is on finding the best 
single predictor, then the best two predictors (which include the best 
single predictor). then the best three predictors (which include the best two 
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predictors, and in turn the best single predictor), and so forth. The 
procedure as outlined by Graybill {1976) is as follows: 
1. Compute all squared correlation coefficients (or r;1 for i = 1,2,.~.r) 
between Y and Xi ,X 2 , ••• ,Xr, that is compute r; 1 ,r;2 , ••• ,r;r. Choose the 
largest, suppose it is r; 1 ; then Xi is the best single predictor of Y. 
2. Compute all squared multiple correlation coefficients of Y with all 
pairs of independent variables involving Xp that is compute R; 12 , R;i P 
R;i 4 , ••• ,R;ir' and select the largest. Suppose it is R; 12 , then Xi and X2 
are the best two predictors of Y which include the best single predictor X1 • 
3. Compute all squared multiple correlation coefficients of Y with all sets 
of three variables that include X1 and X2 , that is compute R;i 23 , 
a;i 24 , ••• ,R; 12 r and select the largest. 
At every step in the forward selection procedure we want to determine if the 
addition of one more variable, will 'appreciably' improve the estimation of 
Y. If we find that a new variable will improve the resulting estimator of 
Y we include it and continue, but otherwise the forward selection procedure 
is terminated because a 'best' subset has been found. Estimation is 
improved if the corresponding estimate of error variance is sufficiently 
less than the current estimate. 
Another way to formulate this strategy is as follows: Ve ask if regressors 
1,2, ... ,q,q+l yield a better estimate of Y than do regressors 1,2, •.. ,q 
(where 1,2, ... ,q have been determined as above). Thus we examine 
Ho . 2 . = 2 . Py12 ••• q+1 Py 12 ••• q (1.6.13) 
which is true if and only if 
Ho p2 . yq+l "1.2 ••• q = 0 (1.6.14) 
Compute the test statistic V, where 
v = 
( n- q- 2) R;q + 1 • 1 2 ••• q 
1- R;q + 1 • 1 2 ••• q 
where R
2 
is the estimated sample estimate of the population value p2 • 
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The test statistic V is used as a diagnostic, and does not have a 
F-distribution. This complication arises because at each stage the variable 
included is the one vi th the largest F value. Hence the true distribution 
of the F- statistic is that of the maximum of a number of correlated F 
statistics. The distribution is unknown and depends upon the correlation 
structure of the explanatory variable for the particular problem at hand. 
The hypothesis H0 is rejected (for a size a test) if and only if v the 
computed value of V satisfies w ~ F(a:l,n-q-2), the critical value of the 
F(1,n- q- 2) distribution. So the forward selection procedure is terminated 
at the step where H0 is accepted. In some contexts a is chosen to be quite 
large, or almost equivalently, the tabulated F-value criterion is replaced 
by a suitable constant (eg Fin = 2.00 by default in BMDP) 
(ii) Backward Elimination Procedure. 
This search procedure is a converse of forward selection. One starts with 
the full model and then the less important regressors are eliminated one at 
a time. The basic steps in the procedure are given in Draper and Smith 
(1981): 
1. A regression equation containing all variables is computed. 
2. The partial F-test value is calculated for every variable treated as 
though it were the last variable to enter the regression equation. 
3. The lowest partial F-test value, FL, is compared with a preselected 
significance level and the corresponding critical value F0 • Then if FL< F0 
we remove ihe vari~ble XL from the equation, and recompute the regression 
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equation without XL, then re-enter step 2 again. If FL > F0 , we adopt the 
regression equation. 
(iii) Forward Selection vith a Viev Back 
This method works just like the forward selection with the difference that 
at each step one looks back at the independent variables already in the 
model, examines them and decides if one (or more) of them should be dropped. 
1.7 Case Diagnostics 
Outliers are observed values that do not fit the model. Influential cases 
are observations which can markedly effect the estimation process. Their 
influence arises from their relationships with the other observations. It 
is possible for a particular case to be an outlier and to be either 
influential or non-influential on the parameter vector estimates. 
1.7.1 Outliers 
Generally speaking since the true errors are not observable, the analyst has 
to rely on the estimated error terms as evidence for possible outliers. In 
some situations however the estimated error terms are substantially effected 
• by the influential cases. It is ·therefore advisable to examine the 
estimated error terms along with corresponding measures of influence. 
1. 7. 2 Influence 
For OLS, the vector of ordinary residuals, € is given by 
~ y - xjJ f = 
= y - X(X'X)- 1X'Y 
= [I - H]Y (1.7.1) 
where H = X(X'X)- 1X' and Y is the vector of fitted values. 
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The matrix H is called the Hat matrix, because it maps Y into Y = BY 
(Hoaglin and Velsh (1978)). The matrix His symmetric (B' = B), idempotent 
(BB = B), and a projection matrix (into the column space of X). The 
diagonal elements of the Hat matrix, whose role as a diagnostic measure is 
discussed in, inter alia, Thiart, (1990) are 
h. = h .. = x. '(X'x)- 1x. (1.7.2) 1 1 1 1 1 
where X1 ' is the ~th row of X. The diagonal elements are known as the 
leverage values. 
Several transformations of the ordinary residuals have been proposed for use 
in diagnostic procedures (eg see Cook and Veisberg (1982, p17)). The most 
important are the standardised residuals and the studentised residuals. The 
standardised residual (also called the studentised residual (Cook and 
Veisberg (1982)) is defined here as 
ri = 
0-Jr-liii 
i = 1,2, ... ,n (1.7.3) 
where u is the residual mean square. It does not follow a t-distribution 
because €i and u are not independent. The distribution of r~/(n-r) is beta 
with parameters t and (n-r)/2 (Atkinson (1987)). Vhen rr is estimated by 
u(i), the estimated error variance when the i-th row of X and Y have been 




0-( i) Jr-1iii 
i = 1,2, ... ,n (1.7.4) 
which is distributed as Student's t with n- r-1 degrees of freedom. A 
simple formula for u(i) (Belsley et al. (1980, p14)) uses 
(n-r-1){0-(i)} 2 = (n-r)0-2 - (1. 7 .5) 
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The measure DFFITS (Belsley et al. (1980, p15)), is the standardised change 
in the fitted value of a case when it is deleted, is given for the i-th case 
by 
DFFITSi . (1.7.6) 
Cook's (squared) distance (Cook (1977)) of an estimator P from the OLS P is 
defined as 
c = n2 = (P - P)'X'X(P - P)/(pi2) {1.7.7) 
The distance is regarded as large when D2 > F(1-a,r,n-r), where 
F(1-a,r,n-r) is the 1-a probability point of the central F-distribution with 
r and n-r degrees of freedom. Vhile it is known that D2 does not follow an 
F-distribution, comparison with tabulated F is an effective measure of 
relative change in estimated coefficients. All of these case diagnostics 
focus upon expectations of the individual cases, under alternative omission 
schemes. Thus these methods too are impervious to collinearity problems. 
1.8 Bias and Jackknifing 
1.8.1 Biased estimation 
Least square estimators (LSE' s or OLSE' s) are the best linear unbiased 
estimators (BLUE' s) of the elements of the parameter vector f3. Amongst 
linear unbiased estimators the LSE' s have the smallest variances. In the 
presence of collinearity one or more of these variances can be inflated to 
such an extent that the corresponding estimators become unacceptable. The 
'fly in the ointment' with the least squares criterion is its requirement 
of unbiasedness (Marquardt and Snee {1975)). A major reduction in variance 
can be obtained as a result of allowing a little bias. If one looks beyond 
the class of unbiased estimators, it is possible to find some biased 
estimators with smaller variances than the variances of the LSE's. Some of 
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these biased estimators will perform better than LSE's in the presence of 
collinearity, in the sense of reduced mean square error (MSE). 
MSE may be used to assess the performance of regression estimators. In the 
regression model (1.1) 
Y = X {J + E, 
if p is an estimator of {J, the MSE of P is defined as 
MSE (P) = E [ (P - fJ)(P - fl) I] 
= V(P) + bb' 
where b = E(P) - {J is the bias vector. 
The total mean squared error (TMSE) of P is defined as 




The jackknife technique was introduced by Quenouille (1956) and Tukey 
( 1958) . The jackknife is a general method for reducing the bias in an 
estimator and for obtaining a measure of the variance of the resulting 
estimator by sample reuse. 
I 
Let X = [x1 •••• xnJ . The subscript - i with any matrix will mean that the 
i-th row has been deleted, ie with X_i we mean the X matrix with its i-th 
row deleted. In a vector Y the subscript i indicates the i-th element of 
the vector (ie Yd but the subscript - i, indicates the subvector of Y 




f = v -xiJ · 
(1.8.4) 
h. = x!(X'X)- 1x. 1 1 . 1 (1.8.5) 
The least square estimator obtained· by deleting the i-th row (xi, Yd of the 
data is: 
(1.8.6) 
= [X 'X - xix{] - 1 [X 'Y - xi Y iJ 
= [ ( x I x) -1 + ( x I x) -1 xi (I - xi ( x I x) -1 xi ) - 1 xi ( x I x) -; 1 ] [X I y -xi y i 1 
= p· - (XIX) - 1 X1· [YI. - y h '/J. h y ] ( 1 h ) - 1 i i - xi + i i - i 
= /J - (X'X)- 1xi [Yi - x'f/J] (1-lii)- 1 
= iJ - (X'x)- 1xd€J(1-hd- 1 (1.8.7) 
for i = 1,2, ... ,n. 
This equation illustrates the effect of an influential point (hi close to 1) 
on the coefficients. Under the assumption that Yi can be· modelled 
simultaneo~sly with Y_i, the scalar i 1 /(1-h 1 ) has zero expectation but large 
variance u2 /(1:-hr), andan outlying x1 in the row space of X_i will tend to 
have .a large influence on the choice of estimates. However if in fact the 
implicit extrapolation from the reduced data vector Y_i = X_ 1/J +. Li to 
suggest values for xi' fJ is not justified, using the full data set will lead 
to iJ values that ate generally suff~ciently different from /J_ 1 as to be 
I 
misleading, and in partic~lar, bi~sed for the true /J_i (ie the coeffic~ent 
vector in the model for the reduced data set). 
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1. PJ is different from the original estimator (P), is unbiased for P 
but has in general a larger variance than the OLSE (Gauss-Markov). 
2. VJ is in general, biased for estimating Var(PJ) or Var(p). 
These problems stem from the balanced nature of the ordinary jackknife, 
which neglects the unbalanced nature of the regression data. Hinkley {1977) 
proposed a weighted modification. The weighted pseudo-value 
qi = P + n(1-hi)(P - p_i) 
= P + n(1-hd(P - P - (X'X)- 1xd€d(l-hd- 1 ) 
= p + n((X'X)- 1xi€i) 
The weighted jackknife estimator {denoted by PJw) is 
n 
p = n-1 E Q1· JW 
i = 1 
= p 
and the variance estimator is 
VJW = [n(n-p)J- 1E(Qi - PJW)(Qi - PJw)' 
(1.8.13) 
(1.8.14) 
= [n(n-p)]- 1E[P+n((X'X)- 1xi €d-PJ [P+n((X'X)- 1xi €d-PJ' 
= n(n-p)- 1 (X'X)- 1 (E €~xixi')(X'X)- 1 (1.8.15) 
VJW will be biased in unbalanced cases but is robust against error variance 
heterogeneity. (Lemma 2, Appendix of Hinkley (1977)) 
The above description of the jackknife only takes into account the deletion 
of one single row at a time. Therefore it is called the delete- one 
jackknife method. Vu (1986) proposed a class of weighted modifications 
allowing for the deletion of an arbitrary number of observations. 
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1.9 Vector and latrix Norms, and Decompositions 
1.9.1 Vector norms 
A vector norm {or simply a norm) on Rn is a function v:Rn~R that satisfies 




x :/= 0 ::} 
v(ax) = 
v(x+y) < 
v(x) > O, 
lalv(x), 
v(x) + v(y) 
{1.9.1) 
The conditions 1, 2, 3, are also termed definiteness, homogeneity, and 
triangle inequality conditions. 
Three norms on Rn that are frequently used in analyzing matrix processes, 
are the 1-, 2-, and w-norms. 
The 1-norm or Manhattan norm of a vector y, is defined as 
n 
llYll 1 = ~ I y i I ' {1.9.2) 
i = 1 
where Yi is the i-th element of the vector y:nx1. 
The 2-norm of a vector y, is defined as 
{1.9.3) 
The 2-norm is sometimes called the Euclidean norm of the vector y. 
The w-norm of a vector y, is defined as 
llYIL)O =max{ I Yi I :i = 1,2, ... ,n} {1.9.4) 
and is sometimes called the maximum norm (max-norm) or the Chebyshev norm. 
I 
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The norms defined in (1.9.2), (1.9.3) and (1.9.4) are special cases of the 
Holder norms or vector p-norms defined by 
P/n p 
llYllP =..; ~ IYil ' (1.9.5) 
i = 1 
1.9.2 latrix norms 
A function v:Rnxm~R is a matrix norm on Rnxm if 
1. A t 0 ::} v(A) > O, A E Rnxm, 
2. v(aA) = lalv(A), A E Rnxm, a E R, (1.9.6) 
3. v(A+B) < v(A) + v(B), A,B E Rnxm 
4. v(AB) < v(A)v(B). 
Condition (4) is known as the submultiplicative or consistency condition. 
If a function satisfies (1)- (3) and not necessarily ( 4), it is called a 
generalized matrix norm. 
The Frobenius norm of a matrix A is defined as 
llAllr = j r, a?· 
i 'j 1 J 
(1.9. 7) 
The Frobenius norm can also be shown to satisfy 
2 
llAllF = tr[A'A] (1.9.8) 
This norm (1.9.8) is sometimes called the Euclidean matrix norm, 12 norm, 
the Schur norm, or the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. 
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A unitarily invariant matrix norm is a norm that satisfies 
llU'XYll = llXll (1.9.10) 
for all unitary matrices U and Y. (Although the symbols U and Y are used 
in the SYD to indicate unique matrices, here we wish the identity to hold 
for all other conformable unitary matrices, as well as those U and Y of the 
SYD). 
The matrix p-norm of a matrix is defined from vector p-norms as 
(1.9.11) 




x#O llxJl 2 
(1.9.12) 
Using the notation of Horn and Johnson (1987) for a matrix norm 111·111 then 
the maximum column- sum matrix norm 111-1111 of A is defined as 
n 
lllAlll 1 = max E I ai j I , 1 5 j 5 m 
i = 1 
The maximum row- sum matrix norm 111-111
00 
of A is defined as 
m 
lllAlll00 = max E I ai j I , 1 5 i S n 
j = 1 
The spectral norm 111-1112 of· A is defined as 
lllAlll2 = max{J,f: A is an eigenvalue of A'A} 
(1. g .13) 
(1.9.14) 




The theory of norms (given rn the previous two sections) is used in the 
development and proof of the singular value and QR decomposition. 
1.9 .• 3.1 SYD 





= m ~ r 
= span{vm+ 1 , ••• ,v} r 
= span{u 1 , ••• ~um} 





where r(X) = m is the rank of X, N(X) is the null space of X, and R(X) is 
the range (or column space) of X. 
Then the Frobenius norm of X can be written as 
(1.9.19) 
and the matrix 2-norm of X is 
( 1. 9. 20) 
Some authors call (1.9.20) the spectral norm and define it as 
llAll 2 =max llAxll 2 , for llxll = 1 
Stewart (1987), omits the subscript 2. Proofs of these properties can be 
found in Golub and Van Loan (1983, Chapter 2) or Horn and Johnson (1987). 
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1.9 .• 3.2 QR 
The following decomposition of a matrix is known as the QR.decomposition: 
Let X: n>er and Y: n)( 1 be given and suppose that an orthogonal matrix Q: n>en 
exists and is computable, with the property that 
Q 'X = R = [ R 1 : .rxr l 
0: (n- r)xr 
is upper triangular. Clearly X = QR. 
If Q'Y = 
[ 
c: rx1 ] 
d: (n-r)x1 
then llX/J - Yll~ = llQ'X,8 - Q'Yll~ (from 1.9.10) 
for any fl E Rr . 
(1.9.21) 
(1.9.22) 
(1. 9. 23) 
If r(X) = r (ie X has full rank), then the OLSE P may be obtained from the 
upper triangular system R1P = c, and the minimum sum of squares satisfies 
llXP - Yll~ = lldllr. 
If X is rank deficient (r(X) = m < r) then at least one diagonal entry in R 
is zero and the QR factorization does not necessarily produce an orthonormal 
basis for R(X). Therefore the QR factorization must be modified to produce 
an orthonormal basis for the X range. This modified algorithm is known as 
QR with Column Pivoting: 
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Let Il be a suitable {rxr) permutation matrix used to interchange the columns 
of X so that the independent columns are moved to initial column positions. 
Then 
XU = QR wheren!, = [ R~ 1 :''] 
0
mm ( 1. 9. 24) 
m r-m 
where rank{X) = m ~ r, R11 is upper triangular and non-singular. Thus 
llX/J - Yll~ = ll(Q'XIl){Il'/J) - Q'Yll~ 
= II[ ~11 ~12 J [ ~~ J - [ ~ Jll: 
= llR11Z1 - (c - Ri2Z2)11~ + lldll~ (1. 9. 25) 
where Il' p = 
[ Z1 l m {1.9.26) 
Z2 r-m 
and Q'Y is defined in (1.9.22). Thus, if llX/J - Yll~ is minimized then 
Il'/J = .[R1Hc - R12 Z2)] m 
Z2 r-m 
{1.9.27) 
Ve may set Z2 to zero and obtain the basic solution 
Il 'Pb as i c = ·[Ri }cl m 
0 r-m 
(1. 9. 28) 
If R12 is zero the basic solution is the minimal 2-norm solution, since 
llPll~ 
= c'Ri:~C + Z2Z 2 
= c'R- 2c 11 
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An algorithm for QR with column pivoting can be found on p165 of Golub and 
Van Loan (1983). Lawson and Hanson (1974) describe the above method on 
pp78-82 and referred to it as QR with column interchange strategy. 
Golub and Van Loan (1983) show by examples that QR with column pivoting is 
not entirely reliable for detecting rank deficiency but that it works well 
in practice. 
1.10 Probability limit 
T is the probability limit (plim) of the statistic tn, derived from a random 
sample of n observations, if, for any E > O, the probability of ltn-Tl < E, 
approaches the limit probability 1 as n ~ ro. 
1.11 Distributions 
1.11.1 UnHorm 
The (continuous) Uniform random variable Yon a general interval [a,b], will 
be denoted by U(a,b). The density function of Y, for -ro <a< b < ro, is 
1 
f (y) = 0-a I Ca bJ (y)' 
' 
"th a+b . 2 ~2 w1 mean µ = ~' variance u = 12 , 
central moments µr = 0 for r odj 
for r even, 









1.11.2 Univariate Normal 
Vhen the random variable Y has a Normal (Gaussian) distribution with mean µ 
and variance u2, we will write Y N N(µ,u 2 ). The density function of Y, for 
-ro < y < +w, -ro < µ < ro and lT > 0 is 
. f(y) = _1 exp[-t(y-µ)2/u2] 
u{Ii 
with mean µ, variance 
central moments µr = 0 for r odd 
r! lTr for r even, µr = (r/2)! 2fTI 
K, = µ /µ2 4! 
(14 
(14 = (4/2)! 24[7I ~ 4 2 and kurtosis, 
1.11.3 Symmetric contaminated normal 
(1.11.2) 
= 3. 
The weighted sum y = w 1y1 + W2 y 2 of two N (µi 'un variables follows a 
Contaminated normal distribution. The random variable Y has the density 
function 
with - ro < y < ro and w 1 + w2 = 1. The central moments are 
µr = 0 for r odd 
r! [ r r] f µr = (r/2)! 2r72 w1u1 + w2u2 or r even. 
Thus the variance and kurtosis are respectively given by 
µ2 = [ w 1 lT~ + w 2 lTn 
K, = µ /µ2 
4 2 
and 
4 ! [ 4 4] • [ 2 = (4/2)!24/2 W1lT1 + W2l12 ~ W1lT1 
= 3 [w 1uf + w 2 u~J ~ [w 1 u~ + w 2 u~J 2 
+ w u2] 2 2 2 
(1.11.3) 
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1.11.4 lultivariate normal 
When the random variables in Y' = [Y 1 Y2 ... Y0 ] have a joint multivariate 
normal distribution with vector of means µ and positive-definite 
variance-covariance matrix V, we write Y N N(µ,V). The density function 
of Y is then 
= exp[-t(Y- µ) 1 v- 1 (Y- µ)] 
(2:r)¥1v1t 
(1.11.4) 
When E(Y i) = µ for all i then µ = µ1 and if the Yi' s are mutually 
independent, all with the same variance u2 , then V = u2I and we write 
y N N(µ1,tr 2I). 
1.11. 5 Slash 
The Slash distribution is that distribution associated with the random 
variable obtained by dividing a N ( 0, 1) deviate by an independent U [O, 1] 
deviate. 
Y = V/W, where VNN(0,1), WNU(0,1), 
and V and W are independent. 
Rice (p89, 1988) gives the distribution of Y = V/W as 
f (y) = J1 lwlf(w)fv(wy)dw 
0 
= J1w.1.(2:r)-texp(-w 2y2 /2)dw. 
0 
Set u = ~ 2 , thus du= 2w dw and 
= {21t-f t 2-1 1 exp(-uy2/2)du 
0 
= (21t-f t 2-1 (y2 /2)- 1{1-exp(-y2 /2)} 
= (2~)-t (y 2 )- 1{1-exp(-y2 /2)} 
= {[N{0,1) - N(y,1)]/y2 
N(0,1)/2 
for -w < 
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y < w 
(1.11.5) 
The Slash is similar to the Normal, except that its tails are much heavier, 
so that it resembles the Cauchy, and has infinite even moments. Bence we 
preserve the median as. zero, and change the scale in Y by the corresponding 
scale change in the V element. 
1.11.6 Exponential 
A random variable Y with the Exponential distribution has the density 
function, 
f (y) = Aexp{-Ay}, A > 0 and 0 < y < w 
with mean 1/A, 
' raw moments 
and kurtosis, 
1.11.7 Laplace 
variance · 1/ A 2, 
µ' = r(r+1) 
r Ar 
If, = µ /µ2 = 9 
4 2 
{1.11.6) 
A random variable Y with Laplace distribution has the density function, 
f (y) = th exp{- jy-aj/c}, -w < y < w 
-w < a < w (1.11.7) 
c > 0 
with mean a, variance 2c2, 
central moments µr = 0 for r odd 
µ = r!cr for r even r 
and kurtosis, ~ = µ /µ2 = 4!c4/4c4 = 6. 
4 2 
1.11.8 Central x2 
n 
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Yhen YN N(O,I) then u = E y~ = Y'Y has the central x2 -distribution with 
i = 1 
n degrees of freedom. The density function is 
n-2 
f (u) = u--r- exp{-u/2) 
n ' 
u > 0 (1.11.8) 
(2)°2" r(n/2) 
The ratio of two independent variables each having x2-distributions, over 
their degrees of freedom has an F-distribution. Thus if 
with n1 and n2 degrees of freedom. The density function is 
f (v) = 
r(t(n1+n2)) n1in1 n2tn2 vtni-1 
f(tna) f(tn2) (n2+ n1v)t(n1+n2) 
v > 0 
(1.11.9) 
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1.11.10 Central t 
The Student's t distribution is that distribution associated with the ratio 
of a standard normal random variable to the square root of an independently 
distributed chi-square random variable which has been divided by its degrees 
of freedom. 
where ZN N(0,1), U N d with k degrees of freedom and Z and U are 
\ 
independent. 
The density function of T is 
f (t) = r[t(k+1)] 1 __ 1~-......... 
r[tk] ./Ki (1+t2/k)t(k+i) 
k with mean µ = 0 fork > 1, variance u2 = n for k > 2, 
central moments µ r = 0 for k > r and r odd 
-w < t < w 
k > 0 
= kir B(t(r+1),t(k-r}) fork> rand r even µr 
B(t,tk) 
and kurtosis, 3(k-2) x = µ /µ2 = 
4 2 (k-4) 
1.11.11 Non-central x2 
n 
k > 4. 
Vhen Y N N(µ,I) and U = ~ Y~ = Y'Y, the resulting distribution of U is 
i = 1 
the non-central x2 with n degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter 7, 
7 = µ'µ/2 (1.11.11) 
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Reference to the distribution is by means of the symbol x2(n,7). For n > O, 
the density function of the non-central x2-distribution 
w 7k ut(n+2k-1)exp(-tu) f(u) = exp(-7) E - -- -, u > 0 
k=O k! (2)tn+k f(tn+k) 
(1.11.12) 
. Some texts prefer to regard µ'µ as the .non-centrality parameter with 
corresponding adjustments to the form of the density function. 
If U1 and U2 are independent and 
then'· 
the non-central F-distribution with n1 and n2 degrees of freedom and 
non-centrality parameter 7. For v > O, the density function is 
~ exp-17k n1tn1+k n2tn2 r(tn1+tn2+k) vtn1+k-1 ' 
f (v)= .'-' v > 0 
k=O k! f{tn 1+k) f(tn 2) (n2+n1v)tn1+tn2+k 
(1.11.13) 
Here too some texts prefer to regard µ'µas the non-centrality parameter. 
If U1 and U2 are independent and 
U1 N x2(n1,11) and U2 N x2(n2,12) 
Utfn1 




the doubly non-central F-distribution with n1 and n2 degrees of freedom and 
non-centrality parameters 71 and 72 • For v > O, the density function is 
(1.11.14) 
Here too some texts prefer to regard µ{µ 1 and µ2µ 2 as the non-centrality 
parameters. 
1.11.14 Non-central t 
If y N N(µ,1) and if u N x!, independently of Y, then T = Y/(U/n)t has the 
non~central t-distribution, t(n,µ), with n degrees of freedom and the non-
centrality parameter µ. For -ro < t < ro, the density function is 




r ( t(n+k+l)) 21° tk 
f (t) --- (1.11.15) 
f (tn) (n+t2)t(n+1) 
k 
k=O k! (n+t2)T 
1.12 Simulation 
From pseudo-random Uniform U[0,1] values one can generate various 
distributions by using specific techniques. In the sections that follow the 
technique for each distribution is describ~d. For some distributions more 
than one row of pseudo-random deviates is needed. For the specific 
simulated data in Chapter four a total of six streams were needed, which we 
distinguish by labelling them A, B, C, D, E and F. A discussion of the 




The Uniform distribution is defined in §1.11.1. The density function for Y 
is given in (1.11.1) and the distribution function of Y is 
F(y) = f--i 
Thus a random deviate, U, with Uniform [0,1] distribution, has mean L and 
2 
variance ~1 • To generate a random deviate Y from the Uniform distribution 
1 2 
with mean 0 and variance equal to u2, we use the cumulative distribution 
function technique. Ve require y = F- 1 (u), where u is a Uniform [0,1] 
random number (stream A). Setting a = - b, where f(y) = 1/2b, F(y) = Y;g, 
and 
y = F- 1 (u) = 2bu - b 
= b(2u - 1) 
Thus if Y,.,, Uniform[-b,b], then var(Y) = b2/3, and b =/Ju. 
1.12.2 Normal (Gaussian) 
A normal (Gaussian) random variable has the density function given in 
1.11.2.· 
To obtain Normal(0,1) deviates from Uniform deviates, we use the Box-Muller 
transformation. Box and Muller (1958) proposed a method in which two 
independent Uniform variables U [O, 1] generated from separate seeds, eg 






are used to generate two independent standard normal 
The transformations are 
(-2 ln u1)t sin 2~u 2 
' 
(-2 ln u1)t cos 2~u 2 , 
where u1 and u2 are the independent Uniform deviates (from stream A and B 
respectively). 
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To obtain the desired level of variance, we multiply by the required <F. 
For a discussion of the performances of the Box and Muller technique under 
various generators see §4.2.2.2. 
1.12.3 Symmetric contaminated normal 
The weighted sum Y = w 1Y1 + w2 Y 2 of two N (µi, <F?) variables follows a 
Contaminated normal distribution. The density function, variance and 
kurtosis are given in §1.11.3. To obtain a Contaminated random deviate we 
use the same process as in the normal case: we take two independent N(0,1) 
variables from the A and B streams, say z 1 and z2 , multiply by the square 
root of the relevant variance factors for <Fl and <Fl, and mix out a single 
stream randomly under the weights (using the C-stream of random deviates). 
For specific choices of weights and variance see §4.2.2.3. 
1.12.4 Laplace 
The Laplace distribution is defined rn §1.11. 7. The distribution function 
is 
F(y') = texp{(y-a)/c}, when y ~ a 
and 
F(y) = 1 - texp{-(y-a)/c}, when y >a 
For zero mean we choose a=O. Then by using the cumulative distribution 
function technique, y = F- 1 (u), where u is a Uniform [0,1] random number 
(stream A), and we solve for y when 0 ~ u ~ 0.5 in the equation 
texp [y /c] = u. 
Hence y/c = ln(2u) 
y = c ln(2u) 
and y ~ o. 
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For -0.5 S u S 1.0 we solve the equation 
1-texp{-(y)/c} = u. 
Hence -(y)/c = ln(2{1-u}) 
y = - c ln(2{1- u}) 
and y > 0. 
1.12.5 Exponential 
The Exportential distribution is defined in §1.11.6 and has the distribution 
function 
F(y) = 1 - exp{-Jy} 
Since J > 0 the mean is not set to zero. By using the cumulative 
distribution function technique, y = F-. 1 (u), where u is a Uniform (0,1] 
random number (stream A) we have 
exp[-Jy] = 1-u 
and y = - ln ( 1- u) / J . 
Now y is a sample observation from an Exponential distribution with 
parameter J, and variance 1/J 2 • 
Note that when errors from this distribution are transferred into the 
simulated data, least squares centering will result in the estimation of the 
intercept Po + J as the overall constant term. 
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1.12.6 Student's t 
The Student's t distribution is defined in. §1.11.10. To find T from the 
Uniform deviates we have to form N(0,1) deviates. Two 
pseudo- random Uniform deviates, will be fed into the 
transformation, and will result in two zi (N(0,1)) streams. 
streams of 
Box-Muller 
For k = 5, we will need six streams (A, B, C, D, E and F) of Uniform 
deviates to yield six streams (0,1,2,3,4,5) of Normal deviates. 
1.12. 7 Slash 
The Slash distribution is defined in §1.11.5, and is found by dividing a 
N{0,1) deviate by an independent U[0,1] deviate. In this thesis the N(0,1) 
deviate is found as described in §1.13.2 (stream A and B) and the U[0,1] 
deviate is from the C stream. 
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Chapter 2 
COLLINEARITY AND BIASED ESTIIATORS 
One of the assumptions of the linear regression model (1.1), is that the 
fixed matrix X of independent variables is a full column-rank matrix. 
Violation of this assumption leads to problems referred to as collinearity. 
This phenomenon of collinearity and near-collinearity was first described by 
Ragnar Frisch (1934) and he warned that in ignoring this structure within 
the independent regressor variables, one runs the risk of determining a 
regression equation that gives rise to absurd estimates of coefficients. 
Frisch believed that 'a substantial part of the regression and correlation 
analyses which have been made on economic data in recent years (to 1934) is 
nonsense'. 
Collinearity can not be described in simple terms as being present or 
absent. Rather, what is important is the degree of collinearity and what 
effect this degree can have on the regression model. For the statistician, 
near- collinearities inflate the variances of regression coefficients and 
magnify the effects of error in the regression response variable. For the 
numerical analyst, collinearities combine with rounding errors to introduce 
inaccuracies in computations. In the opinion of the writer collinearity is 
much a problem as an inherent part of the data set and model. 
Inherently coefficient estimation per se is an extrapolation from the 
available data. Primarily it is this desired extrapolation that is at issue 
in any collinearity discussion. 
2.1 Defining and detecting Collinearity 
For a complete.discussion on definitions and ways of detecting collinearity 
the reader is ref erred to Thi art ( 1990, §2. 2 and 2. 3). One of these 
definitions has been used by several writers, Johnston (1963), Silvey 
( 1969), Mason et al. ( 1975) and others, and is in terms of the linear 
dependence of a set of column vectors, Xj of the matrix X. 
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Definition 2.1.1 
Vectors 11 ,12 , ••• ,Xr are linearly dependent if there exist non-zero 
constants c1 ,c2 , ••• ,cr such that 
r 
Ecjxj =O (2.L1) 
j = 1 
Vhen the relationship in (2.1.1) is exact for a subset of the columns of X, 
exact collinearity exists. · Vhen (2.1.1) is only approximately true, near-
collinearity is said to exist. 
The distinction between defining and detecting collinearity is elusive. 
Some authors use ways of detecting collinearity as an implicit method of 
defining collinearity. For example, ( i) if at least one singular value of 
X is small, then X is collinear; (ii) if the determinant of X'X approaches 
zero, then X is near- singular; (iii) if X has large VIF' s or large 
condition numbers these values are taken as indicators of collinearity.· The 
main issue is that the user of OLS must be aware of what is happening in the 
space of the regressor variables. Vhat is important is the awareness of the 
inher.ent inadequacy of the model for coefficient estimation. 
Collinearity can be detected by various indicators and methods, some more 
adequate and correct, and others merely helpful b_ut not conclusive. Some of 
these indicators and methods are: (i) sensitive estimators, (ii) 
correlation matrix of scaled regressors, (iii) determinant of X'X, (iv) 
departure from orthogonality, (v) smallest singular value, (vi) condition 
number and condition index (vii) regression coefficient variance 
decomposition (viii) mixed condition index (ix) variance inflation 
factors (x) signal-to-noise tests and (xi) use of prior information. 
2.2 Collinearity in practice 
In practice collinearity becomes harmful to inferences when estimation or 
hypothesis testing is influenced more by the relationship between the 
regressor variables than by the relationship between the response and. the 
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regressor variables. Such an influence can result in poor parameter 
estimates and restrictions on the applicability and generality of the model 
m use. 
2.2.1 Sources and origins 
Collinearity or near- singularity may arise in several ways {for detailed 
discussions see Mason, Gunst and Vebster (1975) and Rawlings (1988)): 
1. An over-defined model is one in which there are more regressor 
variables than observations. This type of model arises frequently 1n 
medical research where many elements of information are recorded on 
each individual in a study. 
2. Any in-built mathematical constraint 1n variables that forces them to 
add to a constant for each case will generate a collinearity in a 
centred model. Generating new variables as transformations of other 
variables can produce a collinearity among the set of variables 
involved eg ratios or powers of variables frequently may be nearly 
collinear with the original variables. 
· 3. Component variables of a system may show near linear dependencies 
because of biological or physical constraints of the system (eg various 
measures of size of an organism will show dependencies). Such 
correlation structures are properties of the system and can be expected 
to be present in all observations obtained from the system. Gunst 
{1983) referred to this type of collinearity as 'population- inherent 
collinearities'. 
4. Inadequate sampling occurs when the experimenter unknowingly samples 
only from a subspace of the space of the regressor variables. 
Collinearities due to sampling deficiencies are a property of the 
particular data set which has been collected and would not be expected 
to occur in data sets arising from alternative sampling. 
5. Poor experimental design may give rise to collinearities. Vhen 
possible the levels of the experimental factors are generally chosen in 
such a way so that the different treatment factors are statistically 
orthogonal to each other. 
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6. Outliers in the design space can induce artificial collinearities among 
the predictor variables, and will be discussed in Chapter 6 or see 
Thiart (Chapter 9, 1990). 
Identifying the origin of collinearity is not always· possible but it is 
important to illustrate likely sources in each instance. 
2.2.2 Effects of collinearity 
The impact of collinearity on least squares methodology is very serious if 
primary interest is in the regression coefficients or if the purpose is to 
identify 'important' variables in the estimation process. The solution is 
very unstable, ie small changes (random noise or rounding effects) in the Y 
or X, can cause apparently drastic changes in the estimates of the 
regression coefficients (eg change in sign), and the variances of the 
regression coefficients for the regressor variables involved in the 
near-singularity, become very large. 
In discussing effects of collinearities, the notation of Chapter 1 will be 
used; for convenience we repeat the following: 
The variance covariance matrix of the OLS estimator is given by 
v (/J) 
r 
= (!2 ~ vi vi I I,\ i . (2.2.1) 
i = 1 
Clearly V(/Ji) can also be written as (Marquardt (1970), Stewart (1987) or 
Thiart (1990), 2.2.24) 
(2.2.2) 
Because the bias is zero 
r 
MSE(/J) = u2 ~ vivi'/,\i (2.2.3) 
i = 1 
and the TMSE (which is the same as E(LD , in section L 2) is then 
. TMSE(P) 
r 
= u2 E 1/Ai > u2 /Ar 
i = 1 
2.2.2.1 Inflation of variance 
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(2.2.4) 
In the presence of near collinearity Ar ~ 0 so that the Var(P) is inflated 
and TMSE{P) ~ m. From (2.2.2) the individual variance of the i-th element 
of jJ is 
for i = 1,2, ... r (2.2.5) 
Thus by the definition of the variance inflation factor, the variance of the 
estimator of the i-th regression coefficient is a function of the VIF i's. 
If· VIFi is large (indicating collinearity) then the variance will be 
inflated as well. In the case of a nearly orthogonal design, for each i 
VIFi ~ 1, and there is no effect on the variance. 
Inflation of the variance will also mean that the null hypothesis H0 :/Ji =O 
(or any H0 : /Ji = k) will be more likely to be accepted. For a detailed 
discussion on parametric inference see Gunst {1983). 
2.2.2.2 Unexpected coefficient values and signs 
Collinearities can result in /Ji that 'have the wrong sign' (Farrar and 
Glauber (1967)), and magnitudes of values that disagree with 
well- established theory of previous empirical studies. The notion 'wrong 
sign' can only be well-defined in a Bayesian framework where the 'correct' 
sign can be assumed to be known from a prior distribution. Mullet {1976) 
pointed out that the 'wrong sign' need not be the result of collinearity. 
Other possible explanations for an incorrect sign are: (i) limited range 
of regressor variable values, (ii) model misspecification, and (iii) 
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computational error. To these we may add (iv) outliers in the response · 
variable and (v) influential cases. 
lie illustrate the effect of collinearity by considering the OLSE which, 
from (1.4.5), can be written as 
r 
p = ~ viui'Y/{J.i 
i = 1 
r 
= E vici/Ai where ci = ui'YJli 
i = 1 
Assume in the SYD of X that the eigenvalues are ordered, eg 
(2.2.6) 
Suppose that Ar is much smaller than Ar_ 1 (implying a single very strong 
collinearity), so much smaller that the summation in (2. 2. 6) is completely 
dominated by Ar, eg 
Then we may inf er 
(2.2.7) 
Gunst and Mason (1980) claim two characteristics of expression (2.2.7) when 
a strong collinearity occurs in X and vrj t 0: 
(i) the estimates tend to be large in magnitude due to the multiplier A; 1 , 
unless A; 1 is complemented by a small value of cr or vrj 
(ii) the signs of the estimates tend to be determined more by the 
collinearity associated with vr than by relationship of the predictor 
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varia.bles with the response: ie if cr > 0, the sign of Pj is the same as 
that of vrj ; if cr < O, the sign of ~ is opposite of that of vrj . 
The second of these claims may be something of an overstatement, because the 
SYD admits (-up -vd in place of (ui, vd, and the relationship of the 
predicted values and the predictor variables with the response is certainly 
implicit in ci = ui 'Y, for each value of i, even for i = r. It may be 
better to say that the inherent impression associated with ~r being as small 
as suggested, is that the notion of the sign of the regression coefficients 
is also imprecise, since small stochastic variation in Y may result in 
substantial changes in coefficient estimates, including some sufficiently 
large as to give rise to apparent sign changes. 
2.2.2.3 Unstable regression coefficients 
In the presence of collinearity a small perturbation in X or Y can result in 
a relatively unstable regression coefficient pi. However the Pi are 
estimated in a linearly interdependent way so that some estimable functions 
may in fact be very precisely determined despite the collinearity. 
2.2.2.4 Linear combinations of regression variables 
Poor precision rn the estimation of individual parameters does not imply 
that the estimated model is a poor predictor of linear functions of the pi. 
Although some individual parameters may be estimated poorly, the Y values 
may be estimated adequately for each data case, as the whole vector of Pi 's 
is used. Vhen the collinearity persists into the prediction area, the 
collinearity is not harmful. Use of the model outside the data-defined 
region of observed estimable functions (extrapolation) will result in poor 
prediction. 
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2.3 Centering and standardisation of the I matrix 
In the literature several conflicting views appear on tQe question of 
whether data in the X-matrix should be mean-centered before collinearity is 
assessed. Helsley (1984) contrasts with authors like Stewart (1987), Schall 
and Dunne (1987b), Gunst (1983), Marquardt (1980) and Marquardt and Snee 
(1975) who advocate mean centering. There is less argument on the question 
on whether X should be standardised although the question of 'how ·the 
standardising must be done could be vague'. Stewart (1987) pointed out that 
any combination of three elements could be standardised: the matrix X, the 
vector p (its elements should be close together), or the matrix E (where E 
is the smallest matrix E such that X + E is exactly collinear. 
The standardising of X is accomplished by dividing the elements of each 
column ~ector by the square root of the sum of squares of the elements, so 
that the length of each vector, (the root sum of squares of each column) is 
unity. Standardising ensures that the measurement of the X variables is 
uniform ( eg some columns of the regressor variables may be measured in 
inches while others could be measured in centimeters) and in fact unit free. 
' Marquardt and Snee (1975) recommended that in some contexts estimates from 
standardised variates could provide readier parameter interpretability. 
Standardising is essential before eigenanalys:is is used for purposes of 
detecting collinearity, to prevent the eigenanalysis from being dominated by 
one or two of the independent variables. Independent variables in their 
original units of measure would contribute unequally to the total sum of 
squares and, hence, to the eigenvalues. 
The condition number has its own scaling problem. Stewart (1987) show that 
by scaling down any column of X, the condition number can be made arbitrary 
large and cause 'artificial ill-conditioning'. Therefore it is recommended 
that before computing the condition number, the columns should be 
standardised to have unit column length (Belsley et al. (1980, Appendix 3B 
and §3.3)) 
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Centering makes all independent variables orthogonal to the intercept column 
and hence removes any collinearity that involves the intercept (see the 
discussion later in this section on collinearity involving the intercept 
term). 'Nonessential collinearity' (Marquardt and Snee (1975)) is thus 
removed. Centering is recommended in order to eliminate collinearities 
which are due to the origins 0£ the predictor variables and it can often 
provide computational benefits when small storage or low precision prevail .. 
The e££ect 0£ centering on VIF's is discussed by Schall and Dunne (1987b), 
it is invariant over a mean shift in the variables [X(i) Xi]. 
Mean- centering does not impose an arbitrary (data dependent) mean on the 
model. It removes arbitrariness from collinearity measures, by making them 
invariant over the choice 0£ an origin. The origin 0£ measurement 0£ the 
variables in a regression model is usually determined by the experimenter or 
the measuring instrument. Thus collinearity measures based on data without 
centering, will depend on the specific implicit choice 0£ origin. 
In the case 0£ a model with a constant term and one covariate, one would not 
speak 0£ collinearity as collinearity occurs due to the presence 0£ more 
than one covariate. The VIF due to having the covariates X(i) in addition 
to the constant term, is measured by the partial variance inflation £actor 
(thus the VIF obtained from centered data). 
Belsley ( 1984, 1986) holds the view that centering can mask 
ill-conditioning and produce meaningless and misleading 
diagnostics. He argues that the intercept term should not be 
elements 0£ 
collinearity 
dealt with as 
a 'nuisance parameter' as it could play a vital role in the collinearities 
involved. His view was demonstrated theoretically and practically in Simon 
and Lesage (1988). However Schall and Dunne (1987b) do not regard the mean 
(intercept) as a nuisance parameter so much as an essential parameter 
accounting £or an interpretation 0£ the origin. 
Stewart (1987) and Gunst (1983) concluded that one should mean-center and 
only examine the conditioning 0£ the uncentred data i£ the estimate 0£ the 
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intercept is of interest. Computationally it may be advantageous to center 
and standarise as more accurate estimations may occur. 
Randall and Rayner (1987) show that it could have computational advantages 
to decenter, ie first center to obtain computational accuracy and then go 
back to the original model by decentering. They warned that decentering is 
not easily mechanized. 
2.4 Detecting and handling collinearity 
The first step in successfully coping with collinearity is an understanding 
of the nature and effects of collinearities and an ability to determine when 
they are operating in a data set (Gunst (1983)). 
In §2.1 various ways of detecting collinearities have been discussed. It is 
of utmost importance that collinearity should be detected. Any method may 
be used, but it may even be advisable to use several of them. If one were 
to use for instance VIF's, it is also good practice to look at other methods 
(e.g condition number, condition indices, variance-decomposition, and small 
eigenvalues), to get a multi-faceted insight into the problem. Vhat is 
important here is the identification of collinearity and not which 
particular method one uses to detect it. The user may have to directly 
calculate some of the measures, as many currently released regression 
programs are not designed to warn automatically of the presence of 
near-collinearities. 
Once collinearity is identified no easy remedy is at hand. Any remedy will 
depend on the objective of the model fitting exercise. If the objective of 
the study is prediction, collinearity will cause no harmful effects if the 
collinearity proceeds into the data-defined prediction area and no serious 
extrapolation is attempted either within or outside the row- space of X. 
Vhen primary interest is in estimation of the regression coefficients, other 
alternatives should be considered. One is augmentation of the data in the 
directions of the collinearities, eg obtain new data or additional data 
such that the row-space is expanded to remove the near-singularity. 
Unfortunately this is frequently impractical or impossible. 
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Subset selection of variables to remove the collinearity should be applied 
with great care, as this approach may result in removing some of the 
important regression variables. Hoerl et al. (1986) recommend against 
subset selection as a general strategy to combat collinearity. In the face 
of severe collinearity one of the best alternatives is to use those biased 
estimators that are not so severely effected by collinearity. An array of 
biased estimators will be described in §2.5. A choice for one of them will 
depend on the circumstances of the problem, and estimators may perform 
differently in different situations. 
2.5 Biased estimators 
In the presence of collinearity one of the alternatives to OLS is biased 
estimation. In this section we present tabular summaries of the expectation 
and expected square error properties of biased estimators used in the 
simui'ation study. Thiart (1990) gives a detailed discussion of these 
estimators. Table 2 .1 consists of a summary of estimators and 
abbreviations. The tables 2.2 and 2.3 are separated largely for convenience 
of presentation, as the properties to which they refer are essentially 
interrelated. Table 2.4 presents some choices (mostly those used in Chapter 
4) of k, K, and d for substitution in the estimators appearing in table 2.2 
and 2.3. 
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Ordinary least squares estimator (Rawlings; 1988) 
Ridge regression, estimated k (Hoerl, Kennard and 
Baldwin; 1975) 
Ridge regression, estimated k (Lawless and Vang; 1976) 
Generalized ridge regression, estimated K 
(Hoerl, Kennard and Baldwin; 1975) 





Almost unbiased (jackknife) generalized ridge regression 
(Singh, Chaubey and Dwivedi; 1986) and (Nomura; 1988) 
Almost unbiased (jackknife) operational ridge regression 
(Ohtani; 1986) and (Kadiyala; 1984) 
Principal component regression, delete the smallest 
singular value (Rawlings; 1988) 
PC2 Principal component regression, delete the two smallest 





One step version of FPCI estimator (iterative fractional 
principal component estimator, via the generalized ridge 
method), where the OLSE is replaced by the PC1 estimator 
(Lee and Birch; 1988) 
One step version of FPCI estimator, where the OLSE is 
replaced by the PC2 estimator (Lee and Birch; 19S8) 
One step version of FPCV estimator (iterative fractional 
principal component estimator, via the RR method), where 
the OLSE is replaced by the PC1 e·stimator (Lee and 
Birch; 1988) 
One step version of FPCV estimator, where the OLSE is 
replaced by the PC2 estimator (Lee and Birch; 1988) 
Shrinkage estimator (Mayer and Yillke; 1973) 
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Table 2.2 Expectation properties of estimators 
Family Definition Bias Variance matrix 
:r :r 
OLS P=Evicd>.u 0 "2 E vi vi I I). i 
i = 1 i = 1 
6 = (Z'z)- 1Z'Y 0 
:r 
u2 E 1/ ).i 
i = 1 
= V'P 
:r -m :r -m 
PC Ppc = E vicd>.i' -V2V2'/J "2 E v. v. I I). . 1 1 1 
i = 1 i = 1 
R A :r • 1 -k(X'X+kI)- 1 {J u2V(A 2+kIJ- 2A2V' {J = E ()..+k) C·V· R 1 i i 
i = 1 
GR fiK = (4 2 + K)- 1428 - ( 4 2 + K) - 1 Ko "2(42+K)·242 
JR . fiJW = [I- [kA - t J 2 J 8 - [kA- 1 J2 o u2 [I- [kA- 1 J2 J2 A -2 
where A = Z'Z + K 
A 2 2 A 3 p.o.+20- )>..o. 
JGR 6 ·= 1 1 1 1 see II .1 see II.2 [ oL pi 6~ +0-2) 2 
:r :r 
SH PsH = d E vic1 /J. 1 - {1-d)/J "2d2 E vi v(fA1 
i :: 1 i :: 1 . 
A* 
- [I-FJ o u2FA- 2F FPC oFPC = Fo 
Prpc = VFV'P - [I- VFV']P u2VFA- 2FV' · 
*see II.4 and II.5 
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Table 2.3 lean square errors of estimators 
Family MSE matrix TMSE = tr(MSE) 
r 
OLS u2 ~vi vi' /Ai 
i = 1 
PC 
r-m 
u2 ~ vivi'/Ai + V2V2 'PP'V2V2 ' 
r-m 
u2 ~ 1/Ai + P'V2V2 'P 
i = 1 i = 1 
u2 A·+k 2 6~ 1 1 
R 
i = 1 
GR 
JR u2 [I- [kA - i J 2 J 2 A -2 + [kA - t J 2 6 6' [kA - i J 2 
JGR use II.1 and II.2 
SH 
r 
u2d2 ~ vivi'/Ai+(1-d) 2PP' 
r 
u2d2 ~ 1/Ai + (1-d) 2P'P 
i = 1 i = 1 
FPC u2FA- 2F + [I-F]66'[I-FJ 
r r 
u2 ~ f~/A·+ ~ (1-f.) 2 6~ 1 1 1 1 
i=l i=l 








r 4 2 
k = r -a-2 I }; ,\ i t5 i 
i = 1 





2 ki = ,\i/(Fi+1), Fi = ,\it5i/u 
k = p'0-2/( ~ [b~/{1+J1+,\i(fi~;-o- 2 )} 
i = 1 
* SH d = P'P/{tr([var(P)J + P'P} 
*an estimated value that minimizes the TMSE of the SH (see II.3) 
2.5 Summary 
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In this chapter we described and defined collinearity. Ve briefly discussed 
ways of detecting collinearity and the effect of collinearity on regression 
estimates. The issue of centering and the concepts of perturbation were 
also examined. Finally a summary was presented of biased estimation 
approaches to collinearity. 
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Chapter 3 
LP ESTIIATION IN LINEAR REGRESSION 
OLS performs badly in the presence of error terms that are not distributed 
as Normal (Gaussian) and where massive tails are present in the distribution 
of the error terms (Sposito and Tveite (1986)). Poor performance also 
arises even when the long-tailed distribution is assumed to be symmetric 
about its mean. Ve seek a robust estimator ( eg an estimator that is 
relatively insensitive to departure from normality and massive tails in the 
distribution). 
Alternatives to OLSE include the family of LP-norm estimators, in which we 
have OLSE when p = 2. Ve examine other values of p in the hope that they 
will be more robust than either L2 (OLS) or the biased estimators introduced 
in Chapter 2, in the presence of collinearity. 
This chapter consists of a survey of LP estimation. In §3.1 the general 
LP- estimator is defined, with particular attention to L1 estimation, L2 
estimation, and L estimation. It is of interest to note that these 
ro 
estimation procedures are each two centuries old. Finally we examine the 
case when p is an arbitrary value other than 1, 2 or ro. A general 
introduction to the statistical properties of X-linear LP-norm estimators is 
presented in §3.2. 
Sensitivity to outliers increases as p moves upwards from unity through 2 
towards ro. Large values of p may be appropriate for distributions in which 
the tails are highly attenuated. 
The device of estimating p from the data amounts to an exploration of 
alterations to the tails of the error distribution in order to downweight 
the influence of residuals that are large in some sense. 
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3.1 Definitions 
Consider model (1.1) of Chapter 1: 
Y = X/3 + t: {1.1) 
In general, the coefficients (/3) may be estimated by minimizing the sum of 
the p-th powers of the absolute deviation of the estimated values from the 
observed values of the dependent variables. The I-linear LP-norm estimation 
problem is to: 




with Yi the ~th element (row) of Y:nx1 and Xi is the ~th row of X:nxr. 
The term ~ i denotes the i- th residual in the vector of residuals ~. , Note 
that the notation f will be used for any value of p, because the val~e of p 
will be clear from the context. 
Let fi be written as fi = ui - vi, where ui,vi ~ O, represent the positive 
and negative deviations respectively. Then the general LP- norm problem 






+ vd (3.1.2) 
i = 1 
subject to x.p + (ui - vd = Y; } 1 Lp 
ui 'vi > 0 
i = 1, ... n 
/JA unconstrained L p 
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The justification for studying LP-norm estimation lies in a generalized 
theory of errors that encompasses least square error theory. The 
distribution of the error terms is presumed to determine an optimal value of 
p and thus the effectiveness of LP-norm estimation. 
The following theorem (Kiountouzis (1971), Barr (1981)) shows a connection 
between LP-norm estimation and MLE-estimation in a subfamily of the 
Exponential family of distributions. 
Theorem 3.1.1 In the general model (1.1), if the error terms satisfy the 
following conditions: 
(i) the errors fi are contained only in the measurement 
of Yi (ie Xi measured without error), 
(ii) fi and fj (if j) are mutually independent 
(iii) the p.d.f. of fi, for i = 1,2, ... ,n is 
f(Ei) = c exp {-hlfi jP} 
where c, h are constants and 1 ~ p ~ ro, and 
(iv) no other information is available concerning the 
coefficients flj 
{3.1.3) 
then the optimal (maximum likelihood) estimate of fl is obtained when {3.1.1) 
is a minimum. 
Solutions /3 of the MLE equations for the vector fl in the r-dimensional 
Euclidean space Rr are then given by 
n n 
{/3: E IYi - Xi/JjP < E jYi - XiPIP, V P f Rr } 
i = 1 i = 1 
It is clear that each P is a LP- norm estimator and under appropriate 
conditions on X, this set is a singleton. Vhen p = 1, {3.1.3) reduces to a 
Laplace distribution. Thus the L1-norm estimator is optimal when the 
underlying distribution of the error terms is Laplace. The least squares 
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(L2 ) estimator is optimal when the errors are distributed as Gaussian 
normals (p 2, in (3 .1. 3)). In §3. 4 it will be shown that the L - norm 
ID 
estimator i~ optimal (maximum likelihood) when the errors are distributed 
uniformly. 
3.1.1 L1 estimation 
The 1-norm (see Chapter one) of a vector f (the vector of residuals), is 
n 
llt:ll1 = E !t:d. 
i = 1 
If PL
1 
is the L1-norm estimator of p, (3.1.1) can be written as 
n n 
E IYi - xipL1 = E leij 
i=l i=i 
(3 .1.4) 
Ve minimize the sum of the absolute error terms to develop an estimator 
(MSAE estimator). Other names for MSAE criterion are least absolute value 
(LAV), minimum absolute deviation (MAD), minimum absolute error (MAE), least 
absolute deviation (LAD), least sum of absolute errors (LSAE), and L1- norm 
estimation. 
estimation. 
In this thesis we will use the terms Li-norm or JISAE 
The first known reference to MSAE estimation dates back some two hundred 
and fifty years. Sometime between 1755 and 1757, Boscovich formulated and 
applied the minimum sum of absolute errors criterion for obtaining an 
optimal fitting line. In general, to be computationally practicable, this 
Li- norm approach requires a technology that became available 200 years 
later. Linear programming was a development of the late 1940's and early 
1950's. Statisticians ignored JISAE until Charnes et al. (1955) introduced 
linear programming as a procedure to produce a JISAE regression solution. 
Nearly 50 years after Boscovich's minimum sum of absolute errors, in 1805, 
least squares was introduced by Legendre (and by Gauss in 1806). 
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In subsequent years, and as statistical theory developed, the relative 
computational ease of least squares, its uniqueness when applied to models 
of full rank and its attractive properties (eg known distribution for P) 
made hypothesis testing simple and convenient under Gaussian distribution 
assumptions. 
3 .1.1.1 Primal and Dual 
Vhen p = 1 the objective function for a linear programming (LP) problem is 
to minimize 
n 
~ (ui + vd = l'u + 1'v n . n 
i = 1 
subject to X (JL 1 + I(u - v) = Y 





where u = [ u 1 , ••• unJ ' and v = [ v 1 , ••• v nJ ' . Thus the LP problem has n 
equations in r + 2n unknowns (PL
1
,u,v), with 2n non-negativity constraints. 
Any well formulated LP problem possesses an equivalent dual problem. Denote 
the dual vector by d = [d 1 ••• dn]' , where di is the i-th dual variable, then 
the dual of (3.1.4), when the matrix X involves a vector of ones for the 
intercept in the model, is given by Vagner (1959) as 
n 
Maximize ~ d.y. = Y'd l l 
i = 1 
subject to -1 < d. < 1, i = 1, ... , n l (3.1.5) 
n 
~ d. = 0 l 
i = 1 
n 
~ di xij = 0 j = 2, ... , r 
i = 1 
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Vagner (1959) set wi = di + 1, to obtain dual variables that are 
non-negative. Thus (3.1.5) then becomes 
n 
Maximize E wiyi 
i = i 
subject to O~wi~2, i=l, ... ,n 
n 
E w. = n 
1 
i = 1 
n 
E W·X·. 
1 1 J 
i = 1 
3.1.1.2 Algorithms 
n 
= E xij 
i = 1 
j = 2, ... ,r 
(3.1.6) 
Since Charnes et al. (1955) a great deal of work has been done in developing 
specialized LP algorithms for the L1-norm estimation problem. For 
reference to the development of LP algorithms from 1960 to 1970 the 
interested reader is referred to Lawrence (1979) or the useful annotated 
bibliography by Dielman (1984). 
The most successful and widely used algorithms are those of Barrodale and 
Roberts (1973, 1974). Their algorithms are modifications of the simplex 
method applied to the primal formulation of the LP problem. 
Armstrong et al. (1979) modified the Barrodale and Roberts approaches, 
providing an algorithm that uses the revised simplex method with the 
principle of LU decomposition (Golub and Van Loan (1983)) in maintaining the 
current basis. 
According to Bloomfield and Steiger (1983), the three best algorithms 
available are those of Barrodale and Roberts (1974), Bartels et al. (1978) 
and their own algorithm. Bloomfield and Steiger (1983) give an extensive 
discussion of the algorithms and compared their CPU times and the iterations 
necessary to obtain an MSAE estimate, in a simulation study performed over a 
variety of n and r values. As sample size increases, the algorithm of 
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Bloomfield and Steiger gains relative advantage over the Barrodale and 
Roberts algorithms. 
LP formulation is not the only technique for finding an Li-norm estimator: 
Schlossmacher {1973) proposed an iterative weighted least squares algorithm 
to obtain Li-norm estimators. 
In this study the algorithm of Barrodale and Roberts (1974) will be used to 
obtain the Li - norm estimator, because the algorithm is widely used and 
because the FORTRAN code is published. For more discussion and development 
on algorithms the reader is referred to Bloomfield and Steiger (1983) and 
Gonin and Money (1989, p25-26). 
3.1.1.3 Geometric properties 
Some properties of Li-estimation ar1s1ng from the LP formulation are given 
by Appa and Smith (1973), Gentle et al. (1977) and Kiountouzis {1971). A 
few of these properties are: 
1. There exists at least one Li hyperplane passing through m (where 
m = r(X)) of the n observations. Vhen X is of full column rank r then 
the hyperplane will pass through r of the observations. 
2. Let n + and n- be the number of observations above and below the 
hyperplane respectively, and n* the maximum number of observations that 
lie on any hyperplane. Then 
3. Multiple optimal solutions can occur, ie two or more different 
hyperplanes may give the same MSAE for p. 
4. Variations in Y do not change the optimal values of the coefficients as 
long as no change in an observation causes it to cross the optimal 
hyperplane. Thus theoretically the Li- estimator is resistant to wild 
points. 
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5. Linear dependence among the independent regressor variables will not 
cause any failures in the estimation procedure. 
Statistical properties of the L1-norm estimator will be discussed in §3.2 
3.1.2 12 estimation 
Vhen p = 2 the L2-norm estimator is the OLS estimator, jJ, namely 
jJ = (X'X)- 1X'Y 
The computation of P is in principle easy (eg using SYD or Gaussian 
elimination), and gives the best linear unbiased estimator. Under normality 
it gives the MLE (Gauss-Markoff theorem). In practice numerical problems 
arise when (X'X)- 1 is not well approximated computationally. Its statistical 
tractability has made least squares the most common method of estimation. 
The OLS estimator and its properties were discussed in Chapter one. 
3.1.3 L estimation 
w 
The w-norm of a vector E is defined as 
Let PL denote the L
00
-norm estimator of p, then (3.1.1) can be written as 
00 
(3.1.7) 
Thus we minimize the maximum absolute error. Other names for L - norm . w 
estimation are max-norm, Chebychev approximation (norm) or uniform norm 
estimation. 
Laplace proposed the procedure (3.1.7) in 1799 and it was studied in. detail 
by P.L. Chebychev (whence the alternative name). An account of the theory 
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of Chebychev approximation can be found in Rice (1964), Band (1978) and 
Vatson (1980). 
In §3.1 it was shown that the L1-norm estimator is optimal in the sense of 
MLE when the error terms are from a Laplace distribution, and OLS is optimal 
in the sense of MLE when the error terms are normally distributed. The 
Chebychev estimator is optimal in the sense of MLE when the error terms are 
from a Uniform distribution, as proved by the following theorem (Hand 
{1978)): 
Theorem 3.1.2: In the model Y = xp + E assume the errors E1 are contained 
only in the measurement of Y1 , and the E1 's are distributed uniformly on 
some symmetric interval [-a,a] where a is fixed but unknown, and E1 and Ej 
are mutually independent for i 1 j. Then the 1
00
-norm estimator PL of the 
00 
unknown parameter vector P is the maximum likelihood estimator of p. 
Proof: The complete proof is given in Band {1978) but may be summarised as 
follows: 
By assumption, the p.d.f of E1 is 
= 0 
r 
Vi=1,2, ... ,n 
E1 E [-a,a] 
otherwise 
The quantity (XP) 1 = ~ x1jPj will be constant with respect to E1 , thus 
j = 1 
Y1 "'U[(XPL a,(XP) 1 +a] Vi 
1 
= 2a 
= 0 otherwise. 
Define if I fd ~ a 
otherwise 
then the likelihood function of the Yi is 
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The likelihood function can be maximized by minimizing a subject to the 
constraint that the maximum absolute residual is less than or equal to a, 
which is the Chebychev criterion for minimizing the absolute error. Thus 
the maximum likelihood estimator is the Chebychev estimator. 
By a single application of the CHEB algorithm, the Chebychev estimator, as 
the solution to an LP problem, is found iteratively inside the CHEB 
algorithm. The LP solution of the CHEB estimator and all other LP-norm 
estimators presents computational difficulties and also produces severe 
obstacles to the development of a distribution theory for all values of p, 
except p = 2. Farebrother (1985) proves that the CHEB estimator is unbiased 
under certain conditions, see section 3.2.1. 
3.1.3.1 Primal and Dual 
The Chebychev estimator can be formulated as an LP problem, in the manner of 
Wagner (1959), Appa and Smith (1973) and Sposito (1976). If the maximum 
absolute residual is denoted by D (so that D ~ a in theorem 3.1.2) then the 
primal of the LP problem is 
Minimize D 
r 
subject to D > y. - I; X· ·fl· v i = 1, ... , n 1 1 J J (3.1.8) 
j = 1 
r 
D > - y. + I:xij{Jj v i = 1, ... , n 1 
j = 1 
where D > 0 and {Jj unconstrained j = 1, ... ,r 
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The primal (3.1.8) involves 2n constraints in r variables. By defining the 
following matrices 
k = (0 ... 0 1] 1 : (r+1)x1 vector 
0 = [.81 ••• ,Br DJ 
1
: (r+1)x1 
c = (-Yi -Y2 • • • - Y n 'Y 1 • • • Y nJ / : 2nx1 
1n = [1. .. 1] 1 : nx1 
A = [-X 1 ] x 1 : 2nx(r+1) 
the matrix notation of Hand (1978) for (3.1.8) is: 
Minimize k 1 0 
subject to A1 0 ~ c 
0 unrestricted 
In this notation the dual can be formed easily by using the rules of Sposito 
(1975). The rules are: transpose the constraint matrix A1 , change 
minimization to maximization, interchange k and c, reverse the inequality 
sign in the constraints, and if the i-th variable (01 ) is unrestricted 1n 
sign then the dual constraint is an equality. Thus the dual problem is 
Maximize c1 f 
subject to Af = k 
f > 0 
where f :2nx1 is a vector containing the dual variables. If f is 
partitioned as d1 = [z 1 w1 ] = [z 1 z2 ••• zn w1 ••• wnJ. then a more descriptive 
notation for the dual is 
n 
Maximize E Y1 (w 1 - z1) 
i = 1 
n 
subject to E (w 1 + z1 ) = 1 
n 
i = 1 
n 
E (w1 - zd = 0 
i = 1 
E x1j(w1 zd = 0 j = 2, .... r 
i = 1 
w1 ,z1 ~ 0 1 = 1, ... ,n 
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3.1.3.2 Algorithms 
Various algorithms for Chebychev estimation are available, and most of them 
work on the simplex algorithm of LP. Barrodale and Phillips (1974 and 1975) 
proposed a three-stage algorithm for the solution of the dual in Chebychev 
estimation and they published a FORTRAN subroutine CHEB (Barrodale and 
Phillips (1975))~ This code (CHEB) will be used in this thesis. 
Band (1978) developed a gradient projection algorithm for the Chebychev 
approximation. This method is built around the algorithm of Barrodale and 
Phillips wi'th the following changes: the OLS estimator is used as a 
starting val~e in the algorithm, gradient projection pivot selection in 
stage one and maximum increase pivot selection in stage three. Hand's 
(1978) results were not totally conclusive but his algorithm is worth· 
mentioning and t'he examples given by him, showing the tableaux for both 
methods at each iteration, are quite informative. 
Further algorithms c~n be found in Armstrong and Kung (1980), and a FORTRAN 
subroutine RLMV is al~o available in the IMSL library. 
3.1.3.3 Geometric prop~rties 
From the LP formulation of the Chebychev estimation, various geometric 
properties have been derived by authors such as Appa and Smith (1973), 
Kiountouzis (1971) and Hand (1978): 
1. There exists at least one optimal hyperplane which is vertically 
equidistant, at a distance D, from at least r+l observations. 
2. The r+1 observations that determine the optimal Chebychev hyperplane 
must lie in the convex hull of the n rows of X in ar. 
An important . consequence of this last property is that the Chebychev 
estimator is determined by the convex hull of the observations, ie the 
estimator is largely determined by the most extremal observations. The 
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Chebychev estimator is therefore extremely sensitive to outliers, and more 
sensitive than 12 estimators. Residuals should be checked for approximate 
uniformity before accepting a Chebychev estimator, if an MLE criterion is 
the basis of its choice. 
3.1.4 LP estimation 
In the previous sections specific values of p were investigated. There is 
no theoretical reason why values of p other than 1, 21 and m should not be 
considered. In the case p = 1, 2 and m exact solutions exist, while other 
values of p each give rise to a non-linear programming problem whose 
solution can only be found to a given level of convergence. 
3.1.4.1 Primal and dual 
In (3.1.2) the LP-norm problem was formulated as a NLP problem. The primal 
can be written as (3.1.2) and an equivalent formulation is: 
n 
Min E (uf + vf) 
i = 1 
subject to x'jJL + Iu - Iv = Y 
p 
(3.1.9) 
u,v ~ 0 
PL unconstrained p 
The dual of (3.1.2) and (3.1.9) is: 
Max Y'd 
subject to -1 < di < 1, 1 = 1, ... , n (3.1.10) 
n 
E di = 0 
i = 1 
X'd = 0 
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3.1.4.2 BFGS and other algorithms 
The LP- norm estimation problem can be formulated (Barrodale and Roberts 
(1970)) as a non-linear programming (NLP) problem. The objective function 
is concave for 0 < p < 1 and convex for 1 S p < ro with the constraints 
being linear. They suggested for p > 1 the convex simplex or Newton's 
method, and for p < 1 a modification of the simplex method for LP. 
Ekblom (1974) suggested the following algorithms for various p values: 
1. For 1 < p < 2 use the damped Newton method. A problem with this method 
is that zero residuals are encountered. In the second derivative of 
the LP function a zero residual is raised to a negative power and will 
cause the iteration to terminate prematurely. Therefore Abdelmalek 
(1971) and Forsythe (1972) applied the Davidson-Fletcher-Powell method, 
while Ekblom (1973) introduced a perturbation ot the problem to avoid 
zero residuals. Ekblom (1974) rewrites (3.1.1) as 
n 
E [~~ + c2] tP (3.1.11) 
i = 1 
This form ensures that the second order derivative remains positive 
definite as long as c 1 O, and that the (damped) Newton method to solve 
(3 .1.11) doe·s not terminate prematurely. Ekblom ( 1973) then showed 
that as c~o, the solution of (3.1.11) is the solution to the original 
problem (3.1.1). Algorithms for this technique can be found in Ekblom 
(1973). 
2. For 0 < p < 1 Ekblom suggested the algorithms of Barrodale and Roberts 
(1970) and Henriksson (1972). 
Barr (1981) used the algorithms described by Fletcher and Powell (1963) and 
Forsythe (1972), which form part of the IBM Scientific Subroutine Package 
(1968). 
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Gonin and Money (1989) described a large selection of the algorithms 
available: 
1. Fisher ( 1981) transformed (3 .1.1) to a "linearly constrained" problem 
and use a constrained version of Newton's method. 
2. Merle and Spath (1973) used an iteratively reweighted least- squares 
algorithm, which set zero residuals equal to a small positive constant. 
3. Schlossmacher (1973) also used the iteratively reweighted least squares 
technique. His method deletes observations with zero residuals and in 
following iterations reintroduces them as the residuals become larger. 
4. Sposito et al. (1977) extended the Schlossmacher method for 1 5 p 5 2. 
The authors consider minimizing 
n 
I = E V-R~ 1 1 
i = 1 
where the Ri are the residuals and Vi are weighting factors. In the 
(m+1)-th iteration the above can be written as 
• n 
I(m+1) = E (1/IR(m)il 2 -P) {R(m+1)i} 2 
i = 1 
5. Barr (1981) extended Sposito et al. (1977) method to the r dimensional 
case (to handle more than one X variable) and compared this method 
(weighted least squares (VLS)) with that of Fletcher and Powell. Barr 
suggested that VLS should be used for 1.0 < p 5 2.6, and that when p 
has values greater than 2.6, the Fletcher and Powell (sometimes 
referred to as Davidson, Fletcher and Powell (DFP)) algorithm should be 
used. For p ~ 3 the VLS method will not necessarily converge. 
6. Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm: 
The basic idea of the quasi-Newton (or variable metric) method is explained 
in Jacobs ( 1977, p 237) and Press et. al ( 1987). The aim is to build up, 
iteratively, an approximation to the inverse Hessian matrix. 
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Notation: The function to be minimized is F (x), where x: nx1 is a vector 
with elements xi, i = 1 .. n. The gradient vector g:nx1 is defined as 
DF 
gi = ax;-
and the Hessian matrix G:nxn as 
82F 
G·. = iJ iJ • 1JX·X· 
1 J 
Vhen the second derivatives are not available the quasi-Newton method builds 
an iterative approximation to the inverse Hessian matrix G- 1 • This 
approximation is denoted by Hi, where the superscript i denotes the i- th 
iteration, with the property that 
lim Hi = G- 1 
1-ICD 
Let gi + 1 - gi = 7i : nx1 and xi + 1 - xi = 6i : nx1 
The first quasi-Newton method was suggested by Davidson ( 1959) and later 
modified by Fletcher and Powell (1963). They suggested the 
Davidson-Fletcher-Powell (commonly known as the DFP) updating formula 
Hi + 1 = Hi 6i 6i I + ---
6i I 7i 
Hi 7i 7i 'Hi 
7i'Hi7i 
The DFP formula has the property that the matrices Hi are all positive 
definite, prbvided that HO (the starting matrix) is positive definite. Thus 
the search direction is downhill. 
Broyden (1967) was the first to point out that the DFP formula is one of a 
family of formulae which share the same properties. This one- parameter 
family is (Jacobs (1977)) 
(3.1.12) 
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The conditions to ensure that the H-matrix remains positive definite can be 
found in Jacobs (p240, 1977)~ 
Vhen ¢i = O, (3.1.12) reduces to the DFP formula. The choice ¢i = 1 was 
suggested independently by Broyden (1970), Fletcher (1970), Goldfarb {1970) 
and Shanno (1970) and is therefore known as the BFGS algorithm. In practice 
the BFGS algorithm seemed preferable to the DFP algorithm. 
However Dixon (1972) shows that each member of the family of updating 
formulae {3.1.12) generates the same sequence of points (xi) when minimizing 
a general function F. This result implies that any differences (where the 
difference is. picked up by the constant ¢i) could be attributed to 
inaccuracy in the line search and to rounding errors. 
In view of the remarks of Dixon {1972), in this thesis the BFGS updating 
formula will be used because it is more tolerant of inexactitude in the line 
minimization than the DFP updating formula, and the user friendly FORTRAN 
subroutines can be found in Press et al.(1987). 
Brod lie ( 1977, in Jacobs ( 1977)) notes: "The trend away from exact line 
searches has shown serious deficiencies in the DFP formula. It is now 
universally recognised that the BFGS formula is superior. Indeed it seems 
hard to find any formula in the Broyden family which performs better. To my 
mind, the reasons for this are not fully understood. For example, most 
explanations of the superiority of the BFGS formula to the DFP formula have 
been in the context of exact line searches (Powell (1971)). Yet it is as 
the line searches become less accurate that the supremacy of the BFGS 
formula is more noticeable." 
In this thesis we will use the Barr (1981) YLS technique as well as BFGS 
algorithms. The effect of both techniques will be reported in appendices C 
and E, and will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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3.1.4.3 Choice of p 
lfhen fitting a regression plane one seeks the optimal fit, where optimal 
wilt be defined in terms of one or other criterion (eg smallest MSE). In 
minimizing the p- norm the LP- norm estimator is found. The OLS estimator 
(p=2) is the BLUE, but pt2 yields estimators that are not linear and hence 
can have lower variance than those obtained using OLS. How do we find a 
value of p that will yield the optimal plane or a plane near the optimal 
plane (meaning that there could be a set (range) of optimal planes)? 
One approach would be to fit the whole range of p values in order to find 
the unique p that satisfies a more general set of optimality criteria. In 
practice this approach would not be feasible and one should rather examine 
the guidelines given in the literature. 
Forsythe (1972) suggested that in the case where the errors have a Gaussian 
distribution, one should use p = 2 (OLS). For Contaminated normal or skewly 
distributed error distributions he suggest, p = 1.5, as a "good compromise". 
Ekblom (1974) found that for the Contaminated normal distribution the 
LP-norm is inferior to the Huber (1964, 1972) estimator which, according to 
Ekblom, is a "mixed LP- estimate", since it uses L2 in the middle and L1 in 
the tails. 
For the Laplace and the Cauchy he suggested p = 1.25. For error densities 
with very "long" tails and skewly distributed (such as x2) he suggests p S 
1. In contradiction, Rice (1964) remarks that p < 1 is not of interest. 
Barter (1977) proposed an adaptive procedure which depends on the kurtosis, 
"' of the regression error distribution. He suggested 
p = 1 for K, > 3.8 
p = 2 for 2.2 s K, s 3.s· (3.1.13) 
p : CD for. K, < 2.2 
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Barr (1981) showed that the LP estimates are unbiased for all p ~ 1 (see 
§3.2.1), He therefore based the choice of p on the empirical generalized 
variance. He defined the empirical generalized variance of the regression 
coefficient estimates as the determinant of the empirical covariance matrix 
of their estimator and seeks that p which yields the smallest possible 
generalized variance. 
In a simulation study conducted over a wide range of distributions with 
kurtosis ranging from 1.8 to ro, Barr found the optimal p (eg the p that give 
the minimum generalized variance) and plotted this p against the theoretical 
kurtosis values. From this plot an approximate functional relationship 
between p and " (kurtosis of error distributions) emerges: 
p = 9/K2 + 1 (3.1.14) 
Formula (3 .1.14) has the advantage that it precludes any ambiguity in the 
choice of the LP-norm. 
In a second simulation study Barr showed that the population kurtosis " 
could be estimated by the kurtosis based on the sample data, ~ (see the 
notes at the end of this section on kurtosis). Then (3.1.14) becomes 
p = 9/~ 2 + 1 (3.1.15) 
Examining the empirical generalized variance of the corresponding estimates, 
Barr concluded that the results obtained using this formula (3.1.15) are 
generally superior to the adaptive procedure (3.1.13) of Harter (1977). 
On the basis of the study Barr proposed the following steps in fitting an 
LP-norm estimator: 
Obtain a set of residuals by fitting OLS, use these residuals, and 
compute "' and hence p. Use this p, fit LP, then from the resulting 
residuals compute ~' obtain a new p, fit LP. 
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Sposito et al. {1983) give the following guidelines with respect to p: 
For small sample size, the formula (3.1.14) yields a reasonable value 
of p for distributions with a finite range. For long-tailed 
distributions a large sample (n ~ 200) is needed to identify an optimal 
p f [1,2]. A value for p which is reasonably close to the optimal p 
value is 
p = 6//(, (3.1.16) 
Finally Sposito et al. suggest the following modification to the proposals 
of Harter (1977): 
p = 1.0 for /(, ~ 6 (implicitly) 
p = 1.5 for 3 < /(, < 6 (Forsythe's compromise rule) 
p = 2 for 2.2 5 " 5 3 (3.1.17) 
p = w for " < 2.2 
Gonin and Money (Chapter 5, 1989) consider the choice of p in the 
non-linear case (also applicable 1n the linear case). They consider 
formulae (3.1.15), (3.1.16) and a theoretically sound but possibly 
impractical approach. Gonin and Money {1985) based their choice of 
estimator on the p-th order Exponential distribution with density function 
2-(1+1/p) 
f(y) = ~~~ exp{-tj(y-0)/¢1P} 
¢ r(1+1/p) 
-w < y < w (3.1.18) 
where ¢ (> 0) is a scale parameter and 0 (0 < 0 < ro) a location parameter. 
If the residual distribution belongs to this class of Exponential 
distributions, then the maximum likelihood estimate can be obtained by 
simply minimizing the sum of the p-th power of the absolute residuals or 
equivalently by maximizing the likelihood function over p. This fact was 
already stated in Theorem 1.1.1 where the distribution (3.1.18) was given as 
and it was shown that, for p=1, the distribution reduces to the Laplace and 
the L1-norm estimator is the MLE; for p = 2, the distribution reduces to 
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the normal with the OLS estimator as the MLE. In theorem 1.1.2 it was 
proved that for the Uniform distribution the MLE is the Chebychev estimator. 
Gonin and Money (1985) give the r-th central moment of (3.1.18) as 
The kurtosis ~ is then given by 
~ = r(5/p)r(1/p) 
{r (3/p )} 2 
(3.1.19) 
Use of (3.1.19) is theoretically sound as it yields a p that would insure a 
MLE of the betas, under these distributional assumptions. If one uses the 
sampling kurtosis in the equation as an estimate of ~, a method could be 
found to estimate pas a root of (3.1.19). Gonin and Money (1985) suggested 
the algorithm of of Steffenson (Dahlquist and Bjorck (1974:230)), but we use 
the a lg or i thm known as Brent's method. This method was developed by van 
Vijngaarden, Dekker and others at the Mathematical Center in Amsterdam, and 
later improved by Brent (1973). Brent's method combines root bracketting, 
bisection, and inverse quadratic interpolation to converge from the 
neighbourhood of a zero crossing. The method is guaranteed to converge, so 
long as the function can be evaluated within the interval known to contain a 
root. Vith trial runs we set the interval for the root p between 0.1 and 
30. Vhen the kurtosis approaches 1.8 the root seems to move to infinity 
(p > 30) and the algorithm was unstable, so ~ was set to infinity, and the 
Chebychev-algorithm was called. The FORTRAN code for Brent's method can be 
found in Press et. al (1986). Finding the p in terms of (3 .1.19) is 
referred to as the Gogga method. 
Gonin and Money (1985) suggest the following adaptive procedure: Fit a 
curve using least squares (or any finite value of p ~ 1). Compute the 
sample kurtosis of the resulting residuals and make a prediction of the 
optimal exponent p using either formula (3.1.15), (3.1.16) or (3.1.19). Use 
this estimated value of p and fit a new curve to the data. Subsequently 
compute the sample kurtosis of the resulting residuals and make a new 
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prediction of the true exponent p. Repeat the process until no further 
change in the values of p is detected. 
This method will be used in our simulation study, and we will use all three 
methods of estimating p (ie Barr, Sposito or Gogga), investigating the 
"goodness" of the resulting betas plus the rate of convergence. Gonin and 
Money found that the values of p converged in about 4 iterations. 
Theoretical convergence has not been proven and we suspect that the p value 
will not necessarily converge in expectation to a global solution (the true 
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It is interesting to note, that if one plots the values (p, K) of the three 
methods (Barr, Sposito and Gogga) the shapes of the curves are similar. By 
construction, they all intersect at the point p = 2, " = 3. Furthermore it 
seems that for 
K ) 3 
" < 3 
Sposito will outperform Barr 
Barr will be better than Sposito 
on the basis of the distributional assumptions. In the following table we 
try to summarise the theoretical values suggested by various authors for the 
distribution(D): Uniform, Normal, Contaminated normals, Laplace, Student's t 
distribution with 5 degrees of freedom and Exponential. The values in the 
last column were found by a trail and error method using the subroutine 
. GAMMLN from Press et al. (1986), and could be subject to a slight error 
margin. 
Table 3.1.1: Theoretical values for p 
·n Barr Sposito Harter Harter Forsythe Ekblom Ganin and Money 
(modified) 
u 1.8 3.78 3.33 00 00 30:1: 
N 3.0 2.00 2.00 2 2 2 1.99<p<2.00 
CN 4.0 1.56 1.50 1 1.5 1.5 Huber 1. 40<p< 1. 50 
CN 5.0 1.36 1.20 1 1.5 1.5 Huber 1.10<p<1.20 
L 6.0 1.25 1.00 1 1 1.5 1.25 1 
ts 9.0 1.11 0.66 1 1 1.5. 0.75<p<0.78 
E 9.0 1.11 0.66 1 1 1.5 0.75<p<0.78 
3.1.4.4 Kurtosis 
3.1.4.4.1 Estimation and variance 
All three formulae suggested for estimating p (Barr, Sposito, Gonin) are 
functions of the kurtosis (K = µ4/µI)· 
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Barr (1981) gives an estimator K of the kurtosis, applicable for observable 
error terms with a common mean as 
{3 .1. 20) 
Here kr is the r-th k-statistic, an unbiased estimator of the r-th cumulant 
Kr. The r-th cumulant is defined as 
Kr = I {ft )r (log My{t)JI t =O 
where My{t) is the moment generating function. The values of kr for r = 2 
and 4 are given by Kendall and Stuart {1966) as 
n 
k2 = "(Il-1J m2 
n2 
k4 = (n-1)(n-2)(n-3) {(n+1)m4 - 3(n-1)m~} 
where 
n -
mr =~{Yi - Y)r/n is the sampler-th central moment. lfhen Y has 
i = 1 
a Normal distribution, k2 and k4 are independent, and E{k 4 /k~) = 0. In 
general, k2 ~nd k4 are unbiased but are not independent, and ~ will not be 
an unbiased estimator of K. 
An alternative estimator for K is the ratio of sample moments 
(3.1.21) 
which is also in general biased. 
Barr {1981) conducted a simulation study in which the average MSE of the 
estimators (3.1.20) and (3.1.21) was calculated for a set of variables with 
known mean zero. The study ranges over 4 distributions {Uniform, Normal, 
Contaminated normal and Laplace) and three sample sizes (10, 30 and 50). 
Results indicated that over the distributions studied the estimator 
{3.1.20) usually generates a smaller MSE. Thus we may prefer (3.1.20) over 
(3.1.21). 
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Gonin and Money (1989) use the unbiased estimates of the second and fourth 
order moments (Cramer (1946)) 
Jt2 = ~ (~i - !)2/(n-1) 
i = 1 
A A 
2 to obtain in (3.1.21) an estimate of the kurtosis as µ4 /µ 2 • In the 
simulation study that follows we adopt this method. 
Sposito et al. (1983) use the analogue of (3.1.21) 
n};(f i - f) 4 
K, = -----
It must therefore be conceded that both these approaches effectively give 
the fitted residuals f i the status of independent observations from a common 
distribution. The effect of correcting n for degrees of freedom lost in 
fitting the r explanatory variable in X is an open question. 
Since the kurtosis plays such an important role in the estimation of p we 
exa.mine the variance of the kurtosis. A large error margin in ~, may lead 
to estimates of p that are absurd. 
Cramer (1946, §27.7) finds that the variance of the estimated kurtosis, 
(3.1.21), is given by 
µ~µ8 - 4µ2µ4µ6 - 8µ~µ3µ5 + 4µ~ - µ~µ~ + 16µ2µ~µ4 + 16µ~µ~ 
var(m4 /m~) = ---------------------''-----
nµ~ 
(3.1.22) 
where µr is the r-th central moment. 
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From Chapter 1 (§1.11) we may obtain the higher order central moments of the 
particular distributions: 
(a) Uniform distribution 
The central moment is µr = 0 for r odd 
µr = (2by for r even, and b = /Ju 
and 
= ff2 , 
2r (r+ 1) 
= IJ1.tlr 
(r+l) 
µ2µ 4µ µ µ + 4µ34 - µ22µ24 28- 246 
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The central moment is µr = 0 for r odd 
r! ffr for r µr 
=(tr)! 2h 
thus µ2 = ff2 , µ3 = o, µ4 = 3u4, µ5 = o, µ6 = 
even 
15u6 , and µ 8 
and 
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{ c) Symmetric contaminated nor!Dal distrib~.tion 
The central moment is µr = 0 for 'r odd. 
.. I' '· 
µ , ·= · J.r. · [w 1 11~ + w21rH· for :r even -r (tr)!2tr i .. 
r ! [ JI = --- u~ + 9u~ 10 
{tr)!2h 
where the weights are chosen as 1/10 and 9/10 (§4.2.2.3). 
thus µ2 = [11~ + 911:J)10-, µ3 = o, µ4 ~ 3[(11n 2 + 9{11:) 2]/10, µ5 = o, 
µ6 = 15((11~) 3 + 9(11:) 3]/10, and µ8 = 105((11~) 4 + 9(11:) 4]/10. 
\'hen K = 4. 0, u~ = u2 [ 1 + J3J and u: = 112 [ 1 - J1T27J and 
and 










11~ = u2 [1 ··+ Vil]' and u: = · 112 [i - IIrl:7J, 
thus µ2 = · 112 , µ 3 = 0, µ 4 = 5114 , µ 5 = 0, µ6 = 66. 773242116 and 
µ8 = 1513.l693u8 
• I . 
and 
µ~µ8 - 4µ2µ4µ6 + 4µ: - µ~µ~ 
nµ~ 
= 




(d) Laplace distribution 
The central moments is µr = 0 for r odd 
and 
= 
µr = r!cr for r even, and c = 11/ll, 
µ~µ8 - 4µ2µ4µ6 + 4µ! - µ~µ~ 
nµ~ 




(e) Exponential distribution 
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is µr = E[X-E(X)]r. Thus and µs 
40320 So that the central moment = 
,\ 8 
265 1854 and µ6 = - ' µ7 
= 
,\ 6 ,\ 7 





= µ~µ8 - 4µ2µ4µ6 - 8µ~µ3µ5 + 4µ~ - µ~µ~ + 16µ2µ~µ4 + 16µ~µ~ 
nµ~ 
14833 - 9540 - 704 + 2916 - 81 + 576 + 64 
= 
n 
8064 - --n 
(f) Student's t distribution 
The central moment is µr = 0 for k > r and r odd 
µr = ktr B(t(r+1),t(k-r)) fork> rand r even 
B(t,tk) 
thus µ6 and µ8 do not exist (when t has 5 degrees of freedom) and 
therefore the var(m4 /m~) is taken as ro. 
(g) Slash distribution 
For the Slash distribution the moments are infinite and therefore the 
variance is undefined. 
3.1.4.4.2 Unbiasedness 
For the simulation study .of Chapter 4 we used the unbiased estimates of the 
second and fourth order sample moments eg 
= (n2-2n+3) 0 A _ €) 4 _ 3(n-1) (2n-3) A2 
µ4 (n-i)(n-2)(n-3)i~l(Ei n(n-2)(n-3) P2 
= nfn2-2n+3) . 3n(2n-3i m2 
(n- )(n-2)(n-3) m4 - (n-1) n-2) n-3) 2 
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n(n2-2n+3) n 
where c0 = Il-T' C1 = (n-i)(n-2)(n-3) and C2 = (n-1) n-2) n-3)" 
· 2 = n(n2-2n+3) x l!!::_!l x l!!::_!l 
and c1/Co (n-i)(n-2)(n-3) n n 
= (n2-2n+3) (n-1) 
n(n- 2)(n- 3) 
.. 
(3.1.23) 
Now the var(m4 /m~) as found in (a) through (e) should be multiplied by the 
square of (3.1.23). Thus the variance as given by Ganin and Money (1989, 
p225) should also be multiplied by (3.1.23) as should the values they 
provide in their table. 
The above results are summarised in the following Table: 
Table 3.1.2: Variance for ~ 
D var(m4 /m~) 
n in general n = 30 
u 1. 3166/n 0.0438857 0.0509903 
N 24/n 0.8. 0.929512 
CN4 262.01/n 8.7335223 10.147393 
CN5 652.70/n 21. 756817 25.279029 
L 1188/n 39.6 46.010847 
E 8064/n 268.8 312.31605 
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These results suggest caution is appropriate. However if we consider the 
adaptive algorithm (discussed in §3.1.4.3) we are fitting, the sample 
kurtosis yields only a starting value for the LP-norm estimation process, 
and in this algorithm, we continue until convergence of the p's is reached. 
Thus we calculate the limit of the sequence {pi} (theoretical convergence, 
has not yet been proven, are we still going to try this - em algorithm)). 
Gonin and Money (1989) claimed that using examples where the true p is 
known, they could find a p with any method that converges to a particular 
estimate of p in about 4 iterations. Their claim and our findings will be 
discussed in Chapter 5. 
3.2 Properties of LP -nonn estimators 
3.2.1 Unbiasedness 
Theoretically it can be proved that OLS estimators (p = 2) are unbiased 
(Chapter 1). 'However when p f:. 2 the property of unbiasedness is not so 
clear. In simulation studies no evidence of bias in LP estimates could be 
found by Forsythe (1972), Barr (1981) and Money et al. (1982). 
Barr (1981) and Money et al. (1982) performed a simulation study on nine 
symmetric error distributions: Uniform, Normal, Contaminated normal (with 5 
levels of kurtosis), Laplace and Cauchy. leans of 500 sample estimates of 
regression coefficients were computed and compared to the true parameter 
values for six values of p namely (1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 2.00 and m). 
Then by using the normal approximation to the binomial distribution the 
hypothesis of unbiasedness was tested (using the number of estimates falling 
above the true parameter value as 
concluded that the LP-norm estimators 
error distribution is symmetric. 
a test statistic). Those authors 
are unbiased for all p ~ 1 when the 
Nyquist ( 1983) · (correctly) criticised the above studies by Money et al. 
(1982) and Barr (1981) and claimed that the notions of "symmetric 
distributions" and "unbiasedness" have been confused. Nyquist {1983) 
suggested that the correct conclusion should be that when the errors are 
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symmetrically distributed about X/J, the LP-norm estimators (PL ) are 
p 
symmetrically distributed. In effect Barr (1981) and Money et. al {1982) 
showed that the distribution of PL is symmetric about a median which is 
p 
close to fl. 
Harvey (1978) proved that the LP- norm estimators of fl are unbiased for 
1 < p < oo if the regression errors are symmetrically distributed, the first 
moment exists and X is of full column rank. Thus for the Cauchy and the 
Slash distribution (whose first absolute moments do not exist) the LP-norm 
estimators are not unbiased,.but do possibly have a median close to fl. 
Farebrother (1985) defined the (weighted) LP-norm estimators of fl as those 
which minimizes 
• n • 1/p 
llEll.= (E wi l!i IP) 
i = 1 
where p ~ 1 is a given constant and w ~ 0 is a given nx1 vector of weights. 
Farebrother (1985) claimed that it is easy to find LP-norm estimators of fl 
that are symmetrically distributed about fl when E is symmetrically 
distributed about zero when 1 < p < ro. He then shows that the L1 and CHEB 
estimators can be obtained by means of any of four linear programming 
. problems. Implementing them carefully will yield unbiased L1 and CHEB 
estimators. Usually the L1 and CHEB estimators may be biased if the L1 and 
CHEB norm have multiple minima. Harvey (1978) established the conditions 
given in a previous paragraph under which the LP-norm estimator will be 
unbiased for 1 < p < ro. Under these same conditions, plus a further 
condition that the L1 and CHEB norm must have a unique minimum for ally, he 
showed that the L1 and CHEB estimator are unbiased. For wi=1, conditions 
for the L1 norm to have a unique minimum have been established by Kripke and 
Rivlin (1965), Rivlin (1969) and Nyquist (1980). Farebrother (1985) pointed 
out that when wi= 1, the LP norm estimator is a member of Huber's class of 
M-estimators so that Jll(PL - fl) is asymptotically normally distributed with 
p 
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mean zero and variance w~q- 1 , where Q = lim(kX'I) and where w~ is defined by 
Nyquist (1980, 1983), for sufficiently small values of p ~ 1. 
Sielken and Hartley (1973) used other variants of the LP formulation than 
Farebrother in the developing of an algorithm which ensures unbiased L1-norm 
estimators. Sposito (1982) extended the results of Sielken and Hartley 
(1973) to the general case where p ~ 1. Both Sielken and Hartley (1973) and 
Sposito (1982) fixed wi = 1. Farebrother (1985) pointed out that if X has 
full column rank then the result of Sposito (1982) is redundant as Harvey 
has already established that the LP-norm estimator is unique and unbiased. 
Furthermore neither Sielken and Hartley nor Sposito have explicitly shown 
that the unbiased estimators of (J are symmetrically distributed about (J. 
The advantage of Sposito' s method is that it may be used when X has less 
than full column rank. 
Before one may claim the property of unbiasedness for an LP-norm estimator, 
it seems that one should take into account the error distribution (meaning 
the type of distribution, the symmetry and outliers), the value of p, the 
rank of X and the algorithm used in applying the estimator. In certain 
cases there may be possible evidence against unbiasedness, or it may be 
possible to show ISE convergence to 0. However the explicit demonstration 
of theoretical unbiasedness is in general an unsolved analytic problem. 
3.2.2 Asymptotic distributions 
In the case p = 2, the OLS estimator of (J is a linear function of Y, and any 
linear function of normally distributed random variables is again normally 
distributed. Hence by assuming normally distributed errors, the whole 
spectra of significance testing and of confidence intervals are readily 
obtained from sums of squares distributed as Chi- square and from ratios 
distributed as F-distributions. For p strictly between one and infinity, 
the dual space of the LP space (ie an n-dimensional vector space with the LP 
norm) is (isometrically isomorphic to) the Lr space where r = p/(p-1). 
Thus the L2 space of the L2-norm is self-dual, and it is the only space of 
the LP spaces whose norm can be defined as an inner product (ie the only LP 
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space which is a Hilbert space). If the inher product of two elements of a 
vector space is zero, the elements are said to be orthogonal. This result 
allows us to generalize many geometric concepts including the orthogonal 
decomposition of Y with respect to the column space of X, and leads to the 
exact distribution theory for least squares!. 
In contrast to OLS, there is no closed-form solution of distributional 
issues for the general LP-norm estimators. Ve must attempt to derive the 
distribution of the LP-norm solution, PL , to an iterative non-LP problem. 
p 
The asymptotic distribution of 
Nyquist (1983) as 
Jii(PL - P), 1 < p < ro is given by 
p 




if p = 1 
if1<p<ro 
and the following conditions are satisfied: 
Al: e1 , i = 1, ... ,n are independent and identically distributed 
stochastic variables with common (cumulative) distribution 
function F. 
A2: The L1- and L00-norm estimators are unique (for 1 < p < ro, LP-norm 
estimators are always unique). 
A3: Q = lim(kX'X), is a positive-definite matrix. 
n-+w 
A4a: Vhen p = 1: F is continuous with a continuous positive derivative 
at the median. 
A4b: Vhen 1 < p < w the following expectations exist: 
E [I E 1 Ip- 2 J , E [I E 1 I 2 p- 2 J , and E [I E 1 Ip- 1 J = 0. 
Basset and Koenker (1978) prove the case p = 1, and proofs for p > 1 are 
given in Huber (1973), Ronner (1977) and Nyquist (1980). 
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The theoretical value for wi (the moment ratio parameter), is given by Gonin 
and Money {1989), ·and values for several distributions are summarised in the 
following two tables covering the whole range of distributions used in the 








M~ for several distributions. 
1. 57 tr2 
1.393tr2 














{1 <p < w) 
3ir2 / (2p- 1) 
2Jiir2r(p-t)/{(p-1)F [t(p-1)] }2 
20Ji(ir~P- 2 +9ir~P- 2 )r(p-t)/{(p-1)r[t(p-1)J(irf- 2 +9ir~- 2 )} 2 
ir2r(2p-1) / (2{(p-1) r(p-1) p) 
ir2{J3f5'r {r [t(2p-1)] }2r [1-t(2p-1)] {r fHp-5)] }2 
16 r[t(2p-5)] {r[t(p-1)]r[1-i(p-1)]r[t(p+1)]}2 
u2r(2p-1)/{(p-1)F(p-1)} 2 
Vhen p = 1 the quantity wi of (3.2.1) is denoted by A2 (Dielman and 
Pfaffenberger (1983) and Gonin and Money (1989)), where A2/n is the 
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asymptotic variance of the sample median of residuals with distribution F. 
Thus the least absolute error estimator has strictly smaller asymptotic 
confidence ellipsoids than the least squares estimator in linear models 
under any cumulative distribution function F for which the sample median is 
a more efficient estimator of location than the sample mean. 
Prior to the proof by Basset and Koenker (1978), of asymptotic convergence 
of the L1 estimator to normality, Rosenberg and Carlson (1971) conducted a 
Monte Carlo simulation experiment on L1 estimation, for two sample sizes 
(31, 59) and three error distributions (Normal and two Contaminated normal 
distributions). They concluded that the Gaussian distribution (3.2.1), 
provides an acceptable approximation to the distribution of Pp for modest 
sample sizes and well-conditioned designs X, when p = 1. The approximation 
was significantly worse for ill-conditioned designs (by which they mean that 
the independent variables of the I-matrix in the regression model could be 
constant, normal, or dispersed with high kurtosis). The results of 
Rosenberg and Carlson (1971) were unpublished but are partly presented in 
Rosenberg and Carlson (1977). 
Dielman and Pfaffenberger (1983) extended the Monte Carlo simulation 
experiment of Rosenberg and Carlson (1971), by adding two further 
distributions namely Laplace and Cauchy, extended the sample sizes (20, 30, 
40, 50, 100, 150, 200) and allowed for collinearity amongst the predictor 
variables. From their extended study, the following recommendations 
regarding the minimum sample sizes required to support inferences made using 
L1 estimators and the asymptotic normal theory for the error, are given: 
(i) if the error distribution is normal and n ~ 20, approximate 
normality of the distribution of the estimators is ensured; 
(ii) in the case of the Contaminated normal the minimum sample size 
required is n = 50; 
(iii) for the Cauchy the minimum sample size 1s n = 150; 
(iv) for the Laplace distribution the minimum sample size is n = 200; 
(v) collinearity appears to have no effect on the rate on convergence 
to normality. 
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The theorem (3.2.1) of asymptotic convergence to normality now allows us to 
construct confidence intervals for the components of {JL • The 100(1 - a)7. 
p 
confidence interval for the i-th element of {JL is (Gonin and Money (1989)): 
p 
[fl~ .] ± z {w2 (X'X)~!}1 LP i a/ 2 p 11 (3.2.2) 
where is the appropriate percentile of the standard Normal 
distribution. The quantity w~ is unknown. Gonin and Money (1989), by 
conducting a simulation study, suggested the following estimate of w~ for 




[(p-1)mp- 2] 2 
where mr = k ~ l€ilr , and fi is the residual from the LP-fit. 
i = 1 
(3.2.3) 
Vhen p = 1, the 100(1 -a)7. confidence interval for the i-th element of {JL 
1 
is (Gonin and Money (1989)): 
[PL1]i ± za/2{A2(X'X)if}1 (3.2.4) 
In a simulation study, Dielman and Pfaffenberger (1983), used the true value 
of A. However, in general, the quantity A is unknown and various methods to 
estimate the variance of the median of the residuals (A 2/n) are given by 
Gonin and Money (1989, p15-16). In the simulation study of Chapter 4 one of 
these estimators will be used: 
j = [2f(m)J- 1 (3.2.5) 
where f (m) is the ordinate of the error distribution at the median. In this 
thesis we will estimate f (m) by the method of Cox and Hinkley (1974) or by 
the method of McKean and Schrader (1987). Denote the i-th ordered residuals 
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(using the L1-estimator) by tui. Then Cox· and Binkley (1974) estimate 
f (m) · 1 by 
(3.2.6) 
Cox and Hinkley (1974) stress that i and j should be symmetric about the 
index of the median sample residual and that the difference between i and j 
should be kept small. 
Sposito and Tveite (1986) consider all the residuals and set 
i = [n/2] + v 
j = [n/2] - v 
where [.] denotes the greatest integer value of the argument and v is an 
appropriate positive integer. They conducted a simulation study to 
investigate how well (3.2.6) estimates f(m)- 1 • They considered four 
distributions (Laplace, Cauchy, Normal and Uniform) , 4 sample sizes (50, 
· 100, 200 and 300) and v ranging through 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6. In their 
representation of the results they underline entries for which 
I estimate - true I $ 0.05, without taking into account the variance of the 
distributions (which were not equal); thus they may be giving some 
distributions an advantage. 
0 
The choice of i and j specified by Sposito and Tveite will make i and j 
unsymmetric for n even and we propose for n even to set i = [n/2] + 1 + v. 
Sposito and Tveite (1986) suggested that the difference between i and j 
should be slightly larger than r + 1 (r parameters) since the number of zero 
residuals under L1 is at least r (the L1 algorithm fit at least r points in 
the plane). 
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Gonin and Money {1989) proceed as follows to find the value of i and j: 
Consider only the number fi of non-zero residuals, and instead of n residuals 
use fi non-zero residuals. Then the i and j can be found by 
1 = {fi+1)/2 + v and j = {fi+1)/2 - v for n odd 
i = {fi)/2 + 1 + v and j = {fi)/2 - v for fi even 
where v is a positive small integer. 
Cox and Hinkley {1974) show that A of {3.2.2) is a consistent estimator of 
A. 
McKean and Schrader ( 1987) only consider the non- zero residuals. Their 
estimator is based on the a-percent non-parametric 
A. The estimate of A is given by 
A 1-a = 
-tcA A ) n frn-i+1>-fq1 
where asymptotically 
fi+1 c-; )t l = ~ - Za/ 2 n 4 
and l is usually rounded to the nearest integer. 
3.3 Summary 
confidence interval for 
In this chapter the L1 , Lw, L2 and LP-norm estimators were defined, their 
properties discussed, and various algorithms (programs) to find these norms 
were introduced. In the case of the LP-norm various choices of p were 
investigated. Finally the asymptotic distributions of the LP- norm 
estimators were discussed. 
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Chapter 4 
· SIIULATION STUDY 
4.1 Introduction 
The purpose of this simulation study is to compare the performances of 13 
different biased estimators, with OLSE (summarised in table 2.1 and 2.4 of 
Chapter 2), and with L1 , LP and Lw estimators (discussed in Chapter 3, and 
summarised in Table 5.1 and Table 5.4 of Chapter 5). The generation of the 
simulated data and the setup of the factorial experiment are discussed in 
§4.2. In §4.3 we comment on the tail ratios of four distributions. 
4.2 Data 
The simulation study of this thesis follows the form of McDo~ald and 
Galarneau (1975) and Vichern and Churchill (1978). The X matrix of the data 
sets were obtained from Chalton (1990) who generated them for a simulation 
study in his PhD. thesis. 
Chalton (1990), considers a five parameter model, with a sample size of 30 
and the predictor variables generated from the following relationship: 
For j = 1,2,3 and i = 1,2, ... ,30 
Xij = (1 - ant zij + a1Zi6 (4.2.1) 
but for j = 4,5 and i = 1,2, ... ,30 
Xij = (1 - a~)t Zij + a2Zi 6 (4.2.2) 
where 
(i) Zij are independent N(0,1) variates generated by the SAS-function 
RANNOR. The seeds were not recorded by Chalton (1990), as the 
RANNOR function derives seeds from the time clock of the computer. 
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(ii) The parameters a1 and a2 determine the degree of collinearity 
between the predictor variables: · a~ is the theoretical 
correlation between any pair of the variables X1 , X2 and X3 , the 
product a1a2 is the theoretical correlation between any variables 
in the set {X 1 , X2 , X3 } and a variable in {X 4 , X5 } and a~ is the 
theoretical correlation between X4 and X5 • 
Five different vector combinations of a1 and a2 were considered, and two 
choices (orientations) of p, suggested by Newhouse and Oman {1971), namely 
the eigenvectors {of X'X) corresponding to the largest and smallest 
eigenvalues, denoted by PL and p
5
• For these 5x2=10 combinations (implying 
10 distinct estimated response vectors XP), four different values of u where 
considered, namely 0.01, 1.0, 5.0 and 10.0, for the error terms. Ve expect 
that some terms will be swamped by error. 
\ 
For i = 1,2, ... ,30 we model the response values as 
(4.2.3) 
where the X1J are unstandardized, Po is zero, and the E1 are independent 
N{O,u2 ) variates. Chalton {1990) generated 100 Y-vectors as 100 sets of 30 
data points from the model (4.2.3), for each of the {10x3=30) combinations 
of orientations, a1 and a2 values, and 3 variance values. {Note Chalton 
( 1990) reported the theoretical correlation as a~ and a~ • However, in his 
generation program he used the values of a~ and a~ as input to a1 and a2 • 
Ve use his X-matrix, but correct the minor error as we change his a~ and a~ 
to the correct a1 and a2 ). The eigenvalues and condition numbers 
corresponding to the five different combinations of a1 and a2 are shown in 
Table 4.1 and the coefficients of PL and p
5 
are shown in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.1: Eigenvalues and condition numbers of X'X (I is standardized). 
Correlations 
. 99:. 99 
. 99: .10 
.90:.90 
• 90: .10 





. 99: .10 
. 90:. 90 
.90:.10 
. 70: .30 
eigenvalues of X'X: Ji 






p used in generating Y 
/J' Eigenvectors of X'X 
/J' L [ 0.4474 0.4473 0.4481 
/J' s [ 0.2846 0.4760 -0. 8302 
P' L [ 0.5534 0.5542 0.5510 
/J' s [-0. 7755 0.1675 0.6084 
/J' L [ 0.4125 0.4547 0.4649 
/J' s [ 0.1821 -0.3973 0.5673 
P' L [ 0.5634 . 0.5489 0.5644 
/J' s [-0.0162 0.6908 -0.7051 
/JI 
L 
[ 0.5177 0.5611 0.5226 




























For the simulation study in this chapter, p0 ~10 because we add 10 to the Y's 
generated by the author. For each combination of X, p· and q, 100 
replications of the (30x1) f-vector were generated independently for 
( 4. 2. 3), because we want independent repetitions of Chalton' s data and we 
were concerned that there might be serial correlation present in the 
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Ch al ton's first set of data. Additionally, Chalton' s deviates were no 
longer available for transformation to alternative distributions. 
Chalton only generated data for N(O,u2), u = 0.1, 1.0, 5.0. Ve extend the 
study to include an extra u value, u 10.0, and generate the error terms 
from several additional distributions namely Uniform, Normal, 'Contaminated 
normal (2 kurtosis levels), Laplace, Student's t, Exponential and Slash, 
varying the scale over the four u-values. 
Thus in the setting up of the data we set up a factorial experiment of 
8 x 4 x 5 x· 2 
distributions variance collinearity orientations 
levels levels of the betas 
and the total number of estimators in which we are interested 39: 13 
biased, L1 , L00 , and finally 12 LP- norm estimators each fitted via two 
algorithms (VLS and BFGS). 
In §4.2.1 we discuss the generation of the pseudo-uniform variates, in 
· §4.2.2 we introduce the distributions, and discuss the transformation from 
uniform U[0,1] variables to variables with the specified distributions and 
required scale parameters (4 levels). 
In Chapter 5, §5.5.1, two full X (200K5) matrices as well as pseudo-random 
uniform numbers will be generated using the same scenario as described in 
this chapter. 
4.2.1 Generating pseudo-random.uniform numbers 
The pseudo- random uniform U (0, 1] values were generated using the random 
generator of Vichmann and Hill (1982). Ve choose this generator because it 
is re la ti vely simple and completely portable ( eg given the seeds, the 
unique set of numbers generated can be obtained on any machine that can 
perform integer arithmetic up to 30320). Furthermore those authors claim 
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that this generator is "reasonably short, reasonably fast, machine-
independent, easily programmed in any language, and statistically sound! 11 • 
The cycle length exceeds 2. 78><10 13 • Ve did not perform any rigorous 
testing of the portable random generator, already shown to be satisfactory 
by its authors. The generator is already in use in various statistical 
packages (eg GENSTAT {Payne (1988))). 
The structure of this random number generator involves three independent 
uniform random numbers obtained from three multiplicative congruential 
generators, where each multiplicative generator uses a prime number for its 
modules and a primitive root for its multiplier. {For a discussion on 
linear congruential methods the reader is referred to Knuth (Chapter 3, 
1969)). The fractional part of the sum of these three uniform random 
numbers is obtained, and this fraction is again a uniform U[0,1] random 
number. The cycle length for pseudo-random numbers obtained in this manner 
is c1c2c3 , where ci is the cycle length of the i-th random generator. 
F.or each X- matrix, and for each variance level, 100 repetitions of each 
f:30 x 1 vector were generated for each variance level. Six origins 
{meaning six independent sets of 3 seeds) where chosen randomly, and 
labelled A, B, C, D, E and F. The A files store triplets of uniform 
deviates from which the Viehman and Hill uniform deviates were obtained. 
Then by transformation the deviate generates data from distributions for 
which only one random variable is needed. Vhen an extra random deviate is 
needed (eg Normal, Contaminated normal) stream B is used, and stream C is 
used for the weighting process of the Contaminated normal distribution and 
for the di vision in the Slash distribution. Streams D, E, F are used 
additionally for generation of a Student's t distribution with 5 degrees of 
freedom. In each stream 40 ( 4 >< 5 >< 2) independent sets (each of 3000x3 
pseudo-observations) of uniform [0,1] values were generated and these sets 
are then transformed to the relevant distributions. By using the same 
origen (A) as the base for each distribution, comparability of residuals 
were ensured. 
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Each of the 40 (x6) sets of 3000 random values was tested for serial 
correlation (lag 1, lag 2, lag 3) and a frequency test (x 2 - goodness of fit 
test) was performed. The seeds for the generation are given in Appendix !. 
Only the first three random number seeds were chosen, subsequent values were 
generated and recorded as at the corresponding stage of computing. These 
values are recorded to facilitate re-use by restarting the generation 
process at a designa~ed file element, when restarting was required because 
of lack of output storage. For instance when using the eighth I-matrix, and 
a u-level of 5.0, it is not necessary to start at the first element and 
store all the. output but one may start at a designated file element, and 
perform repeated smaller loops of operations. 
The serial correlations, x2-values and other' statistics are reported in 
Appendix A. Some of the x2- values appear to be too large and some too 
small, but on the whole the results seem satisfactory. 
The serial correlations were calculated for lag 1, lag 2, and lag 3. The 
serial correlation is expected to be close to zero. Knuth (1969) gives the 




ITn = Il-I ~ n+l ' n > 2 
These checks were performed here simply to help explore what goes into our 
pseudo-data and hence to the estimators, and what comes out after fitting 
various estimators. 
4.2.2 Transformations for distributions 
Several symmetric error distributions with E(E) = 0 and Var(E) as 0.01, 1.0, 
25.0 and 100.0 were considered as well as one unsymmetric distribution, the 
Exponential with mean 100, 1, 1/5 and 0.01 and variance levels as before. 
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The Slash distribution is a distribution without finite variance (see 
4.2.2.8). Properties of the distributions may be found in Johnson and Kotz 
(1970) or Mood, Graybill and Boes (1974). Although these distributions are 
defined in Chapter 1, we included them here for completeness and cont~nuity. 
The moments of the simulated distributions are reported in Appendix B. The 
first 6 tables in Appendix B contain the moments for the 6 normal streams, 
and the remainder of Appendix B contains the moments of the various 
distributions. 
In the case of this thesis the random deviates for each distribution were 
generated once, and stored. However if the random deviates are generated on 
hand, it should be pointed out that there are more efficient (faster) 
methods to generate residuals for normal and Student's t distributions. 
4.2.2.1 Uniform 
The uniform random variable Y has distribution function 
F(y) 
a+b 










µr = 0 for r odd 
r 
( b- al 
r 
2 (r+1) 




and kurtosis, ~ = µ /µ2 = . 
4 2 2 4 (4+1) • 
------ 1.8 
12x12 5 




• To generate a random deviate Y from the Uniform distribution 
12 
with mean 0 and _variance equal to 11 2 , we use the cumulative distribution 
function technique. Ve require y = F" 1 (u), where 
random number. Setting a= -b, where f(y) = ~1 , F(y) 
2b 
y = F" 1 (u) 2bu - b 
= b(2u - 1) 
... 
u is a Uniform [0,1] 
y+b 
= tt' and 
2 
Thus if y N Uniform[-b,b], then var(y) =~'and b =/Ju 
3 
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For given variance values, we may obtain the corresponding uniform 
pseudo-random deviates for u from U[0,1] as 
u2 = 0. 012' b = J3 x 0.01 and y = 0.0173205 x {2u -
u2 = 1.0, b = J3 x 1.0 and y = 1.7320508 x (2u -
u2 = 25, b = J3 x 5.0 and y = 8.660254 x (2u -
u2 = 100.0, b = J3 x 10.0 and y = 17.320508 x (2u -
4.2.2.2 Normal (Gaussian) 
A normal (Gaussian) random variable has the density function, 
f(y) = - 1- exp[-(y-µ) 2 /2u2], 
IE u 
with meanµ, variance u2 , 
-oo < y < 00 
-oo < µ < 00 
0 < u 
central moments µr = 0 for r odd 
for r even, 
and kurtosis, If, = µ /µ2 
4 2 






To obtain Normal(0,1) deviates from Uniform deviates, we use the Box-Muller 
transformation. Box and Muller (1958) proposed a method· in which two 
independent uniform variables U [O, 1] generated from separate seeds, eg 
stream A and B, are used to generate two independent standard normal 
variables N(0,1). The transformations are 
Z1 = (- 2 ln u 1 ) ! sin 2rn2 
' 
z2 = (- 2 ln u1 ) t COS 27rU2, 
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where u1 and u2 are the independent Uniform deviates (from stream A and B 
respectively). 
To obtain the desired level of variance, we multiply by the required fl. 
Note that in this simulation for convenience we generally use only the z1 
variate-values, and the z2 variate-values are used only when a second normal 
variable is required. 
Neave (1973) found unsatisfactory sampling distributions for the Box-Muller 
transformation when used with multiplicative Congruential Pseudo-random 
Number generators: 
He reported that the agreement between the observed and the expected 
frequencies is poor in the two tails of a Normal distribution. However when 
the multiplier (b) increases the range of z (the range of the normal 
deviates) becomes more realistic. But no matter how large the multiplier 
may be, z is still unsymmetric, bounded on at least one side, and very 
unsmooth, especially in the tails. Golder and Settle ( 1976) pointed out 
that the improvement claimed by Neave for increasing b is only true for 
b < M/2. 
Chay et al. (1975) consider the problem further and overcomes it by 
interchanging the order of each successive pair of pseudo- random numbers. 
Golder and Settle (1976) show by an example in their paper that the Chay 
interchange can also yield samples with poor properties. They classify the 
conventional method (used by Neave) and the modified generator of Chay under 
Single Generator methods. Under Two Generator methods they consider: 
1. The Shuff le method of Maclaren and Marsaglia ( 1965) : Two ( ind·ependent) 
generators A and B are used. The A produces pseudo- random uniform 
deviates and B produces a set of randomly generated integers in the 
range 1 to N. The integers generated in B define an ordering (shuffle) 
for the sequence in which the A deviate stream will be used. 
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2. The Neave {1972) method: One may use two multiplicative congruential 
generators with moduli m1 and m2 yielding sequences {Yi} and {Yi}, and 
form 
where m1 and m2 are prime. 
3. The two-sequence method: Two independent generators produce two 
separate sets of pseudo-random uniform deviates. Pairs of deviates are 
then sent directly into the Box-Muller transformation. 
By Monte Carlo simulation Golder and Settle {1976) conclude that of the Two 
Generator methods, both the Neave and the two-sequence methods are 
acceptable. 
In this study we employ a Three-Generator method feeding into a two-sequence 
form. Multipliers 171, 172 and 170 in congruential multiplicative 
generators yield 3 deviates which are combined into one (sum of three 
uniform deviates) and two independently seeded runs are taken as a single 
paired stream to enter the Box-Muller transformation. 
The resulting values we assume to be adequately Gaussian, and the x2-results 
(df = 30-1) in Appendix B appear satisfactory. The tails of the Gaussian 
streams were checked and also appeared satisfactory. These empirical 
findings have further confirmation in the Golder and Settle (1976) study. 
4.2.2.3 Symmetric contaminated normal 
The weighted sum y = w 1y1 + W2 y 2 of two N(µi 'un variables follows a 




with -w < y < w and w1 + w2 = 1. The central moments are 
Thus the variance and kurtosis are respectively given by 
µ2 = (w 1 u~ + w 2 u~J 
fj, = µ /µ2 
4 2 
and 
. 4! [ 4 
= (4/2)!24/2 W1U1 
Ve use two symmetrically Contaminated distributions by choosing µ1 and µ2 
equal to zero, the kurtosis equal to 4 and 5 and the weights equal to 1/10 
and 9/10. In contrast, Barr ( 1980) and ·Gonin and Money ( 1989) choose 
Wl = W2 = t• 
To obtain the corresponding desired levels of variance (µ 2 = u2 ) and 





2 = ( 10KU4) /3 
thus u2 1 = u2 + u
2 x [3(/'i, -3)]t 
= u2 {1 + [3(/'i, -3)]t} 
and u2 2 = u2 u2 x [(K - 3)/27]t 
= u2 {1 - [(/'i, - 3)/27]t} 
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Thus, for K = 4, the above simplifies to 
"2 1 = "2 ( 1 + [3] t) 
and "2 2 = "2 ( 1 - [1/27] t) 
and for K = 5 the solution is 
"2 1 = "2 ( 1 + [6] t) 
and "2 2 = "2 ( 1 - [2/27] t) 
To obtain a Contaminated random deviate we use the same process as in the 
normal case: we take two independent N(0,1) variables from the A and B 
streams, say z 1 and z2 , multiply by the square root of the relevant variance 
factors for "~ and "~, and mix out a single stream randomly under the 
weights (using the C-stream of random deviates). 
4.2.2.4 Laplace 
A random variable Y with Laplace distribution has the density function, 
f (y) = tc- 1exp{- jy~al/c}, -rn<y<ro 
-rn ( a ( CD 
c > 0 
and distribution function 
F(y) = texp{(y-a)/c}, when y < a 
and 
F(y) = 1 - texp{-(y-a)/c}, when y >a 
with mean a, variance 2c2, 
central moments µr = 0 for r odd 
µr = r!cr for r even 
and kurtosis, K = µ /µ2 = 4!c 4/4c 4 = 6. 
. 4 2 
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For zero mean we choose a = 0. Then by using the cumulative distribution 
function technique, y = F- 1 (u), where u is a Uniform [0,1] random number, 
we solve for y when 0 $ u $ 0.5 in the equation 
i exp [y / c] = u . 
Hence y/c = ln(2u) 
y = c ln(2u) 
and y $ 0. 
For 0.5 $ u $ 1.0 we solve the equation 
1-Jexp{-(y)/c} = u. 
Hence -(y)/c = ln(2{1-u}) 
y = -c ln(2{1-u}) 
and y > 0. 
The variance (2c2) must be equal to (J2 
' 
thus 2c 2 = (J2 ' 
thus c = (J //J, 
(J2 = 0. 012' c = 0.01//J, 
(J2 = 1. 0' c = 1.0//J, 
(!2 = 25, c = 5.0//J, 
(!2 = 100.0, c = 10.0//J, 
4.2.2.5 Student's t 
The Student's t distribution is that distribution associated with the ratio 
of a standard normal random variable to the square root of an independently 
distributed chi-square random variable which has been divided by its degrees 
of freedom. 
T = Z/Jffl'i. where Z-N(0,1), 
U-x2 with k degrees of freedom 
and Z and U are independent. 
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The density function of T is 
f (t) = r [t(k+1)] 1 __ 1___,.........--........ 
r[tk] /ki (1+t2/k)t(k+I) 
-m<t<m 
k with mean µ = 0 for k > 1, variance u2 = x.:-2 for k > 2, 
central moments µr = 0 for k > r and r odd 
and kurtosis, 
= kirB(i(r+1),i(k-r)) fork> rand r even µr 
B(!-,ik) 
3(k-2) 
~ = µ /µ2 = 
4 2 (k-4) 
k > 4. 
k > 0 
To find T from the uniform deviates we have to form N(0,1) deviates. Two 
streams will result in two zi streams. 
For k = 5, the. variance is 5/3 and the kurtosis is 9. Ve will need six 
streams (A, B, C, D, E and F) of normal deviates. 
4.2.2.6 Exponential 
A random variable Y with the Exponential distribution has the density 
function, 
f(y) = Aexp{-Ay}, A > 0 and 0 < y < .m 
and distribution function 
F(y) = 1 - exp{-Ay} 
with mean 1/A, variance l/A2, 
raw moments 
and kurtosis, 
µ' = r{r+l) 
r Ar 
K, = µ /µ2 = 9 
4 2 
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Since A > 0 the mean is not set to zero. By using the cumulative 
distribution function technique, y = F- 1 (u), where u is a Uniform [0,1] 
random number (stream A) we have 
exp [- Ay] = 1- u 
and y = -ln(l-u)/A. 
Now y is a sample observation from an Exponential distribution with 
parameter A, and variance 1/A 2, and the value of A will be chosen so that 
u2 = 1/A 2, which induces a non-zero mean. 
Note that when errors from this distribution are transferred into the 
simulated data, least squares centering will result in the estimation of the 
intercept Po + A as the overall constant term. 
4.2.2.7 Slash 
The Slash distribution is that distribution associated with the random 
variable obtained by dividing a N(0,1) deviate by an independent U[0,1] 
deviate. 
Y = V/V, where Y-N{0,1), V-U(0,1), 
and V and V are independent. 
Rice (p89, 1988) gives the distribution of Y = V/V as 




Set u = w2 , thus du= 2w dw and 
= (21rrt rt 1 exp(-tuy 2 )du 
0 
= (27rr t 2-1 ( t z 2 ) - 1 { 1- exp ( - t y 2 ) } 
= (21rrt (y 2 )- 1{1-exp(-ty 2 )} for -rn < y 




The Slash is similar to the Normal, except that its tails ·are much heavier, 
so that it resembles the Cauchy, and has infinite even moments. Hence we 
preserve the median as zero, and change the scale in Y by the corresponding 
scale change in the V element. 
4.3 Tail ratios 
To illustrate the influence of the heavy tails the density function of the 
Laplace, Exponential, Student's t and Slash distribution where expressed as 
a ratio of 
density: Normal density. 
The following expressions emerge for u = 1 
Laplace:Normal (µ = 0) 
l(x) = /i exp[x2 /2 - x/J. ] 
Exponential:Normal (µ = 1, and µ = 0) 
e(x) = /Ii exp[x2/2 - x J 
Slash:Norrnal {V - N{O,u2), andµ= 0) 
s(x) = __!_ [1-exp(-tx2)J 
x2 exp{-tx2) · 
(scaled) Student's t:Normal 
t( ) _ ~r[t(k+1)] 1i_ 1 
x - Jk r[tk] Jk (1+x2/k)t(k+i)exp[-tx2] 
and when k = 5, t(x) reduces to 
= Ii_ _!__ Ii ___ 1 __ _ 




Plotting the values of r(x) = ln{dist{x)/f{x)) against x for dist(x) varying 
over l(x), e(x), s(x) and t(x), and f (x) the pdf of standard Gaussian 
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In this chapter a factorial experiment was designed to compare 13 biased and 
26 LP-norm estimators under several factors. The random number generator 
and the simulation of the X-matrix and of pseudo-random numbers for eight 
distributions were discussed. The influence of heavy tails was noted. 
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Chapter 5 
DISCUSSION OF SIIUL!TION STUDY RESULTS 
This chapter consists of a discussion of the performances of the 13 biased 
and the 26 LP-norm estimators fitted to the simulated data of Chapter 4. In 
section 5.1 judgement of estimators is discussed. Section 5.2 presents sets 
·of 'best' estimators, a comparison of the VLS vs BFGS algorithm, an 
examination of an adaptive algorithm and some Bayesian remarks on the 
issues. Section 5.3 focusses on outliers in LP-norm estimators, section 5.4 
focusses on the moment ratio parameter, section 5.5 and 5.6 investigate what· 
happens in the case of a full X matrix and section 5.7 consists of 
conclusions. 
5.1 Judgement of estimators 
5 .1.1 Unbiasedness 
In the class of unbiased estimators, the OLSE is the best linear estimator 
{BLUE) in the sense of minimum variance. In the presence of collinearity, 
the variance of OLSE can be inflated (due to small Ai 's) so that some biased 
estimators will be more suitable under a changed criterion, eg minimum mean 
square error. If the collinearity between some of the regressors is however 
consistently continued in the prediction region (eg in the neighbourhood of 
the I-observations), the effect of this collinearity on predictions will be 
less serious. If (!'2 is sufficiently small, p may be estimated by OLS with 
sufficient accuracy even if strong collinearities exist in X. Thus the 
choice of whether or not to use the OLSE should be based on the presumed 
relative magnitudes of the Ai and unknown (!'2 • 
5.1.2. ISE criteria 
Consider two competing estimators b1 and b2 • If the matrix difference 
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is positive semi-definite (psd), then b1 is to be preferred to b2 • S will 
be psd .if w'Sw ~ 0 for any non-zero vector w:nx1. The TMSE equivalent to 
MSE is that b1 is preferred to b2 whenever 
TMSE(w'b 2 ) ~ TMSE(w'b 1), for every vector w (5.1.2) 
This MSE criterion is the so- called strong MSE criterion, and a weaker 
criterion for b1 to be preferred to b2 is that 
(5.1.3) 
Examining these criteria it is worthwhile to point out: 
(i) TMSE(b1 ) is the average squared Euclidean distance between b1 and p. 
One therefore seeks an estimator that minimizes this norm. 
(ii) The relations (5.1.2) to {5.1.3) were defined in principal component 
(PC) · estimation as ways to determine which PC's to eliminate. 
(iii) Although only some criteria are explicitly stated here, there is a 
whole range of criteria available. For instance, all those criteria applied 
in PC estimation to eliminate PC's can be generalized. A detailed 
discussion of criteria appears in Vinod and Ullah (1981, Chapter 2). 
(iv) Some authors perform comparisons based o·n the simulated relative 
efficiency (RE) of each estimator to OLSE. There appears to be no 
statistical analysis of these efficiency ratios, literally only comparisons 
of the summary values (eg 2 < 3, or 2.9 is slightly better than 3, and so 
on) 
( v) Empirical comparisons of estimators reveal that no one estimator is 
always clearly superior to the others. The conditions for superiority 
depend inter alia on the degree of collinearity, the orientation of p, and 
the value of u2 • These factors should always be considered when choosing an 
estimator. Although some rough guidelines can be given, the optimal 
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estimator for any problem will be unique to that particular problem and no 
recipe or rule seems practicable at this stage. 
In this thesis the performance of each of the (13+12x2+2= 39) estimators 
listed in Table 2 .1, Table 5 .1 and Table 5. 4, over replications of 
data-sets of size 30 within (2x4x5x8=320) factor combinations was summarised 
by computing 
5 100 
E E ({Jji - /Jj ) 2 (5.1.4) 
j=1 i=t 
In (5.1.4) {Jji is the j-th element of {Ji, the estimate (via any method) of /3 
in the i-th replication. The evaluations are based on the relative 
efficiency (RE) of each estimator compared to jJ of OLSE. Thus the tabulated 
relative efficiency values are 
5 100 5 100 
E E (Pji - /Jj ) 2 I E E (flji - /Jj ) 2 (5.1.5) 
j=1 i=1 j=t i=1 
where P is one of the estimators given in §5.2. The RE as defined in 
(5.1.5) is given in the tables of Appendix C, marked as equal weight RE's. 
Alternatively 
100 5 100 
E (Pji - /Jj ) 2 / uJ , LS / E E (flji - /Jj ) 2 / "~ LS 
j=1 i=1 j=I i=l p 
(5.1.6) 
The RE as defined in (5.1.6) is given in the tables of Appendix C, marked as 
diagonal element weight RE's. Lee and Birch (1988), called this RE the 
standardized empirical mean square error and uf LS is the theoretical 
' 
variance of fij i . 
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An adjusted weighted RE measure, defined as 
100 100 
~ (Pi - P)'(X'X)(Pi - P)/ ~ (Pi - P)'(X'X)(Pi - P) 
i=l i=l 
is also possible as a measure, but was not used because it focusses 
essentially on fitted values xpi rather than the individual parameters pij 
in the vector Pi, which are the elements of interest here. 
5.2 Comparison of Estimators 
In this section we compare the estimators on the basis of the measure 
defined in (5.1.5) as we found that the measure defined in (5.1.6) not much 
different. Ve examine biased, VLS, BFGS, 11 and L estimators, we make a CD . 
comparison between these algorithms, we examine the 'adaptive algorithm', 
and we find the overall 'best' estimator in respective sections. 
5.2.1 Biased estimators 
The 13 biased estimators applied in the simulation study are given in Table 
2.1 of Chapter 2. 
5.2.1.1 Program 
The program that derives the different estimates is given in Appendix P2. 
It was written in FORTRAN 5 and ran on a PC. Double precision wa.s used 
throughout, although we have found in trial runs that it made little 
difference. The X matrix was standardized before any calculations were 
performed, then the SYD was computed. After any particular standardized 
estimate was obtained, we transformed back to unstandardized parameter 
estimates before calculating the particular statistic of interest, as 
' discussed later. 
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The SYD and the OLSE' s were computed by using the subroutine SVDCMP and / 
SVBKSB of Press et al. {1985). To obtain all the biased estimates, SVBKSB 
was modified for each particular estimation procedure. 
To avoid dividing by zero in the FPC estimation procedures, the ki 's were 
flagged as soon as the delta's (8's) became smaller than 10- 10 and in the 
subroutine that calculates the estimators, the delta's were then set equal 
to zero. 
5.2.1.2 Some apparently best biased estimators 
The RE' s of the biased estimators are given 10 . , Table C1.1 - CL 64, 
Appendix C. Tables F.1 to F.4 (Appendix F) present the 'best' three 
estimators in each category. The re la ti ve efficiencies were ranked, from 
highest to lowest. These rankings might be misleading, as values were used 
as obtained, but no statistical test was performed. It is difficult to say 
for instance that 1.7 is better than 1.6. Only RE's greater than 1.10 were 
taken as better than OLSE. Although we present at most three estimators at 
any given entry in these tables, the reader should always see the ranking in 
the ~ontext of the whole Appendix Ci. Estimators that are of all roughly 
the same performance as one of higher rank are indi~ated by the symbol - as 
preceding subsc'ript. Third ranked estimators that are not easily 
distinguishable from one or more lower- ranked estimators are indicated by 
the same symbol - but as following subscript. 
Absence of entries means that there are no estimators that appear really 
better than OLSE (RE values < 1.10 are interpreted as 1, and not better than 
' OLS). The abbreviations used for the distribution in the tables are U for 
Uniform, N for Normal, CN4 and CNS for the Contaminated Normal distributions 
with kurtosis = 4 and 5 respectively, L for Laplace, t for Student's t, E 
for Exponential and S for Slash distribution. 
From Table F.1 (u = 0.01) we note that OLSE performs satisfactorily when the 
collinearity level was modest (</56), except under the Slash distribution. 
For the first seven distributions (ie U through E) we note that in the 
.. 
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highest collinearity level (99:99) the GR family always is part of the 
'best' three. Therefore, for this particular variance level of <r = O.Oi we 
can conclude that the GR family is definitely appropriate. Although we only 
fitted two particular members, GRHK and GRT, in real data one may fit more 
siblings of this family. 
The Slash distribution stands alone and we see in general the FPC family and 
the JR family become prominent. Note in the Appendix that, under the Slash 
distribution, the relative efficiency of these families is much higher than 
for any other distributions. For instance in the U through E distributions 
a biased estimator was usually better than OLS by RE values from i .10 to 
2.50 whereas RE values that are high (eg highest 49) are not uncommon for 
the Slash. To classify an estimator better than OLSE for relative 
efficiencies less than 2, is debatable. The other advantages of OLS seem 
likely to outweigh small gains in relative efficiency. However in the Slash 
distribution the relative efficiencies really become obvious and the choice 
of 'best' estimator (we mean better than OLSE ) feasible. 
The completeness of Table F.2 is obvious. The variance has increased to 
1.0. A glance at the high relative efficiencies in Appendix Ci, table Ci.i7 
through to Ci.32 indicates how strong the advantages of biased estimators 
over OLSE become. Here we may note how the FPC family becomes important, 
explicitly ranked in the best three for 59 out of a total of 80 (8 x 2 x 5) 
possible blocks. The R family was ranked 30 times, with RLV occurring at 
28 of these 30 times. 
Table F. 3 is also an indication of the increased importance of biased 
estimators as the variance level increases. The RE's listed in Appendix Ci, 
Table Ci.33 through to Ci.48 are much higher than in F.2. Here we note the 
importance of the FPC family, ranked in the first three in all 80 possible 
blocks. The RLV estimator was ranked 68 times amongst the best three. 
Furthermore in the Appendix we see how remarkably well these biased 
estimators perform relative to OLSE, particularly when the collinearity is 
high. 
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In Table F.4, where the variance level is now at 100, the RE's listed in 
Appendix Cl, Table Cl.49 through to Cl.64 are now exploding. Here note the 
importance of the FPC family, ranked amongst the first three in all 80 
possible blocks. The RLV estimator, ranked 66 times amongst the best 
three. From the Appendix it is clear that, under any distribution, the RE 
of the estimator classified as 'best' is well above the RE of all the other 
estimators - meaning that the rank positions of the estimators become much 
more defined, and with more confidence one can claim that a particular 
biased estimator is superior (in this simulation) to OLSE. This observation 
appears true even when we have lower collinearity levels. 
From the simulation design we can make the following general comments, about 
some factors that effect the relative efficiency of the biased estimators: 
Vhen the variance is low ( o-=0. 01): collinearity is not an important 
factor, and for the first orientation of the betas there seems to be 
evidence for the superiority of the biased estimators, while in the 
second orientation the very low RE (marked ** in the Appendix Cl) 
suggest the superiority of OLS over biased estimators. It seems that 
the distribution of the error terms does not play any role, except for 
the change of RE's in the case of the Slash (for which technically the 
variance does not exist). 
As variance increases, the relative efficiencies increase over all 
factors (orientation, collinearity and distribution). The RE for X 
matrices of high collinearity is much higher than for lower 
collinearity levels. Furthermore it seems as if the RE is constant as 
we move from distribution to distribution. It is only in the case of 
the Slash that the RE seems to change, notably so in the· I matrices 
with the highest collinearity, where the RE is exploding. 
In the Slash distribution the variance level of the N(0,1) deviate was 
taken as the required variance level (scale), in the programs, ie for 
biased, VLS, BFGS, 11 and L estimation. In the case of the Slash Ill 
distribution we can conclude that scale and collinearity level play an 
important role in the relative efficiencies. Ve suggest that only in 
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distributions with wild outliers will RE values explode. Ve conclude 
that biased estimators are influenced only by variance, orientation, 
and collinearity but are impervious to distribution changes - at least 
to the regular distributions of this study. - From the Slash RE's we 
believe a biased estimator is likelY, to be robust against outliers. 
5.2.2 LP norm estimators 
5.2.2.1 LP-norm algorithms in general 
The LP-norm solutions were found via two algorithms VLS and BFGS. Ve will 
discuss the adaptive algorithm for determining p and explain the difference 
bet ween the four main programs. However we first need to examine the 12 
LP-norm estimators. 
The 12 LP-norm estimators fitted via VLS and BFGS are defined in Tables 5.1 
and 5.4. Ve summarise these specific estimators as follows: 
Summary: LP-norm estimators 
Choice of p 
Kurtosis based 
(samples of 30) ::::ito) 
Gogga 
Harter-Sposito 











one call VLS/BFGS 
one call VLS/BFGS 
one call VLS/BFGS 
one call VLS/BFGS 
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The choice of the above LP- norm estimators stems from Table 3 .1.1, the 
so-called theoretical values of p. Because the variance of the kurtosis is 
so large (see Table 3 .1. 2), the kurtosis based on the whole sample of 
deviates (30 x 100) should be an estimate nearer to the true kurtosis (ie an 
estimate whose confidence interval is much narrower than an estimate based 
on 30 deviates). Furthermore the population kurtosis was known for 7 of the 
8 distributions, and provides a useful contrast with the large sample 
estimated kurtosis, in applications to parameter estimator and relative 
efficiency. These values were intended to provide some objective standards 
of comparison for the sample size 30 study. 
Bayesians would not estimate parameters as we do, but derive posteriors. 
One could imagine that the underlying theoretical distribution of error 
terms is precisely known, and thus a choice of p could be based on one of 
the theoretical choices of p. In practice, knowing. the true underlying 
distribution is doubtful, but the idea that a particular small sample is 
drawn from a larger sample, is feasible. After a researcher has worked with 
a certain kind of data, one might use such knowledge to build a model of how 
the underlying 'large' sample behaved, and thus might base the prior for p, 
or for the moments of current small samples, on the observed p or observed 
moments of past larger samples. 
The following Venn diagram illustrates the drawing of small samples from a 
pool of larger samples, within the population framework: 
I I I I 
I I I 11 
I I I 
+---fl = population 
s 
~ 
ample of 3000 
raw 30 samples 
of 100 
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Thus, in expectation, 
variance of sample variance of sample population variance 
kurtosis based on 30 »» kurtosis based on 3000 > of sampling kurtosis 
Ve fitted the p found from the population kurtosis, to compare the results 
for the p from the adaptive estimators, where we suspect that the large 
variance of the sample kurtosis should be dampened by the adaptive 
procedure. This issue is taken up again in the later discussion of the 
apparent success of the adaptive algorithm. 
The adaptive algorithm: was suggested by Ganin and Money (1985), as 
mentioned in §3.1.4.3. The programming of the algorithm for this simulation 
study can be styled as follows: 
1. Read next Y(30), (X(30,6) is already in memory) 
2 Fit OLS, find residuals, compute kurtosis and estimate p 
3 Fit LP-norm algorithm, find residuals, compute kurtosis and estimate p 
4 Test p for convergence: If No: go to step 3, 
Yes: store p and betas go to step 1. 
As before the estimate of p can arise from Barr, Sposito or Gogga (Chapter 
3) methods and the LP- norm algorithm can be VLS or BFGS. For this study 
notice that the maximum number of loops between 4 and 3 was set at 30 (the 
outside loop), the maximum iterations (within VLS or BFGS) was set at 50. 
The convergence tolerance for p was set at 0.001. 
The four main programs: 
Ve applied all the estimators rn one program. This program is so large that 
the size of the FORTRAN version exceeds the allowed 64K segments of 
MICROSOFT FORTRAN 5. The gt option was applied at compilation, but still 
there were problems. Past experience also warned that when we allow the 
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size of the program to approach 64000 (bytes), the behaviour of the 
MICROSOFT FORTRAN compiler is not what it should be. (The opinion of Digby 
(1992) is similar). Instead of creating a stack overflow, if the storage 
space of a matrix cannot fit into the 64K segments, we have found that the 
last rows and columns just overflow into the first rows of the matrix. 
The large program problem was overcome by avoiding the use of unnecessary 
matrices or vectors. Vhenever a value is calculated, and will be needed 
later, we write it to an appropriate file and then reuse the storage space 
again. Of course using a number of files causes other problems. The number 
of files attached to a program is limited by the configuration of the 
computer and the buffer size. Furthermore by writing to files the program 
is slowed, as these files are on the hard drive and not in the RAM area. 
To cope with the above problems we divide the estimators into 4 main 
programs, DRELP1 through DRELP4. These main programs find the following 
estimators: 
DRELP1 DRELP2 DRELP3 DRELP4 
VB-C VSAMB FB-C FSAMB 
VS-C VS AMS FS-C FSA MS 
VG-C VSAMG FG-C FSAMG 
VHART V125 FHART F125 
VPOPB V15 FPO PB F15 
VP OPS FPO PS Li 
VPOPG FPO PG CHEB 
The explanation of the abbreviations can be found in Tables 5 .1 and 5.4. 
Notice that the L1 and the Chebychev estimators are fitted in program 4, 
together with the BFGS algorithm. The programs were sometimes changed 
(usually at format statements) to accommodate the large outliers in the 
Slash distribution, and the estimator found using the population kurtosis 
was absent in the case of the Slash. 
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The way the data are read and the OLSE found, is the same in all four 
programs and is in fact the first part of the biased estimators program. 
One drawback of all four main programs is that the testing for convergence 
(in the adaptive algorithm) is done within the main program, and all the 
bookkeeping, writing to files, computation of relative efficiencies and so 
on are carried out in the main program. These programs would look much 
neater or more readable if the bookkeeping of residuals, betas, error codes, 
norms, iterations, RE and so on could have been managed inside a subroutine. 
For example part of a main program would consist of 
c Method Barr, adaptive algorithm, 
IER·= 0} 
..... initialize bookkeeping 
c start of outside loop 
100 call BFGS( ...... ) 
c was BFGS fit succesful? 
If (IER= ... ) then do 
c find residuals 
call SIGMA( .... ) 
call MOMENT( .... ) 
p = 
c test for convergence of p 
If ( ) 
BFGS 
and find p from residuals of OLS 
c p has converged, now copy all relevant statistics to files, and 
c re,store all destroyed matrices 
For further detail see the program codes, in Appendixes P4 trough to P5 .. 
llhen all the estimators inside a program had been applied in all 100 
repetitions, the files containing the betas, relevant bookkeeping and 
residuals were saved, and the RE was calculated and written to another file. 
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5.2.2.2 LP-nora estimators via VLS · 
The 12 LP-norm estimators fitted in the simulation study are given in Table 
5.1. In general the leading V in a name, indicates that the VLS program was 
used, the characters B, S and G are the methods to find p, viz Barr, Sposito 
or Gogga (explain in §3.1.4.3); the -C indicates that the adaptive 
algorithm was used; · POP stands for population, and S1M means the sample, 
hence VSAMG and so on. The fitted RE of the VLS estimators are given in 
·Appendix C2, while the summary statistics of the programs are given in 
Appendices EH - ElD (summary statistics of DRELP1) through to E2A - E2D 
(summary statistics of DRELP2), each variance level is labelled as A, B, C 
and D, where ElA contains summary statistics of estimators fitted via 
DREGLP1, " = 0.01, through to E2D, summary statistics of estimators fitted 













LP-nora estimators using VLS 
Description 
VLS program, p calculated via Barr, adaptive algorithm 
VLS program, p calculated via Sposito, adaptive algorithm 
VLS program, p calculated via Barr, adaptive algorithm 
VLS program, p calculated via Barter; kurtosis form 30 OLS 
residuals~ one call 
VLS program, p calculated via Barr, kurtosis from specific 
population (distribution), one call 
VLS program·, p calculated via Sposito, kurtosis from specific 
population (distribution), one call 
VLS program, p calculated via Gogga, kurtosis from specific 
population (distribution), one call 
VLS program, p calculated via Barr, kurtosis from sample of 
3000 generated deviates, one call 
VLS program, p calculated via Sposito,. kurtosis from sample of. 
3000 generated deviates, one call 
VLS program, p calculated via Gogga, kurtosis from sample of 
3000 generated deviates, one call 
V15 VLS program, p = 1.5, one call 
V125 VLS program, p = 1.25, one call 
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5.2.2.2.1 Program 
The VLS algorithm is an iteratively reweighted least square technique (see 
points 3, 4 and 5 on p3.15). It was developed by Schlossmacher (1973), 
extended by Sposito et al. (1977) for 1 ~ p ~ 2 and in 1981 Barr extended 
the one regressor variable case of Sposito to an X matrix with more than one 
independent variable. Barr suggested that VLS should be used for 
1 < p ~ 2.6. 
Though convergence has not been proved, Sposito claimed that the VLS routine 
has converged for every one of the problems attempted by his group and that 
the rate of convergence was sufficiently rapid. 
Ve found in many cases there was no convergence (see §5.2.2.6), and that 
compared to BFGS, VLS was slow. This conclusion might be due to the fact 
that all values of p were considered, and not only those that fall into the 
interval suggested by Barr or the interval of Sposito et al. See also the 
comments on the values of p in the discussion of the performance of the VLS 
technique. 
The documentation for the VLS program can be found in Barr (1981), and 
additional comments on the algorithm can be found in Sposito et al. (1977). 
The following additional comments on the use of the VLS algorithm may be 
useful: 
1. The X matrix sent to VLS as Z is an X matrix augmented with an extra 
column Y, the response variable, ie Z = [X Y] where X is the X matrix 
without the column of ones (Z(30,6): 5 independent variables and one 
dependent). 
2. The minimum norm returned from VLS is stored in SD, iterations in IT 
and the failure indications in !FAULT, where 




if the routine converged 
if the return was due to an increase in the norm 
maximum iterations exceeded 
X moment matrix is non-singular (all though in 
program code this was never called. 
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An error code of O or 1 is taken as a success. 
The error code reported as a 3 in Appendix El is 1n fact the number of 
repetitions 1n which the p loop did not converge. 
3. The betas are stored in the matrix B\'LS ( 10, 1). The 10 is just the 
maximum number of the regressor variables plus a constant, chosen by 
Barr, and can be changed within \'LS if necessary. Note that in this 
study only the first 6 positions are used. The estimated betas are 
stored in the first 5 positions and the constant (an estimate of P0 ) is 
stored in the (6,1) position. 
4. \'hen we return to the main program we check for norm increase ( ie 
!FAULT = 1). lie have found with !FAULT= 1 and IT= 2 that the betas 
returned from \'LS are usually OLSE, and hence do not correspond to the 
p sent to \'LS. Therefore in the main program we check to see if the 
betas are OLSE, and if they are, we change p to be equal to 2, and the 
resulting betas (OLSE) are incorporated into the RE calculation. As 
our basic concern is the RE, we reason that adding an OLSE is not 
contributing to the difference in the RE. Cases like this are counted 
and reported in the Appendix El, and £2 under the column heading ignr. 
5. The limiting parameter vector (LPV) inside \'LS consists of two elements 
ie EPS = l0-6 and maximum iterations set at 50. 
The constant EPS has three functions in the \'LS algorithm 
(i) EPS is a constant used for assigning zero weight to observations 
ie if in the k-th iteration, the i-th residual is less or equal that 
EPS, then in the (k+l)-th iteration the weight of the i-th observation 
is zero. 
(ii) The variable EPS2 is set equal to twice the value of EPS and is 
taken as a convergence criterion. If the maximum absolute difference 
in residuals from the k- th to the (k+ 1 )- th iteration is less than 
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2xEPS, the routine is considered to have converged. The program code 
for this convergence criterion is: 
ISV = 0 
DO 4 I = 1,N 
RES = /*i-th residual at (k+1)-th iteration 
ABSRI = ABS(RES) 
IF (ABS(ABSRI-ABS(R(I))) .GT. EPS2) ISV = 1 
/* R(I) is i-th residual at k-th iteration 
4 CONTINUE 
IF (isv .EQ. 0) RETURN 
Inside the DO loop, the program compares each residual of the (k+1)-th 
iteration with that of the k-th iteration. Vhen this absolute 
difference is greater than EPS2, ISV is set to 1 (flag to continue). 
If (N-1) residual differences were zero and only one by chance is not, 
the flag is set to 1 and more iterations will be carried out until all 
N differences in residuals are zero. 
From an LP-norm viewpoint, where the objective is to minimize the 
p-norm (ie El~i~P) a more logical test would be to test norm 
convergence. Due to less sensitivity to rounding, a test based on a 
suitable definition of norm convergence would converge faster than one 
that is based on whether N residual differences have converged. 
(iii) The third situation where EPS is used as a criterion, is in a 
test for norm increase. For a discussion on this test see Porter and 
Vinstanley (1979). Sposito et al. (1977) claim empirical results 
strongly suggest that an increase in the norms only occurs when the 
process has converged to a solution within tolerance for. rounding 
errors. 
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In the test for norm increase, a variable SD3 is set equal to the 
difference between the value of the LP-norm from the (current) (k+1)-th 
iteration and the k-th iteration. If this difference is greater than 
EPS, then the algorithm returns to the main program. 
Thus, to summarise, convergence in VLS can be obtained via (ii) , 
EPS2 = 2 x 10- 6 and via (iii) EPS = 10- 6 • 
As convergence criteria in the other programs (L 1 , CHEB and BFGS) are. 
set to 10- 6 , we wonder how one would put these two criteria of VLS 
(EPS2 and EPS) on the same level as those of the other programs. To 
explore the effect on the convergence when both EPS2 and EPS are set 
equal to 10- 5 in the VLS routine, we ran some trial runs with a program 
VLS2 (EPS = EPS2 = 10- 6 ) and compared this with Program VLS1 (EPS = 
10- 6 , and EPS2 = 2x10- 6). Ve make the following observations: 
(a) The number of repetitions converging in VLS2 is usually lower than 
that of VLS1. This property is clear from the convergence criteria: 
absolute difference in residual > 2x10- 6 > 10- 6 
Table 5.2: An empirical comparison on convergence for VLSl and VLS2 
Datafile B99101C5 B90102E B99991T C70302E D99992C5 D70301N 
Routine VLS1 VLS2 VLS1 VLS2 VLS1 VLS2 VLSl VLS2 VLS1 VLS2 VLS1 VLS2 
Estimator 
VB-C 76 76 65 63 67 66 61 58 69 67 74 74 
VS-C 69 67 65 64 61 60 59 56 67 67 65 65 
VG-C 62 61 61 60 56 55 55 53 57 56 74 72 
VHART 99 99 93 93 98 97 94 94 99 99 100 100 
VPOPB 99. 99 21 21 18 18 8 8 100 100 100 100 
VP OPS 77 39 100 100 100 100 99 99 1 1 100 100 
VPOPG 10 8 99 99 97 97 98 98 4 4 100 100 
Table 5.3: A comparison on convergence for 
VI.St and VLS2 - Slash distribution 
Datafile A90101S B99992S D99102S 
Routine VLS1 VLS2 VLS1 VLS2 VLS1 VLS2 
Estimator 
VB-C 53 49 29 27 22 21 
VS-C 56 55 62 62 62 63 
VG-C 75 74 63 63 64 63 
VHART 85 85 73 73 72 72 
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Thus a difference in absolute residual would be found quicker in VLS1 
than in VLS2. The numbers of converging repetitions are given in the 
Tables 5.2 and 5.3. 
The separate table for the Slash distribution is given because in 
§5.2.2.6 we will show that, for distributions U through E, the BFGS 
program was much 'more stable than VLS. However for the Slash 
distribution the choice between the VLS and the BFGS algorithm is not 
so clear. 
{b) The results in VLS1 and VLS2 were identical when return to the 
main program was due to a norm increase {ifault = 1). 
(c) Vhen no convergence was reach in VLS2, but convergence was found 
in VLS1, the number of iterations in VLS1 is near 50 (the maximum 
iterations) and thus when VLS2 is run, and then more iterations are 
needed, maxit is exceeded and non- convergence was declared. . {This 
phenomenon is particularly apparent in file B99101C5, for estimator 
VPOPS, where the number of convergence VLS1 is 77, compared to 39 for 
VLS2. 
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(d) Usually when !FAULT = 0 (convergence) was reported we found that 
llLS2 needed between 0 and 3 more iterations for convergence (In some 
cases llLS2 did not converge within the outer p loop but ended in 
non-convergence, or singularity). 
( e) The norms and betas found using l/LS2 correspond for roughly at 
least the first 4 decimals to l/LS1. 
Our conclusion was to use algorithm llLS1 (EPS = 10- 6 , EPS2 = 2x10- 6 ) 
for the following reasons: 
In the original study reported by Sposito et al. (1977), they chose 
EPS2 = 2x10- 6 • 
As previously reported we find the results with l/LS1 to have more 
apparently converging repetitions than program l/LS2. 
It is an open question which of the two tests, norm increase or maximum 
absolute residual, should be the criterion for convergence. 
Results reported in Appendix C2 are for the l/LS1 (labelled as l/LS program) 
routine with EPS = 10- 6 and EPS2 = 2 x 10- 6 • In future research, the two 
reported problems with llLS should be investigated: The fact that VLS 
sometimes returns OLSE for a p that is not 2 is a serious drawback, and 
should be checked in llLS and not in the main program, as in this study. For 
an iterative weighted least square algorithm the convergence criterion of 
maximum absolute difference in residuals is much stricter than a criterion 
based on norm convergence. It is strongly recommended that in using VLS, a 
norm convergence test (such as the one used in BFGS) should be included 
instead of the maximum absolute residual test. It is suspected that this 
change would speed up the llLS algorithm considerably. 
The programs (DRELP1 and DRELP2) to obtain the llLS LP-norm estimators is 
given in Appendices P2 and P3, and the summary statistics on these programs 
in Appendix E (E1A through to E2D). 
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5.2.2.2.2 Some optimal VLS estimators 
The relative efficiencies (RE) of the LP- norm estimators using the VLS 
program are given in Appendix C2, Table C2.1 - C2.64. Tables F.5 through to 
F .8 present the apparently best three estimators in each category. The 
remarks in the first paragraph of section 5. 2 .1. 2 are applicable here, 
except, that because of space limitations we will no longer have a symbol 
indicating that the third ranked estimators are distinguishable from lower 
ranked estimators. An extra symbol will be used in these tables, namely*, 
which when preceding any ranked value indicates that less than 50 out of a 
100 repetitions converged. Thus a * symbol is an indication of a failure of 
the particular program. Ve include these values, when by rights one should 
ignore these values in this study, because with real data, or in a future 
simulation study, the failure for a particular program can be investigated, 
the program changed and then fitted to the particular data set. Ve suspect 
the failures are usually due to the restriction of the ALPV. 
In the case of the LP-norm estimators (via VLS) we immediately see that the 
variance levels, collinearity and orientation of the /J did not influence the 
fit. Therefore the presentation of the discussion of the ranked tables for 
VLS, will be different from that in the case of the biased estimators. 
Rather, we discuss the results in the framework of each distribution. This 
approach will also complement the theoretical background of LP-norm 
estimators (ie the optimal estimators for certain distributions are LP-norm 
estimators (page 3.3)) 
Uniform distribution: Theoretically the Chebychev estimator is optimal for 
the Uniform distribution. If we examine the rank entries in table F. 5 
through F.8 we notice that the estimator chosen is usually an estimator for 
which p is calculated by the Gogga function. This predominance arises from 
the structure of the program. Al though the subroutine for the Gogga 
function is stable for p approaching 30 (p<30), we find that when this 
subroutine is used within the VLS program, function values calculated in 
the FFUNC subroutine were unstable ( ie in the region of 102 0 ) , and math 
overflow occurs. Ve therefore set p ~ w whenever the kurtosis approaches 
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1.84 {which corresponds with a p of roughly 14). Thus the estimators in 
Tables F.5 through F.8 are actually Chebychev estimators. Because Chebychev 
is optimal, they rank among as apparently best of all estimators, compared 
to OLSE. 
All three adaptive estimators found under the Uniform distribution over all 
variance levels where unstable {less than 50 converge). The average p 
values reported (see Appendix E1A/B/C/D) in these adaptive estimators are 
2.09 and higher. This finding support those of Barr and of Sposito's (ie 
Barr suggests p ~ 2.6 and Sposito claimed VLS is stable for p ~ 2.). In 
this study we have found VLS unstable when p ~ 2.09. 
Normal and CN4 distributions: The missing cells in Table F.5 through F.8 
reveal immediately where the OLSE appeared to be the best estimator. This 
superiority of OLSE is expected, since for p = 2 the LP estimator under 
the Normal distribution is the MLE (Chapter 3, p3.3). The kurtosis of the 
Contaminated Normal is 4, and CN4 is the nearest (in terms of kurtosis) to 
the Normal amongst all the distributions under consideration. Notice that 
in Table 3.1.1 values for p for CN4 were in the range 1.40 1.56. 
CN5 distribution: ·The number of ranked estimators increases as the variance 
increases (the tails get heavier) but this increase might be due to chance. 
Note that of the 10 ranked estimators in table F.8, 9 where unstable, the 
error code return in these cases are !FAULT = 3 (to many iterations in the p 
loop). Because only 20 estimators were ranked, of which a large number were 
unstable, we concluded that for this distribution an LP-norm estimator with 
p 2 is best. 
Laplace distribution: Over all variance levels LP- norm estimators are 
chosen for all orientations and collinearity levels. From the theoretical 
background we know that the optimal estimator for the Laplace distribution 
is the L1-norm estimator. Then if we examine at the theoretical values for 
p, (Table 3.1.1) we expect that the estimators in which p was calculated by 
the methods due to Sposito, Harter or Gogga, should be ranked amongst the 
best. However, on the contrary we found the Vl.25 (p = 1.25) estimator 
ranked amongst the best in 32 out of the 40 cases. Perhaps then p = 1.25 is 
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the appropriate choice. Note that this value of p is the choice of Ekblom 
for the Laplace distribution. The fact that p = 1. 25 emerges as best may 
also explain why the methods of Sposito and Gogga are in the shadow of the 
Barr method. Given the population kurtosis, the method of Barr yields a p 
of 1.25 (the optimal p), Sposito p = 1.0 and Gogga a p of 1.0. 
These findings apply to the VLS algorithm, which we suspect is not always 
stable. Later in this chapter we will discuss the optimal p, p = 1, fitted 
with the stable L1 algorithm. Ve expect this algorithm (L 1) to be superior 
to the VLS algorithm, and for the Laplace distribution, it should yield an 
estimator that is superior to all other estimators (optimal p = 1. 0, the 
MLE). 
Student's t distribution: The number of ranked blocks (where a block 
denotes an specific I-matrix) and estimators found as " increases can be 




1.0 5.0 10.0 
8 7 10 
18 15 22 
It seems that as " increases the LP norm estimators become more prominent 
over OLSE. However if we look at the actual RE's there is no evidence to 
support this impression. The RE's fluctuate around fixed numbers and do not 
change from one variance level to another. Thus al though the RE does not 
increase with the variance levels, there is an increase in the number of 
LP-norm estimators ranked better than OLSE. 
A value p = 1. 5 was found to be amongst the three best in 21 out of a 
possible 28 blocks with entries. A value p = 1. 5 was also the choice of 
Forsythe (Table 3 .1.1). There was 19 missing cells, implying that no 
estimator was better than OLSE (p = 2) in 19 blocks. Thus the choice of p 
could be 1.5 or 2. 
Exponential distribut~on: This distribution is the only non- symmetric 
distribution used in this study .. The LP-norm estimators were ranked better 
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than OLSE in 39 out of the 40 blocks. The V1.5 and Vl.25 estimators appear 
most often; p = 1.25 was found in 32 out of the 39 blocks, and p = 1.5 was 
ranked in 30 of the 39 blocks. Thus a choice of p = 1.5 or p = 1.25 seems 
appropriate. Notice that p = 1.5 was also Forsythe's choice. 
Slash distribution: If we examine the value of the RE over the variance 
(scale), orientation and collinearity levels there seems to be no pattern. 
The highest RE in tables were: 
u 0.01 1 
value 9217 17947 







Here the first four digits in the X matrix indicator are the value of a1 :a2 
and the fifth digit is the orientation of the /J, 1 for largest and 2 for 
smallest eigenvector. Thus we conclude that collinearity, orientation and 
the variance (in the sense of scale) play no role. Also see the comments in 
section 5.3, were the values in the above table will be investigated 
further, and the comments under the Slash distribution when we fit the BFGS 
algorithm. 
In the 40 blocks, the adaptive estimators were ranked (in the best three) 40 
times and the VSAMB estimator was ranked 27 times out of 40. The 
frequencies of some LP- norm estimators ranking amongst the three best are 
summarised in the following table: 
u 
0.01 1.0 5.0 10.0 tot 
VB-C 7 3 6 3 19 
VS-C 3 5 6 3 18 
VG-C 6 9 7 9 30 
VS A MB 8 7 4 8 27 
From the above table it seems that the Gogga method is superior to the 
others. The VB- C estimator seems to be unstable (see the entries marked 
with a * in Tables F.5 through F.8). The question of adaptive estimator 
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choice will be discussed later, with the claim of and Gonin and Money (1989) 
that the 'method' (Barr, Sposito or Gogga) does not matter. 
The reason why VSAMB achieved high RE's might be suggested by the method of 
Barr, 
9 p = -------- + 1 
(sample kurtosis)2 
The VSAMB estimator is 1n effect the L1-norm estimator. Ve will refer to 
this equivalence later in this chapter. (Recall that in the case of the 
Slash distribution the population kurtosis is unknown and we could not fit 3 
of the estimators). 
In conclusion if we examine only the 12 LP norm estimators that use VLS, 
then collinearity, variance, and orientation play no role. The most 
important issue is the distribution. Ve have found that for the 
distributions U through to E there is a slight improvement over OLS in using 
LP estimation. In the case of the Slash the improvement is excellent and 
the superiority and the adaptivity of the LP-norm estimator emerge. In most 
cases where the Gogga function are used, the VLS program seems to be 
unstable. As instability is also found under other criteria there is not a 
clear cut case, against the VLS program, as VLS and Gogga are confounded. 
On its own we have found the Gogga function stable, as long as the 
bracketting of the minimum and maximum is done correctly. 
Roughly, the choice of p and the LP estimator fitted (under VLS) can be 
summarised as 
Distribution 
u N CN4 CN5 L E T s 
p Cl) 2 2 no clear 1.25 1.5/1.25 1.5 <1 
L L2 L2 choice Ll 25 Ll 25L1 5 L1 5 VG-C w 
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It should be pointed out, that only in the case of the Slash distribution, 
did one of the adaptive estimators emerge superior. In all the other 
distributions, the optimal p was fitted, by a fixed value estimator, that 
was found with one fit (or call to VLS), under the adaptive estimator. This 
issue will be discussed further in §5.2.2.5. 
5.2.2.3 LP norm estimators via the BFGS program. 
The 12 LP-norm estimators fitted in the simulation study are given in Table 
5.4. In general the F indicates that the BFGS program was used, B, S and G 
are the methods to find p via Barr, Sposito or Gogga (§3.1.4.3), POP stands 
for population, and SAM means the sample. Table 5 .4 contrasts onto Table 
5.1. 















BFGS program, p calculated via Barr, adaptive algorithm 
BFGS program, p calculated via Sposito, adaptive algorithm 
BFGS program, p calculated via Barr, adaptive algorithm 
BFGS program, p calculated via Barter, kurtosis form 30 OLS 
residuals, one call 
BFGS program, p calculated via Barr, kurtosis from specific 
population (distribution), one call 
BFGS program, p calculated via Sposito, kurtosis from specific 
population (distribution), one call 
BFGS program, p calculated via Gogga, kurtosis from specific 
population (distribution), one call 
BFGS program, p calculated via Barr, kurtosis from sample of 3000 
generated deviates, one call 
BFGS program, p calculated via Sposito, kurtosis from sample of 
3000 generated deviates, one call 
BFGS program, p calculated via Gogga, kurtosis from sample of 3000 
generated deviates, one call 
BFGS program, p = 1.5, one call 
BFGS program, p = 1.25, one call 
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5.2.2.3.1 Program 
The BFGS algorithm: The Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) algorithm 
was discussed in section 3 .1. 4. 2. lie used the program code for the BFGS 
algorithm as given by Press et al. (1985). It consists of various 








The function of each subroutine can be summarised as: 
DFPIIN: performs BFGS minimization on a function FFUNC, using its gradient 
as calculated by a routine DFUNC; 
DFUNC: calculates the gradient of the FFUNC; 
FFUNC: calculates the function value; 
LINIIN: implements line minimization (one-dimensional, through the function 
DF1DIM) and is described by Press et al. (1985) as a kind of bookkeeping 
swindle, and 'slightly dirty FORTRAN'; 
INBRA.K: searches in the downhill direction and brackets a minimum of the 
function; 
DBRENT: given a function and its derivative, and given the bracketing of 
the function, this routine isolates the minimum to a fractional precision by 
a modification of Brent's method that uses derivatives; 
DF1DII: is an external function that must accompany LINMIN. It is used as 
an interface between a multidimensional minimization strategy and a 
one-dimensional minimization strategy. 
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The above description is short and if the reader wants to implement the 
algorithm, as a whole, it is crucial that Press et al. (1985), should be 
consulted. Note that the subroutines have been changed to fit the needs of 
this study. In particular, in finding the function value we have to send 
more program parameters (ie X, Y and p) through to DFPMIN, which in turn 
sends them through to FFUNC, DFUNC, LINMIN, MNBRAK and DF1DIM. This change 
could have been avoided by declaring X, Y and p as common, but had they been 
in the common area more problems would have occurred. 
The following notes apply on the use of the BFGS algorithm: 
1. The subroutines of Press as modified for this study, were all used in 
double precision. 
2. The only element of LPV that is passed to DFPMIN is the convergence 
criteria for the norm FTOL = 10- 6 • All other tolerance limits can be 
found at the beginning of each subroutine, and the interested reader is 
referred to these. In both subroutines DFPMIN and DBRENT the maximum 
iterations is set at 50. 
3. DFPMIN tested for convergence in the following manner 
IF (2*ABS(FRET-FP).LE.FTOL*(ABS(FRET)+ABS(FP)+EPS)) RETURN 
where FRET is the minimum norm at the (k+1)-th iteration and FP is the 
minimum norm at the k-th iteration. FTOL is the convergence criterion 
and EPS = 10- 10 is taken as a .very small value to ensure that 
ABS(FRET)+ABS(FP)+EPS > 0. 
4. In the original DFPMIN of Press et al.(1985) the code includes: 




FAC = 1/FAC 
FAE = 1/FAE 
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These last two steps caused problems when FAC and FAE are very small, 
ie virtual division by zero. To obviate this situation we add a test 
for small values for FAC and FAC before division: 
17 CONTINUE 
IF (ABS(FAC).LE.SMALL.OR.ABS(FAE).LE.SMALL) THEN 
IER = 4 
where SMALL = 10- 2 5 , and IER = 4 is the error code describing this 
situation. Vhen an error code of 4 is encountered we suspect multiple 
solutions and test if p = 1, in which case L1 is called and then 
control from DFPMIN is returned to the main program. Further 
discussion on the error code 4 will be given in section 5.2.2.3.2 
5. The following error codes are possible within the BFGS algorithm: 
IER = 0 successful BFGS fit 
= 1 only when L1 or the CHEB estimator is called 
= 2 maximum iterations (50) exceeded in DFPMIN 
= 3 maximum iterations (50) exceeded in DB RENT 
= 4 divide by zero in DFPMIN 
An IER > 0 causes DFPMIN to return to the main program. 
Vhen an IER = 4, was encountered in DFPMIN, and we have found p = 1, the L1 
algorithm was called the following error codes were possible: 
IER = 40: optimal, non-unique solution 
= 41: unique solution 
= 42: calculations terminated prematurely due to rounding error 
(note in the programs, error code 40 and 41 are indication of a failure in 
DFPMIN but a successful fit via L1 , and thus in program code they are 
flagged as -40 or -41, to indicate a successful call (IER ~ 1)) 
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Vhen p is found. to be equal to infinity in estimator algorithms which then 
call the CHEB estimator, the following error codes are allocated: 
An error code 0 or 1, returned from CHEB is set equal to O; 
an error code 2 returned from CHEB is set equal to 20 (failure in the CHEB 
routine). 
In the case of program 4 (dreglp4) the error codes used within the 11 or the 
CHEB estimators are as described in algorithms elsewhere (§ 5.2.2.4). The 
error codes and other statistics of the programs are summarised in Appendix 
E3- and E4- for each variance level. 
5.2.2.3.2 Optimal BFGS estimators 
The relative efficiencies (RE) of the LP- norm estimators via the BFGS 
program are given in Appendix C3, Table C3.1 - C3.64. Tables F.9 through to 
F .12 present the apparently best three estimators in each category. The 
remarks given previously in section 5.2.2.2.2 are applicable here. 
Basically the conclusion from BFGS is the same as that from the VLS program, 
in section 5.2.2.2.2. Ve will discuss the stability of the VLS and the BFGS 
program in the following section. 
In the case of the BFGS LP- norm estimators we see immediately that the 
variance levels, collinearity and orientation of the P did not influence the 
RE's. As before (under VLS), the presentation of the discussion of the 
ranked tables will be within the framework of each distribution. This 
structure will suit the theoretical background of LP-norm estimators (ie the 
optimal estimators for certain distributions are LP- norm estimators (page 
3.3)) 
Uniform distribution: Although theoretically p = w is expected the CHEB was 
never one of the 3 best in all 40 instances. If we examine the ranked 
entries in Tables F.9 through F.12, we observe that the estimator recorded 
is usually an estimator involving the population or sample variance, and 
where the p is calculated by the Barr method. FPOPB and FSAMB were ranked 
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39 times in a total of 40 blocks. The adaptive algorithm was only ranked 11 
times, which we interpret as failure of the adaptive algorithm. The p 
fitted in FPOPB is 3.78, and for FSAMB the p was in the interval 
[3.68, 3.94]. {Note that math overflow can occur in some uniform files, to 
overcome this, INFCUR should be increased, to route the program to the CHEB 
algorithm) 
Normal and CN4 distributions: As in the case of VLS, the missing cells in 
Tables F.9 through F.12 reveal immediately that the OLSE is apparently the 
best estimator. This phenomenon is expected since for p=2 and the Normal 
distribution, LP is the MLE (Chapter 3, p3.3). The kurtosis of the 
Contaminated Normal is 4, and thus it is the nearest to the Normal in all 
the distributions under consideration. It is therefore not too surpr1s1ng 
that the 0 Eis best (p = 2). Notice that in Table 3.1.1 under CN4 values 
for p were in the interval [1.40, 1.56]. 
CN5 distribution: . Only three out of a possible 40 blocks had any rankings, 
indicating that p = 2 is optimal, and in effect, we could group this 
distribution with the Normal and CN4 distribution. 
Laplace distribution: Over all variance levels LP- norm estimators are 
chosen for all orientations and collinearity levels. From the theoretical 
background we know that the optimal estimator for the Laplace distribution 
is the L1- norm estimator, and we expect that some of the best empirical 
estimators will have p = 1.0. However, we found the F1.25 (p =1.25) 
estimator ranked amongst the best in 39 out of the 40 cases. The FPO PB 
estimator always followed the F1.25 estimator, because the p via FPOPB is 
1.25 and in effect is equivalent. The FSAMB estimator was ranked 30 out of 
40 times as best, and the observed p fitted for this estimator fall in the 
interval [1.22, 1.38]. Notice that p = 1.25 is in this interval. The 
adaptive estimators were never ranked amongst the apparently best. 
Thus the optimal p for this distribution is 1.25. This value is the choice 
of Ekblom for the Laplace distribution, and the same result was found under 
the VLS criteria. Fitting the 11 algorithm, we found the RE to be lower 
than that of p = 1.25 (see also remarks in 5.2.6). 
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Student's t distribution: Ve find p = 1.5 to be amongst the three best in 
26 out of 27 blocks wi~h entries. This finding corresponds with the result 
in the VLS case and a p value of 1.5 was also the choice of Forsythe (Table 
3.1.1). 
Exponential distribution: The LP- norm estimators were ranked better than 
OLSE in 39 out of the 40 blocks. The V1.5 and V1.25 estimators appear most 
often, p = 1.25 was found in 35 out of the 39 blocks, and p = 1.5 was ranked 
in 24 of the 39 blocks. Thus a choice of p = 1. 5 or p = 1. 25 seems 
appropriate. Notice that p = 1. 5 was also Forsythe' s choice and these 
results correspond with the VLS results. 
Slash distribution: As for VLS, the RE's are exploding, usually because the 
basis for comparison is the OLS estimator, which in the case of long tail 
distribution is a disaster. 
If we examine the value of the RE over the variance, orientation and 
collinearity level there seems to be no pattern. The highest RE's in tables 
are: 
(J 0.01 1 5 10 
VLS 9217 17947 8474412 226522 
BFGS 6447 8055 16687 71796 
Ll 7250 22382 2518622 130063 
X matrix 99:10:2 99:99:2 70:30:1 99:99:2 
where the first 4 digits in the X matrix are the value of a1 :a2 and the 5 
. digit is the orientation of the fJ' 1 for largest and 2 for smallest 
eigenvector. Thus we conclude that collinearity, orientation and the 
variance (in the sense of scale) play no role. For comparison, notice the 
similarity of pattern for the VLS and L1-norm estimators. Ve will refer to 
this phenomenon again in section 5.3. 
In the 40 blocks the adaptive estimators were ranked 35 times and 
specifically FB-C, 34 times. The n_umber of times LP-norm estimators were 
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ranked amongst the best is summarised in the following table: 
(! 
0.01 1.0 5.0 10.0 total 
FB-C 10 9 6 9 34 ., 
FHART 9 6 4 3 22 
F1.25 2 4 8 7 21 
FSA MB 7 9 1 2 19 
From the above table it seems that the Barr method is superior to the 
others. This conclusion is no surprise since for Barr p > 1.0, where as for 
Sposito and Gogga p < 1 is likely. This study supports the Rice {1964) 
claim that p ~ 1, and contradicts on an Ekblom {1974) suggestion that for 
long tail distributions p ~ 1. Later we will discuss the superiority of the 
L1-norm estimator. 
It should be pointed out, that in the RE given for the Slash distribution 
there are some peculiar results. Sometimes an RE of a 1 is reported, when 
the RE should be in the range near the RE of L1~ This phenomenon will be 
discussed in the section on outliers. 
Overall conclusion: if we only examine the 12 BFGS LP norm estimators, we 
find: collinearity, variance, and orientation play no role; the most 
important issue is the distribution. Ve have found that for the U through 
to E a slight improvement in LP-norm estimators over OLS. In the case of 
the Slash the improvement is excellent and the superiority and the 
adaptivity of the LP-norm estimator emerges. In section 5.3 the effect of 
outliers in LP-norm estimators will be discussed. 
Roughly, the invariant choice of p for an optimal estimator can be 
summarised as 
Distribution 
u N CN4 CNS L E T s 
p ±3.78 2 2 2 1.25 1. 5/1.25 1.5/2.0 1.11 - 1.24 
Estimator L3.78 L2 L2 L2 Ll. 2 5 Ll 2s/L1 s L /L1 s FB-C 2 . 
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In the DRELP3 and the DREGP4 programs, an error code of 4 (that is division 
by a near-zero in DFPMIN) was reported in 116 of the cases. Vhen an error 
code of 4 was reported, and p = 1 was found, L1 was called, and when fitted 
successfully, an error code of 41 was recorded. The error code 41 was 
recorded in 710 cases. If we examine what happens in DFPMIN the algorithm 
can be described as 
1. Call DFPMIN with p = 1 
2. inside DFPMIN minimize the function, test for division by zero, 
3. if divide by zero, and when p = 1, fit L1 and return to main program 
Earlier we had suspected multiple solutions. Vhat is really happening is 
that when BFGS cannot minimize a function with p = 1, it fails. But when 
the same function is sent to L1 algorithm, this subroutine could minimize 
the function, and find a solution for the betas. 
The 710 occurrences of error codes of 41, is a sure indication of· failure in 
DFPMIN. However there were cases of p = 1 successfully fitted. 
Interesting to note that in the estimators FS-C, and FG-C where p < 1, there 
were 57 cases of instability (that is less than 50 repetitions converge). 
The error code of 3 for non- convergence, indicates that the number of 
iterations in DBRENT exceeds the maximum iterations. Thus there is some 
evidence of instability of the BFGS algorithm for p < one. 
The reader should note that in the BFGS algorithm, the number of iterations 
can be exceeded in two ways. Firstly in the number of iterations that the 
algorithm is called inside DBRENT ( ier = 3) and the number of iterations 
needed in DFPMIN. 
The instability of BFGS for p < 1, the failure of DFPMIN, (division by 
zero), and its failure of DFPMIN to minimize a function when p = 1 (in 
contrast to 11 ) have not previously been recorded. 
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5.2.2.4 11 and L estimators 
m 
The RE's of these two estimators are presented for convenience as the last 
two rows of the BFGS tables: Appendix C3, Tables C3.1 through to C3.64. 
5.2.2.4.1 Program 
L1-algorithm: In this study we have used the Li-algorithm of Barrodale and 
Roberts (1974), who provide a complete discussion and documentation of the 
algorithm. Also see the discussion in section 3.1.1.2. 
The following notes apply on the use of the Li-algorithm: 
1. The X-matrix sent to Li is destroyed by the Li-subroutine. The 
2. 
dimensions of this matrix must be (n+2) and (r+2), where n is . the 
number of rows of the X-matrix and r the number of columns. In the 
program we refer to this augmented matrix as XAUG(32,8). 
On return of the Li-subroutine to the main program, the error code is 
stored in the XAUG(32,7) element. The number of iterations is 
contained in the XAUG{32,8) element and the value of the Li-norm is 
found in the XAUG(31,7) element. 
3. An error code (variable IER) of less than 2 is taken as a successful 
fit. When IER is equal to 
0 - fit successful but not unique 
1 - fit successful and unique 
2 - calculations are terminated prematurely 
In all our 320 (5 x 2 x 8 x 4) scenarios we found no error code of 
either 2 or 0. 
4. The LPV sent to the Li-algorithm consists of one element. This element 
is a tolerance limit equal to 10-0 (a small positive tolerance). 
Inside the Li-algorithm the variable BIG is initialized as 1037 (double 
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precision), as compared to the original value of 10 75 (single 
precision) in the Li-algorithm. 
5. Note we change all the variables in the original subroutine to double 
precision. This change was an attempt to get more precision as well as 
to make the Li-algorithm compatible within the main program. 
CHEB algorithm: In this study we used the CHEB algorithm discussed and 
documented by Barrodale and Phillips (1975). Also see the discussion in 
section 3 .1.3. 2. 
1. The X-matrix sent to the CHEB routine must be a (n+l) x (r+3) matrix. 
The transpose of the X matrix must be sent over from the main program 
to the CHEB routine. In our program the transpose of the X-matrix is 
called AT(9,31). The Y vector sent to CHEB must be a 31x1 vector, and 
is denoted by YCHEB(31). Note both AT and YCHEB are destroyed when 
sent over to CHEB. For this reason every time we return from CHEB to 
the main program, the original matrix of X and Y is copied back into AT 
and YCHEB. 
2. The LPV vector sent to CHEB consist of 2 elements, TOL and RELERR. TOL 
was set to 10-6 and RELERR = 0.0 (assuming a Chebychev solution). 
Inside CHEB the variable BIG is initialized as 10 35 (double precision). 
3. On return of the CHEB subroutine to the main program the exit code 
(error code) is contained in the variable OC, where OC is equal to 
0 - optimal solution, which is not unique 
1 - unique optimal solution 
2 - calculations terminated prematurely due to rounding 
errors. 
In all the runs we found no error code other than one. 
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4. The maximum residual is stored in the variable RESMAX, and the number 
of iterations in IT. BCHEB contain the betas that were fitted when the 
Chebyshev norm was found. 
5. Note that the CHEB routine was changed to double precision. 
5.2.2.4.2 Performance 
Chebychev estimator: The CHEB estimator was never ranked as one of the 
best. Even for the Uniform distribution, the distribution for which it is 
theoretically optimal, the CHEB was only ranked better (RE ~ 1.10) than OLSE 
in 22 (6, 7, 4, 5) blocks out of a total of 40. Given this finding and the 
lack of asymptotic theory, we suggest this estimator can be ignored. 
The program for the CHEB estimator never failed and usually converged in 12 
iterations. 
11- norm estimator: The program for the Li-norm estimator was found to be 
very stable and quick. It never failed and usually converged within 9 to 14 
iterations. The Laplace distribution theoretically has the optimal LP 
estimator for p = 1. Ve found that within the Laplace distribution this 
estimator was ranked better (RE ~ 1.10) than OLSE in only (2+4+4+2) 12 
blocks, and compared to other LP-norm estimators, it was never ranked as one 
of the best for the Laplace. The ranking within the collinearity, 
orientation and variance levels was random and thus there is no evidence 
that this poor performance is associated with any of the controlled factors. 
In the Slash distribution the RE' s of the Li- estimator explode. If one 
compared the RE's of Li with those of the BFGS LP-norm estimators, one finds 
it is ranked amongst the best three in all 40 of the blocks. 
Comparing the RE' s of Li in the Slash distribution with those of the VLS 
LP-norm estimators, one finds it is ranked amongst the best three in 35 out 
of 40 blocks. 
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5.2.2.5 The adaptive algorithm 
The adaptive. algorithm was introduced m Chapter 3 and described in this 
chapter in §5.2.2.1. Gonin and Money {1985) claimed that any one of the 
methods (Barr, Sposito or Gogga) can be used to estimate p, and that the 
adaptive estimator will converge to the optimal p. 
Under VLS we have seen that the LP-norm estimator is not so prominent for 
the U through to E distribution. In fact it was only in the Slash that the 
adaptive estimator seems to be the best, so we focussed our attention on the 
Slash distribution. Ve have found that the adaptive estimator usually 
converges between 1 and 4 iterations for p. 
In the case of BFGS as in the case of VLS, it. is really only in the Slash 
that the adaptive estimator is ranked often enough to be of consequence, 
and usually converged to some p after between 1 and 3 iterations. 
In both the .case of VLS and BFGS mainly one but sometimes two adaptive 
estimators emerge, and in no cases could we found similarity between the p 
fitted in the three methods. The value of p via Barr is always above one, 
Sposito and Gogga are usually below one and nearer to each other than to the 
p found in Barr's method. 
5.2.2.6 Comparison betveen VLS, BFGS, 11 and CHEB programs 
1. Comparing. the p found in VLS and BFGS it is interesting to note that 
the p via BFGS is usually higher that the p found in VLS. Only in the 
case of FB-C estimator (over all variance levels) is the p found to be 
below the corresponding p found in VLS. 
2. The number of iterations needed in VLS (meaning the iterations for the 
algorithm) is much higher than the iterations needed in BFGS. VLS did 
not stop quickly , the iterations before convergence were many and 
often no convergence was reached. The high frequency of error code 2 
in th~ Appendices E1 and E2 are evidence of this claim. 
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3. If comparing the summaries in Appendices E, of the two HART estimators 
one may note that they are virtually mirror images of each other. 
4. For the outer loop (the p loop in the adaptive estimator) note that the 
frequency of error code 3 in Appendix E1 the number of times the VLS 
program was terminated due to exceeding the maximum iterations for the 
adaptive algorithms. In BFGS the corresponding error code in Appendix 
E3 is marked as c. 
5. Both programs had their failures. As mentioned before VLS seems to be 
unstable when p ~ 2.09. Furthermore the subroutine VLS returns to the 
main, with a value of p in the memory, and betas that are in fact OLSE 
betas, without any explicit indication (see comments earlier). On the 
other hand BFGS was sometimes unstable, usually when p ~ 1. Ve have 
note the division by zero in DFPMIN. 
Table 5.5 was drawn up to explore whether VLS or BFGS are unstable. 
Instability of the algorithm is arbitrarily defined as convergence of 
less than 50 out of the 100 replications. The count in the table 
(under the column heading <50) is the number of 100 replications blocks 
under a particular distribution for which instability is observed. For 
the distributions U through to E this count is performed over a total 
of 120 blocks (12 estimators x 5 x 2), and for the Slash distribution 
the count is performed over 90 (9 estimators x 5 x 2) blocks. Under 
the column heading 100 we present the number of 100 replication blocks 
in which all 100 repetitions converge. 
The superiority of BFGS is remarkable for the distributions U through 
E. In only 8 cases was no convergence reached, compared to 283 cases 
for the VLS program. Vhen a p > 2.09 was fitted, VLS is unstable. In 
handling real data the p-value could be monitored and when found to be 
greater than 2. 09, the next step would be to use say BFGS, for a 
stable fit). The number of 1007.. convergences for BFGS was much higher 
than that for VLS, eg the lowest percentage for VLS is 77., compared to 
the lowest of 547. in the case of BFGS. 
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Under the Slash distribution we find that for VLS 48 and for BFGS 96 
cases did not converge. 1007. convergence was reach in 109 cases for 
VLS and 134 cases for BFGS. From these contrasting results, the two 
programs seem to be efficient in different contexts. A further 
frequency table (Table 5.6) was set up to clarify the comparison: 
From the table it is clear that we can collapse the classes for u and 
we need examine only the total row. It is not clear which of VLS or 
BFGS emerges as the best. The failure in BFGS usually yields an error 
code IER3 (failure in DBRENT max itererations exceed 50). In practice 
\ 
the limitation of 50 iterations can be avoided by setting the maximum 
high, but in a simulation study such as this it seems inappropriate. 
Table 5.5 Counts of number of repetitions that converge 
VLS 
u 0.01 1.0 5.0 10.0 
rep <50 100 <50 100 <50 100 <50 100 
u 33 59 0 80 
N 8 69 0 75 












3 7 0 9 9 10 14 12 
3 17 21 12 23 13 20 13 
3 17 21 12 23 13 20 13 
0 26 10 27 18 30 20 26 
BFGS 
0.01 1.0 5.0 10.0 
<50 100 <50 100 <50 100 <50 100 
0 99 0 100 
0 98 0 107 





0 110 0 105 
0 103 0 100 





0 84 0 81 3 73 3 72 
0 72 0 73 0 68 2 65 
21 40 26 37 26 29 25 28 
6. Surprisingly, the RE's of VLS and BFGS differ quite a lot. Only with 
V15 and F15, did we find in both 1007. convergence, and hence the RE's 
of these two estimators were equal. 
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Table 5.6: Number of repetitions converging for the Slash distribution 
VLS BFGS 
rep <25 <50 <75 <100 =100 <25 <50 <75 <100 =100 
u 
0.01 0 0 25 39 26 0 20 19 11 40 
LO 0 10 35 18 27 7 18 14 14 37 
5.0 1 17 41 1 30 5 21 14 21 29 
10.0 12 8 37 7 26 6 18 16 22 28 
Tot 13 35 138 65 109 18 77 63 68 134 
'--v---" '--v---" '--v---" '--v---" 
48 174 95 202 
7. 137. 387. 487. 267. 187. 567. 
· 7. The large difference in the RE' s of VLS and BFGS in the Slash is 
somewhat disturbing. Sometimes very high RE's are reported iii VLS, 
compared to the RE' s of 1 in BFGS. It is an open question if it is 
one more of the 100 Monte Carlo repetitions that contributes to the 
low/high RE. The possibility of outliers will be investigated in §5.3. 
8. The norms, reported in Appendix E, depend on the value of p. Therefore 
no direct comparison can be made between VLS and BFGS. In the norm 
columns in Appendix E, note how within any single table the norms 
fluctuate. Also note the occasional very .high standard errors. In an 
attempt to bring the norms all to a standardized value, the 
standardized norm was computed as 
1/Pj 
std-norm= (Efj/n) /u)/count 
where fj is the LP-norm, Pj the p fitted, and u is square root of the 
theoretical variance (ie the variance level chosen in the simulation), 
count is the number of repetitions that converge, and n is the number 
of rows of the X matrix. 
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For U through to E std-norm ranges in an interval around one or just 
below one. Usually the std-norm found in BFGS is slightly higher than 
the std-norm value found in VLS. In the Slash distribution however, 
the range of std-norms is from 2 to 15, much wider than in any other 
distribution. This phenomenon might be due to the fact that u was used 
as a scalar and not as a variance level, which in the case of the Slash 
is infinite. 
In §5.3 we will investigate four files that contain at least· one 
outlier, ie files 899992, D99992, C70301 and A99102. It is clear from 
the high values of the std-norm (and their respective high standard 
deviations) that they differ from the other files. 
5.2.2.7 Elusive optimality 
Tables F.13 through to F.16 contain the combined ranking of all the 
estimators. The reader should keep in mind previous remarks about such 
rankings. For distributions U through E we only compare the BFGS, L1 and 
the biased estimators, as we have previously shown that BFGS is much more 
stable than the VLS algorithm, and that the CUED estimator can be ignored. 
Although in previous section we compared estimators for which the number of 
converges was less than 50, in this section we take them as failures and 
hence ignore them. 
For distributions U through E we can conclude: The biased estimators are 
superior to the LP-norm estimators. It is only when u = 0.01, and the 
collinearity level is moderate to low that the LP-norm estimators emerge as 
being better. Vhen u is greater than 0. 01, the biased estimators are 
superior to all other estimators. Thus all the conclusions made under 
biased estimators are applicable here~ Not only did the biased estimators 
cope with collinearity, variance, and orientation, but also with various 
distributions, ie the biased estimators are robust under this study' s 
violations of normal assumptions. 
For the Slash distribution we decided to compare the VLS, BFGS, L1 and the 
biased estimators. As shown previously we are not able to conclude which of 
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VLS or the BFGS algorithms seem superior. In the Slash, . the RE' s are 
exploding for.some LP-norm estimators and surprisingly also for the biased 
estimators. It seems that not only are biased estimators coping with 
collinearity, orientation, and variance but also with heavy tails. The 
symmetry of the distributions might contribute to this phenomenon. 
The biased estimators, in particular RLV, are only ranked amongst the best 
three when the collinearity is high. Ve have already noted that the L1 
estimator is ranked as one of the best on 37 out of 40 occasions 
The RE's of the VLS estimators seem higher than those of BFGS. This 
phenomenon will be discussed in the next section. 
5.3 Outliers in LP-norm estimators 
In section 5.2.2.6 we compared VLS and BFGS, and found that it is only in 
the case of the Slash distribution that the LP- norm estimators emerge as 
being better that OLS in terms of RE. The large difference in the RE's of 
VLS and BFGS in the Slash distribution is somewhat disturbing. One would 
have expected to have the RE of BFGS near that of L1 , especially for FB-C 
(where in fact p - 1), and for HART (p found to be mostly one). The failure 
of BFGS to improve on OLS RE = 1 in Table C3.15, C3.31, C3.47 and C3.63) and 
the very high RE of VLS in the corresponding cases seem to be atypical. 
Ve expected outliers to be the cause of the breakdown. Examining the 
moments for the Slash distribution (Appendix B) over the four variance 
levels, it is clear from the large variance that something strange is going 
on in files: 
A99102, B99992, C70301 and D99992 
where A, B, C and D represent a q value of 0.01, 1.0, 5.0 and 10.0. The 
next four positions are the value of a1 and a2 , and the last digit is the 
orientation of the betas. Ve expected at least one outlier in each of these 
files. Further investigation into these four files was conducted using the 
package TSP. 
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The four files were imported into TSP where various summary statistics and 
plots were produced for the four files. In all four cases the histograms 
were skewed with long tails to at least one side. After investigating the 
histograms the data was sorted and the tails examined. Using a rule of 
thumb we determined when a value was an outlier. Basically we look at the 
extremities of the tails and decide whether there was a significant jump in 
the data. If a jump is identified, we take the value before the jump for 
the upper tail Xcjump-il, multiply it by 10 and if 
X > X * 10 C n l C j ump- 1 l 
we declare x(n) an outlier. 
After a value was identified as an outlier, we constructed another histogram 
with the data ignoring the outlier. Vhen the histogram appeared to be 
normal and symmetric we were satisfied that most of the influential outliers 
were found. Then the outlier was replaced with the value of its nearest 
neighbour. 
In files A99102, B99992 and C70301 we changed one outlier to its nearest 
neighbour and in file D99992 three outliers were.identified and replaced by 
that nearest neighbour, which is not an outlier. The LP-norm programs were 
run with these altered data sets and the old and the new results were 
compared. Because in the calculations of the RE's OLS is used as a 
yardstick, we decided simply to compare the sum of the squared differences 
between the estimators, as the RE's of the OLSE changed dramatically when an 
outlier is removed. Thus the values reported in Table 5.7 are 
5 count 
SUM= E E (Pj i - Pj) 2 
j=l i=l 
where count is the number of repetitions that converge and Pj i and pj are 
defined as in equation (5.1.4). Note that SUM is in fact the divisor of the 
RE reported so far. SUM values labelled old are for the original files and 
SUM values labelled new are for the files after the outlier was changed to 
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its nearest neighbour. The value in brackets is the number of repetitions 
contributing to the sum (ie count). 
Table 5.7: SUI values 
Filename estimator BFGS VLS 
old new old new 
A99102 B-C 0.5258 (100) . 0.5251 (100) 0.3180 (62) 0.3180 (62) 
S-C . 1.0556 (55) 1. 0557 (56) 0.7226 (70) 0.7229 . (70) 
G-C 0.4437 (42) 0.4457 (43) 0.5529 (70) 0.5530 (71) 
BART 1.9732 (100) 1.9717 (100) 0.5064 (84) 0.5064 (84) 
Li 0.4676 (100) 0.4676 (100) 
B99992 B-C 1.76E+08 (99) 1.22E+04 (99) 4718 (29) 4756 (30) 
S-C 2.02E+08 (49) 1.21E+05 (48) 11489 (62) 10490 (61) 
G-C 2.05E+08 (58) 1.54E+06 (57) 11815 (63) 11973 (63) 
BART 1.37E+05 (100) 1.37E+05 (100) 17046 (73) 17085. (74) 
Li 9215 (100) 9215 (100) 
C70301 B-C 4.11E+09 (99) 8.02E+03 (99) 1882 (29) 1882 (29) 
. s-c 1.57E+10 (43) 1.37E+04 (42) 8737 (61) 8675 (61) 
G-C 1.27E+10 (34) 4.20E+03 (33) 10225 (72) 10402 (72) 
HART 1.20E+10 (99) 8.46E+03 (99) 6390 (76) 6391 (76) 
Li 6333 (100) 6333 (100) 
D99992 B-C 9. 79E+10 (98) 4.04E+06 (97) 2.98E+05 (29) 2.98E+05 (29) 
S-C 6.89E+10 (55) 1.41E+07 (56) 1.39E+06 (69) 1.28E+06 (69) 
G-C 9.93E+10 (54) 3.11E+06 (53) 7.85E+05 (67) 7.61E+05 (67) 
BART 9.84E+10 (99) 1.48E+07 (99) 7.49E+05 (72) 7.45E+05 (71) 
.L 
1 7.64E+05 (100) 7.64E+05 (100)· 
In the case when fl = 0. 01 (the smallest) we note that there is no marked 
difference in the SUM from old to new. Observe how the number of 
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repetitions increase from old to new under BFGS. For the other variance 
levels the difference in the sum from old to new under BFGS is dramatic. 
Under VLS we note that there are slight differences, with very large 
differences in file D99992 for the VS-C and the VG-C estimators. 
For the 11 algorithm there are no differences over all variance levels. 
These findings show that the 11 estimators (from the 11- algorithm) are 
robust and the inclusion or deletion of any outliers has no effect. However 
it seems that the BFGS algorithm is sensitive to outliers. As the variance 
increases the sensitivity of certain LP-norm estimators under the VLS 
scenario increases. 
In conclusion we have found that so-called robust estimators are not really 
robust. It appears that only the 11 estimators are robust. This phenomenon 
has not been reported before, and should b~ a field for further research. 
Also see the recommendations in §5.7. 
5.4 loment ratio parameter, ~i 
Nyquist {1983) (see §3.2.2) show that the asymptotic distribution of 
Jii(PL - P), 1 Sp< w is given by 
p 
(3.2.1) 
The theoretical value for wi (the moment ratio parameter), is given by Gonin 
and Money (1989), and values for the distributions used in this simulation 
study are summarised in Tables 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Vhen p = 1 the quantity wi 
of (3.2.1) is denoted by A2 , and various ways to estimate A2 were discussed 
in §3.2.2, and the estimates of A summarised in Appendix D. Ganin and 
Money {1989) suggested, for p > 1, the following estimate 
m2p-2 
w2 = -----p (3.2.3) 
n 
where mr ~ k E j(ijr , and (i is the residual from the LP-fit. 
i = 1 
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The 
estimates, wP are reported in Appendix E and is listed under the column 
heading wP 
5.4.1 Estimation of j 
In Appendix D, 6 estimates of ,\ are summarised. Each estimated value of :A 
is the mean value of the 100 repetitions, all based on the residuals of the 
1 1 estimates. Values given in brackets below the average are the standard 
errors of the estimated ,\. The estimates were discussed in §3.2.2, and the 
abbreviations explained in the introduction to the Appendices. In the 
heading of each table in Appendix D, the theoretical value of ,\ is given for 
easy comparisons. Although simulations studies by other authors (see 
§3.2.2) show that the size of the X matrix (n = 30) is rather small for 
non-normal distributions we summarise the best mean ± 2*std error (roughly a 
957. CI), includes the theoretical value most frequently over the 10 X 
matrices) estimates in Table 5.8. Absence of an entry implies that there 
was no best estimator, ie all the CI' s failed, and they were all equally 
poor. 
Table 5.8 Best estimators of A 
<T Distribution 
u N CN4 CN5 L t E 
0.01 ch- 2 mks mks mks 
1.0 ch-2 mks 
5.0 ch-2 mks 
10.0 ch-2 mks mks 
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It is clear that for the Uniform distribution the method ch-2 is appropriate 
and for the Normal distribution the method of mks. 
Overall, examining the values found in Appendix D, we can conclude that the 
methods st and stsim always calculate values that are to low, whereas ch-1 
gives values that are too high. It is the three middle columns (ie 
estimators ch-2, ch-3 and mks) that seems to be nearest to the theoretical 
values. The issue of which method seems the best will be further 
investigated in the case of the full I-matrix, §5.5. 
5.4.2 Estimation Mi, p > 1 
Numerous problems arise in the estimation of wg. Vhen an error term near 
zero is encountered, and when p < 2, division by zero is possible. In an 
attempt to avoid division by zero, only residuals greater than 0.000001 
where used in the calculation of wP. It is clear from the calculated values 
that the estimate of wi, is a nonsense estimator, especially when p < 1.5. 
One small residuals, taken to a negative power, can inflate the divisor of 
the estimate wi, to such a degree that w& tend to zero. Columns with zero 
values for w~ where omitted form Appendix E. 
Ganin and :Money {1989) reported no such problems, and in the literature we 
have found no reference to the division by zero in the case of small 
residuals and p < 1.5. Thus we cannot agree with the statement of Ganin and 
:Money {1989): "the approximation of w~ was found to be adequate for other 
error distributions as well as for varying values of p". Ve found the 
estimator unstable, and usually one of the main reasons of the breakdown of 
the LP-norm programs. 
As our I matrix only consists of 30 cases, the value of wi was based on 30 
residuals and in most cases less than 30 as those near zero were ignored. 
Ve felt that it was not worth pursuing a better estimate of w~ as for 
non-normal distributions we need more degrees of freedom to get an estimate 
that will be asymptotically near to the true wi. The issue of an improved 
and stable estimate of wg will be pursued further in §5. 6, using the 
residuals of a full I-matrix. 
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5.5 The full I-matrix 
5.5.1 Generating the full I matrix 
In the previous section we note how badly the estimator for omega ( wp) 
performed. There was a complete breakdown of the estimator as given by 
Ganin and Money (1989). As our X matrix consisted only of 30 cases, we 
decided to generate X matrices which might better satisfy the asymptotic 
results as discussed in Chapter 3 (§3.2.2). It would also be a guideline to 
see if any results obtained so far change when n is large. Two X matrices, 
using the same scenario as in Chapter 4, were generated except that n {the 
sample size) is now 200. The choice of n=200 is based partly on the results 
of Dielman and Pfaffenberger (1983) for p = 1 {see §3.2.2). 
In generating the two new X matrices, (4.2.1) and {4.2.2) will change to: 
For j = 1,2,3 and i = 1,2, ... ,200 
Xij = (1 - ant Zij + a1 Zi 6 (4.2.1) 
but for j = 4,5 and 1 = 1,2, ... ,200 
where 
(i) 
Xij = {1 - ant Zij + a2 Zi 6 (4.2.2) 
z .. lJ are independent N(0,1) variates obtained from random deviates 
generated with the generator of llichmann and Hill {1982) and then 
transformed to N{0,1) random deviates in the programs DISTR and MOMENT. 
The seeds for the six streams are recorded in Table Gl {Appendix G). 
(ii) Two X matrices where generated, namely those specified by the types 
99:99:1 and 70:30:2. llith this choice we try to include the two 
extremes: one with the worst collinearity and one with moderate 
collinearity. Two choices of the orientation were made. Only one 
value of " was considered, · " = 10. 0, for the error terms, on the 
grounds that the variance would be at the largest of comparable 
scenarios. 
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For i = 1,2, ... ,200 we model the response values as 
(4.2.3) 
where the Xi j are unstandardized, /30 is ten, and the f i are independent 
variates from any one of our usual eight distributions. One hundred 
Y- vectors of dimension 200, were generated for each of the two X matrices 
and for each distribution under the model ( 4. 2. 3). The eigenvalues and 
condition numbers corresponding to the two matrices are shown in Table. 5.9 
and the coefficients of /JL and {J
8 
are shown in Table 5.10. 
Table 5.9 Eigenvalues and condition numbers of l'I (I is standardized) 
Correlations eigenvalues of X'X: Ai condition number 
ai:al (without /30 ) A1/A 5 
.99:.99 (4.9604 0.0117 0.0111 0.0092 0.0076) 649 
.70:.30 (3.1579 0.7991 0.5216 0.2703 0.2511) 13 
Table 5.10 P used in generating Y 
Correlations 
ai:a~ /3 1 Eigenvectors of X'X 
. 99:. 99 fl~ [-0.44705 -0.44701 -0.44740 -0.44710 -0.44751] 
. 70:. 30 fJ~ [- 0. 70052 - 0. 69884 - 0. 00910 0. 00387 0 .10540] 
For each X matrix 100 replications of the (200x1) f-vector were generated 
independently for each distribution. The same method as set out in Chapter 
4 for generating these deviates was followed. The seeds of the random 
deviates for the six streams are given in Table G2. Summaries of the 
moments of the deviates for the eight distributions are given in Table G3. 
Once the data was generated the total number of estimators (39) was fitted, 
and the results presented in Appendix G and discussed in §5.5.2.2. 
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5.5.2 Fitting the estimators 
5.5.2.1 Program problems 
In the full X matrix the 4 programs for obtaining LP-norm estimators and 
the program for biased estimators had to be changed, as many problems, such 
as stack overflow and Dgroup variable too large, were encountered. The 
format to read in the X matrix in previous (for X:30x1) programs was altered 
to read in an augmented matrix of 30x105 where the first 100 columns each 
represent one repetition of the required random deviate. In an attempt to 
have ~nly one Y in memory at a time (where Y is at this point any one of the 
random deviates from a specific distribution, and pseudo-observation, y is 
calculated inside the program)) the Y- matrix was read in repetition by 
repetition as a vector of 200x1. To accomplish this strategy, the Y vector 
of 200x100 was transposed outside the estimation programs, inside the 
estimation programs, one repetition was read in at a time, all the 
estimators calculated, stored and the next Y vector picked up. In this 
manner we only have to declare a Y vector of dimension 200 and a X matrix of 
200x6. To illustrate 
READ in X-matrix 
DO 20 I = 1,100 
READ Y (pick up y) 
fit estimators, write estimators and error terms to files 
20 continue 
However even with this smaller allocation of memory, there still occur 
problems and it was decided to change all the variables to reals. Before 
changing, the programs were run under the Salford compiler (which is capable 
of addressing all the memory available and is not limited to 640K). The 
first file we ran under the Salford compiler had different results than 
those reported by the MICROSOFT compiler. In an attempt to explore this 
difference, three of the small X matrices, and 2 of the full matrices was 
submitted to both compilers using only a small section of DREGLP3. In the 
small matrix we choose u = 1 and for the full matrix u = 10.0 as usual. The 
RE (with the number converging in brackets) are given in the Table 5.11 and 
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the results for the full matrices are in Table 5.12. The letter after the 
identification of the file indicates the specific distribution. In the two 
columns under each filename we contrast results via the MICROSOFT and the 
Salford compilers, in that order. 
Table 5.i1 Comparison of the B.E under the two compilers (for small I matrix) 
Estimator Filename 
99991S 99992S 99991N 
FB-C 66 69 1.17 (99) 1.17 0.95 0.95 
FS-C 2 (50) 13 (46) 1.02 (49) 1.01 (39) 0.97 0.97 
FG-C 16 (56) 26 (59) 1.01 (58) 1.00 (56) 0.69 0.69 
FHA RT 46 46 1510 1510 0.86 0.86 
Table 5.12 Comparison of the B.E under the two compilers (for full I matrix) 
estimator Filename 
99991CN4 99991S 
FB-C 0.97 0.97 2866 2810 
FS-C 0.92 0.92 1 (88) 1 (89) 
FG-C 0.90 0.89 1 (54) 1 (58) 
FHA RT 0.97 0.97 2893 2812 
For the small X- matrices we note that the RE values for the two files 
(X99992S and X99991N) are basically the same. However in the file 99991S 
note the marked difference in the RE of the estimators FS-C and FG-C. For 
the full X matrices the RE seems to correspond in most cases, as we only 
interpret RE as a source of ranking on the basis of OLS and not as numbers 
as such. Ve were not concerned about the difference in RE for FB- C and 
FHART as the rankings of these estimators agree under both compilers. 
To further explore the difference found in the file X99991S (X indicates the 
small matrix) we summarised for the 100 repetitions the number of 
iterations, norms and p fitted and then compared the two compilers. Ve find 
for the FB- C estimator that the number ·of iterations for both the inside 
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loop and the outside loop coincide in most cases. The p values fitted 
usually coincide, up to the fourth decimal. The fourth decimal difference 
would explain the slight difference in the RE from 66 to 69. For the FG-C 
and FS-C estimators we found that if there was convergence in both, the 
compilers the p-values usually correspond. The cases that did not converge 
under both compilers attribute to the difference in the RE. In the case of 
FHART the p was the same in both compilers. 
In all cases the OLS fit for compilers correspond. Only in the 
minimizations programs did we find differences. The differences in the two 
compilers may arise from the way they handle double precision or small 
numbers. As these programs are both linear programming type programs where a 
small difference in precision could lead the two paths of the two compilers 
to fork, it is possible that a small change in numbers generates differing 
local minima. It is interesting that in both (FS-C and FG-C) the forking 
usually happens when p is less than one. Ve also note that the vast 
difference in the values of the omegas between the compilers. This 
difference is usually observed when p is near one or less than one. The 
author believes that the Salford compiler might be able to handle small 
values taken to a small negative power better than the MICROSOFT compiler. 
This claim was not investigated. It is suggested that the difference 
between the two compilers should be investigated in further research. It 
appears that a knowledge of assembler language is required. 
At the time when these differences between compilers were discovered, the 
whole simulation study for the small X-matrices had been performed and 
summarised. As MICROSOFT has a respectable reputation, the convenient 
choice was made for the original compiler. Careful programming seems to 
sort out most of the observed problems under MICROSOFT, the only drawback 
being the limitation to 640K. 
To implement the full X matrix, the programs were changed to reals. Only in 
the subroutines ZBRELP, ZBRENT and GAMMLN were the variables declared in 
double precision, because of the sensitivity of the gamma function. In 
DREGLP2 and DREGLP4, INFCUR was moved up to avoid math overflow (when p is 
near 6 or greater) in the VLS programs, the INFCUR was set to 1. 9 if 
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necessary and in the BFGS programs, the INFCUR was set to 2.04 if necessary. 
This cutoff value was often required in the case of the Uniform error term 
files. 
5.5.2.2 The best estimators 
The RE' s obtained for each estimator are summarised in Table G4 - G19. 
Because only two X matrices were generated, the results of all the programs 
appear on one page and not one page per·estimator as in the case of Appendix 
E. The program statistics are reported in Tables G20 through to G221. The 
three estimators best under each scenario as well as the best overall are 
summarised in Appendix G, Table G222. Using the same convention as 
previously described. 
5.5.2.2.1 Best estimator under the biased estimators 
In the first full X matrix (99:99:1), where the collinearity is at its 
highest, the RLV estimator was ranked first followed by the FPCRR2 
estimator in the second place and either FPCG2 of FPCR1 in the third 
position regardless of the distribution. In the case of the second X 
matrix, where the collinearity is not so severe, the FPCR2 estimator was 
ranked first, followed by RLV and in the third place one of the FPC families 
over all distributions. 
Thus we may conclude the biased estimators are robust against the influence 
of the distribution even for long tail distributions like the Slash. 
5.5.2.2.2 Best estimator under VLS criteria 
For the Uniform distribution a p-value of infinity was fitted for both X 
files. For the N, CN4 and CN5 distribution there was no estimator better 
than OLS. In the Laplace distribution we had the interesting situation that 
for the first full X matrix the set of 'best' estimators all fit p = 1.25 
and for the second full X matrix the set of best estimators all fit a p = 1 
(expected from a theoretical view). 
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For the Student's t distribution we obtain p = 1.5. For the HART estimator 
a p of 1.5 was fitted in 70 percent of cases. In the case of the 
Exponential distribution there was not much choice between the three best 
estimators and a p of 1.5 or 1.25 is appropriate. 
For all the above distributions, ie Uniform through to Exponential, the 
improvement over OLS was small. However in the case of the Slash 
distribution the RE exploded (because the fitted Slash error terms under OLS 
can be highly distorted by the long tails as well as the collinearity). All 
three estimators in the best group, fitted p=l, or in the case of VB-C an 
average p of one. 
5.5.2.2.3 'Best estimator under BFGS 
The results obtained under VLS are confirmed by BFGS. Only in the case of 
the Uniform is FG-C ranked under BFGS but the corresponding VG-C not ranked. 
This phenomenon can be explained by the different values of INFCUR sent to 
these programs. In the case of the FG- C estimator, p was sent to infinity 
whereas in the case under VLS, p was large (around seven). 
5.5.2.2.4 Best estimator overall 
For the Uniform through to Exponential distribution the overall best 
estimators are biased estimators (see the section above on biased 
estimators). Only in the case of the Uniform distribution, did the CHEB 
estimator emerge. 
For the Slash distribution the LP- norm estimators were ranked better than 
biased estimators. Any one of FB-C, VB-C or FHART or VHART estimators will 
do well. Overall the p fitted via these estimators is in fact the L1 
estim(l.tor, where the norm is now minimized by VLS or BFGS. The slight 
difference in RE between the three algorithms (VLS, BFGS and 11 ) could be 
attributed to less than 100 percent convergence in the case of VLS, or in 
the case of FB-C, to the fact that p was approximately one, not exactly one. 
The difference between FHART and L1 might be due to the error code 41, 
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picked up 9 and 11 times within FHART, or it might be due to rounding 
errors. 
5.5.3 Comparison vith the results from the small matrix 
1. Stability: there was no evidence as in the case of the small X matrix 
of any instability in the VLS method. The lowest number of repetitions 
converging was 54. In the BFGS algorithm the lowest number of 
repetitions converging were for the FG-C (47 repetitions) and FSAMG (43 
repetitions) estimators. Ve cannot distinguish which of BFGS or Gogga 
methods, contributes to the instability, just as with the small X 
matrix. Overall the stability of the estimators was satisfactory. 
2. In the Uniform distribution the VLS algorithm sometimes failed, which 
is evident in the files being ignored in tables G20 through to G25. 
Although in the case of the full X matrix we can not determine exactly 
where VLS will breakdown (in the case of the small X-matrix it was for 
values of p ~ 2.09), as for the N through to S distributions the 
p- values found in the VLS algorithms were < 2, and not near regions 
where the breakdown should occur. 
3. For the full X matrix there is a dramatic drop in the number of 
iterations needed to find a solution via BFGS or VLS. The number of 
iterations needed to find .p in the case of the adaptive algorithm is 
usually lower than that needed for the small X-matrix. This phenomenon 
may be due to the fact that for the full X matrix the parameter space 
is much better defined despite the collinearities. 
4. In the HART estimators the choice of p for the full X matrix is much 
more definite than in the case of the small X- matrix for which the 
allocation to 1, 1.5, 2 and ro, sometimes appeared random. 
5. Both VLS and BFGS converges to the same p- values in the case of the 
full matrix, and p ~ 1, within each estimator. In contrast, for the 
the small X- matrix there was a vast difference between the p- values 
found in each algorithm. 
I~ 
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Ve conclude that, for nice distributions any method used to find p is 
acceptable, as all three (Barr, Sposito and Gogga) converges to more or 
less the same p-value (confirming the claim of Gonin and Money (1985)). 
However for the Exponential (non- symmetric) and the Slash (very long 
tails) the three methods yield p-values that do not correspond. 
6. In the full matrix under the Slash distribution the 11 estimator is no 
longer amongst the set of best three estimators, as in the case of the 
small X-matrix. However examining its RE's we find it still ranked in 
the fourth position. 
7. Roughly the invariant choice of p (for the full matrix) for an optimal 
estimator can be summarised as 
Distribution 
u N CN4 CNS 1 E T s 
p ID 2 2 2 1.25 1. 5/1. 25 1.5/2.0 -1.0 
Estimator CHEB 12 12 12 11. 2 5 11 2s/11 s 1 /11 s FB-C/FHART 2 . 
After comparing this table to the corresponding table for small 
X-mat~ix, there appear to be differences differ only for the Uniform 
and the Slash distribution. In the small I-matrices the p under U was 
approximately 3.8 and the p for the Slash was in the interval 
(1.11, 1.24]. 
8. There seems to be no pattern differences between the sets of RE's for 
the biased estimators. The biased estimators found amongst the best 
three are the same for the two scenarios (n=30 and n=200). 
9. In the case of the full matrix, BFGS did not break down for p - 1 as in 
some cases in the small X-matrix. However for p < 1, there seems to be 
a difference between the RE of VLS and BFGS, (just as in the case of 




As before we will ignore w~, until §5.6, and the estimate for A will also be 
discussed in §5.6. 
5.6 loment ratio parameter, w~ 
5.6.1 Estimation of A 
In Appendix G, tables G223 through to G230, 8 estimators of A are 
summarised. As before each estimated value of A is the mean value of the 
100 repetitions, given in the first row. The second row consists of the 
standard deviations of the means and the third row is the coefficient of 
variation expressed as a percentage. The estimators are similar to that 
fitted in the small matrix simulation except for two extra Cox and Hinkley 
estimators (ch-4 and ch-5). The values of v (discussed in § 3.2.2) are 
extended to include 4 and 5. 
The observed choice of best estimator is bases, as before (§5.4.1), on the 
CI and are summarised in Table 5.13: 
Table 5.13 Best estimators of A (full X matrix) 
(f Distribution 
u N CN4 CN5 L t E 
10.0 ch-5/mks mks mks mks mks ch-4/ch-5/mks 
In contrast to the small I-matrix results, best estimators emerge for the 
CN4, CN5 and Student's t distribution. 
In the case of the small I-matrix simulation the ch-2 estimator appeared to 
be the best whereas in the case of the full I-matrix the ch-5 estimator 
emerges. This phenomenon can be attributed to the value v (the position of 
the ordered residuals round the median) and the size n of the sample. Cox 
and Hinkley only indicate that v should be small. It is beyond the scope of 
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this thesis to give recommendations of the choice of v, £or particular 
sample sizes. However if we look at the estimators ch-1 through to ch-5, it 
is clear that for the full I-matrix we could have extended v even further as 
the mean values of the estimators are approaching the theoretical values. 
In the opinion of the author, this arbitrary choice of v can influence the 
estimator to such an extent that the user should be careful to avoid using 
it simply to find the estimators that suits his needs. 
From Table 5.13, the mks estimator appears to be best over most 
distributions. Furthermore it has the lowest coefficient of variation. It 
involves no arbitrary choices as in the case of the Cox an Hinkley 
estimator. 
Based on this simulation study we recommend the use of the mks estimator of 
A. However we have not exhausted the choices of estimators available in the 
literature. Ve only use a small sample (8) of the available estimators, as 
this explanation was not the main purpose of the thesis. Nonetheless for n 
large the mks estimator seems to approach the theoretical value of ~' and 
was the most stable of all the estimators fitted . . 
5.6.2 Estimation of M~, p > 1 
The estimator of w~ proposed by Gonin and Money (1986) and introduced in 





where mr = i E l€1 1r , and €1 is the residual from the LP-fit. 
i = 1 
(3.2.3) 
As previously mentioned when r is negative and €i ~ O, problems occur as we 
have division by near-zero; or inflation of the divisor of (3.2.3) such that 
w~ was near zero. · This phenomenon is evident from the absence of the 
columns for w~ in the Tables of Appendix E. Often for values of p < 1.25 
the resulting estimator of ;;:,~ was near zero. 
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To avoid situations where one single zero or near zero residual could cause 
the program to terminate prematurely, or deflate w~ to zero, we propose the 
following perturbation of the problem: 
Originally mr is defined as 
n 
mr = k ~ If i Ir 
i = 1 
i = 1 
Ve define the perturbed mr, denoted by ffir, as 
n 
mr = k ~ (!~ + (5.6.1) 
i = 1 
where c is a small fixed quantity, usually positive. As c ~ O, the 
perturbed problem reduces to the original problem. Ekblom {i973) suggested 
a similar perturbation in the case of zero residuals, in the damped Newton 
method. 
Consider the binomial expansion of (5.6.1). 
k 
(a + x) is given by 
thus if x = !f, a= c2 and k = ~ then 
The binomial expansion of 
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thus 
n n n 
mr = cr[n + tc- 2 ~f~ + t(t -1)c- 4 ~!f/2! + t(t ~i)(t -2)c- 6 ~fr/3! + ••• J/n 
i=l i=l i=l 
n 
= cr[n + tc- 2 ~ €~ + O(c- 4)]/n (5.6.2) 
i = 1 
The perturbed estimator of w~ corresponding to ffir defined in (5.6.2) is 
ffi2p-2 
w~ = -----
{( p- 1 ) ffip - 2 }2 
c2P- 2 [n + (p -1)c- 2 ~€~ + O(c- 4)]/n 
= 
(5.6.3) 
• Notice that when p = 2 (OLS), most of the terms 1n the binomial expansion 
reduce to 0 (t - 1 = 0), thus (5.6.3) reduces to 
[nc 2 + ~€~ J 
w~ = -----
n 
when c -+ 0 
which is a biased estimator of u2 , but is asymptotically unbiased. 
The estimator proposed 
zero or small residuals. 
the current value of p. 
in ( 5. 6. 3) is stable and is not influenced by any 
It is of course affected by the choice of c and by 
In the case of values of p near one, problems can 
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arise with the choice of c. The estimator might be influenced more by, the 
value of c, than the residuals themselves. 
5.6.2.1 Practical experience of w~ 
In an attempt to find an iterative choice of c, we start with a small value 
of C, C0 , and then calculate W~ ( C0 ) , find the next Ci , calculate W~ ( ci) and 
test for convergence. However this algorithm was unsuccessful. The problem 
observed was that the estimates were grouped together £or step c0 to c1 , 
then a sudden jump at ci +t and again the estimates will stay the same for 
the next group and so on. 
Ve settle for a c value of 0.0145. In Table 5.14 the original, perturbed 
and theoretical estimators are summarised, the estimators were calculated 
using the residuals from the FB-C estimator, and the first X matrix 
(99:99:1). The Uniform files are not included as p > 2. Values in brackets 
are the standard deviation of the means. 
Table 5.14 Comparing estimators of 61~ 
Distr 2 -2 (JJ2 fJJP fJJP p 
but ion (original) (c == 0.0145) theoretical 
N 95.57 95.64 101. 27 
(0.95) (0.95) (0.17) 
CN4 84.50 93.60 100.91 
(2.76) (1. 69) (0.47) 
CN5 68.87 88.38 98.60 
(4.03) (2.47) (0.61) 
L 41.66 68.38 58.61 
(28.75) (6.39) (6.21) 
t 56.12 167.55 113.20 
(43.91) (43.53) (6.73) 
E 33.59 135.31 107 .57 






Ve observe that for the Normal distribution (p near 2) there is no 
difference between the original and the perturbed estimators. For the CN4 
and the CN5 distribution the perturbed estimator is much more stable and 
closer to the theoretical estimator. Note that for CN4 and CN5 the p value 
is usually > 1.5. 
In the case of the Laplace distribution the perturbed estimator appears to 
be more stable. However p values below 1. 25 had a severe effect on the 
·average. For the Exponential and Student's t distribution the perturbed 
estimator was unsatisfactory as it was inflated by the c values and the p 
near one. 
The results for the Slash (p N 1) distribution are not reported. In both 
the original cases and the perturbed method the estimated omegas were 
inflated (perturbed in the region of 10 7) to such an extent that no estimate 
for omega (w~) was determined. See the recommendations in §5.7. 
There are still problems estimating the moment ratio parameter w~. The 
estimator as given by Gonin and Money (1989) is very unstable for p < 2. 
The perturbed estimator proposed in this section, is more stable than the 
original, although there_ are still severe problems. Vhen p is between 1.5 
and 2, the perturbed method appears to be better than the original problem. 
For p between 1.25 and 1.5, it works for some cases. But for p approaching 
1, the perturbed estimator is not suitable. In the opinion of the author 
the negative exponent (p < 2), violates the assumptions of Nyquist (1983), 
in the sense that these moments do not exist. 
5.7 Overall conclusions 
Overall the performances of the LP- norm estimators were disappointing. 
LP-norm estimators are not influenced by variance, orientation or 
collinearity. It was only in long tail distributions, like the Slash that 
LP- norm estimators seem to perform better than OLSE. For the small X 
matrices the VLS and BFGS algorithms were more unstable and the choice of p 
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not well defined whereas in the full matrix, the algorithms were stable, 
quick and the p more uniform. 
Vhen p > 2 the VLS algorithm is unstable. For p < 1 the BFGS algorithm 
should be avoided. Vhen p is near 1, the BFGS algorithm should be used 
with caution, and the results compared with the L1 algorithm. 
Vith real data the LPV vector should be made as loose as possible, imposing 
minimal restrictions. Furthermore, after the fit, the residual~ should be 
investigated for outliers, even with LP-norm estimators. Only the L1 
estimator is robust against outliers. 
In estimating {J, the user would ultimately like to find confidence intervals 
for the estimates, and make some inferences based on these estimates. 
However there are still problems with the estimation of w~. Based on the 
experience of this simulation study we propose the following strategy for 
LP-norm estimators: 
1. For p = w, there are no estimates for "'~ available, and as the CHEB 
estimator was only slightly better than OLS, we recommend the OLSE. 
2. For p > 2, the original estimator of "'~. Vhen p becomes large ( ie 
larger than 3) the possibility of setting p = 00 , should be 
investigated. 
3. Vhen 1.5 < p < 2, use the perturbed estimator of "'~· 
4. For 1 < p < 1. 5, the estimator of "'~ is unstable. Therefore set 
p = 1, or if p is near one, use the resulting betas, and residuals, 
then use the stable estimator of A for the moment ratio parameter. 
5. For p = 1, use the mks estimator of A, discussed previously. 
., 
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To find a value of p, and n reasonably large, we recommend the adaptive 
algorithm, and the method of Barr, to find p. 
As previously noted, biased estimators are influenced by variance, 
orientation and collinearity but are impervious to distribution changes for 
the regular distributions of this study. The size of the sample (n) 
appeared to play no role in the choice of the biased estimator, as the same 
estimators were chosen for n = 30 and n = 200. Ve recommend even for smatl 
to moderate collinearity data sets, the use of biased estimators. Based on 
the evidence from this simulation study, use the RLV or one on the FPC 
family estimators. 
5.8 Summary 
This chapter consisted of the general findings of the simulation study for 
the small X matrices. Two full I-matrices were simulated, and the findings 
reported. Comparisons were made between the different algorithms, and 
between the full and the small matrices. Generally it appears that no 
estimator consistently outperforms other classes on the criterion of 
relative efficiency. Specific conditions associated with the optimality of 
specific estimators, were outlined in this chapter. 
research were described. 
Areas for further 
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Chapter 6 
! GENERAL FURi OF THE LINEAR IODEL 
6.1 Introduction 
In chapter 2 we focussed mainly on the biased estimators of parameters to 
compensate for collinearity in the design or regressor matrix. Chapter 3 on 
the other hand addresses the issue of non-normal distributions by the use of 
the robust LP-norm estimators. Thus, we have looked at two types of tools 
in the data analyst's toolbox. In chapter 5 we examined problems that occur 
when tools are used as a black box through which we pass a data set. In 
this chapter we set up a mixed model and in terms of this model we seek an 
overview of all the different tools described in this study. Those tools 
will transpire to be special cases of the overall framework. 
So far we have concentrated on the LRM (1.1), Y = XP + f. Ve have assumed a 
simple linear function of the X's, we have ignored all prior information, 
and we accepted the LRM as the appropriate complete and correct model. No 
attempt was made to adjust this model to misspecif ications (such as 
inclusion of unnecessary predictors or omission of necessary regressors), 
outliers were ignored (except for the short section in Chapter 5), and 
collinearity was addressed by the use of biased estimators. 
In this chapter we introduce a mixed linear model (or general model), and by 
changing our view of the parameters we will be able to adapt the model to 
specify any of the scenarios mentioned in the previous paragraph. This task 
is accomplished by employing the theory of restricted least squares, where 
the set of restrictions is in general stochastic, but may be non-stochastic 
as a special case (sure restricted least squares). 
6.2 A general model 
The LRM of {1.1), Y = xp + f can be written in the form 
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where fi (XJ is the i-th function operating on the (i)-th column of the 
X-matrix (the first column of the X-matrix, X0 is a column of ones for 
models with a non- zero intercept). There are r functions f i (Xi). In 
Chapter 1 (model 1.1), fi(Xi) =Xi for all i, interpreting f 0 (X6) = 1 in the 
more general form (6.2.1). The nature of the function fi may be obtained 
from prior information, or possibly from transformations of the original 
regressor variables that are suggested by plots of the fitted residuals 
against the regressor variables. In LP-estimation when p = 2 (OLS), the use 
of residual plots is a well-known practice. The use of residual plots for 
other values of p will only be feasible if p is fixed. But whenever p is 
obtained from the data, even if r is fixed, the forms fi(Xi) may change in 
manners suggested by the fitted residuals as p changes, and the form of the 
model function will change, with p. A function f i found under a specific 
given value of p need not be transferable (though one might explore its use) 
to another value of p. In the literature (on LP-norm estimators), the model 
(and hence each of the functions) is fixed, and the sample values are not 
used to assist in finding other functions. Relaxing this restriction may be 
an area for further research, al though in the opinion of the author, the 
formulation of simplistic rules for obtaining the form of the function, for 
any value of p, (as in the case when p = 2), will constitute a fundamental 
error. Rather the analyst when confronted with the problem should be 
open-minded and led by informed collaboration with the subject specialists 
relevant to the data, and by intuition. 
If we specifically allow Xi= Xj and fi(Xi) 1 fj(Xj) for i 1 j, then the 
formulation is rich enough to include polynomial and exponential terms in an 
original subset of regressors. 
The fact that the function relating Y to X and P is not always as simple as 
seen in (3.1.1) leads us to write (3.1.1) in the general form of (6.2.2). 
The X- linear LP-norm estimation problem is then defined as: Find an 
estimate of p, denoted by PL ((PL ) j is the j-th element of PL ) which 




In Chapter 3, the general LP-norm problem (3.1.1) was formulated as a 
mathematical programming problem: 
Minimize 
i = 1 
subject to · X!p + (ui 
i Lp 
ui , vi > O 




i = 1, ... n 
where (as in Chapter 3) ; i = ui - vi . However, we are seeking an overall 
general model, where the unconstrained (or unrestricted) model is a special 
case of the constrained problems (with penalized function). If the penalty 
function or the restrictions are denoted by say a vector g(/J,H,v) then 
(3.1.1), and the unconstrained (3.1.2), can be formulated as a minimization 
problem subject to (equality or inequality) constraints, ie 
n r - 1 
A p 
minimize E IYi - E fj (Xj)·(PLp)j] I 
i=l j =O 
subject to restrictions (6.2.3) 
g(/J,H,v) • h 
where • denotes the relation -, <,>, S, or ~ between the left and the right 
hand side of the restrictions. The matrix H, h and v will be examined in 
section 6.3. 
The advantage of formulating the LP-norm in this general form (6.2.3) is to 
emphasize that the blind use of the norm is less likely when the 
statistician has explicitly formulated functions, and constraints. Linear 
programming solutions for (6.2.3) are available in the literature (Barrodale 
and Roberts (1978, p=1), Snyman (1993)). In section 6.3. we investigate 
the case where p = 2 (OLS). 
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6.3 The general model (mixed model), when p = 2. 
Vhen p = 2, (6.2.3) reduces to 
n r - 1 
minimize ~ IYi 
i = 1 
~ fj (Xj)·(~L )j] 12 subject to g(p,H,v) • h. 
j = 0 p 
That is, in addition to having data observations (Y, X) we now assume that 
we have auxiliary information (g(p,H,v)• h) on the vector of regression 
coefficients (p). Vhen •represents inequalities, mathematical optimization 
techniques can be used to find a numerical solution (Mantel (1969), Judge 
and Takayama (1966) and Liew (1976))), but the algorithms mentioned in 6.2 
for LP-norm minimization with constraints are also available. 
If • represents equalities and if we use a transformation from f (X,P) to 
XTPT to obtain the simple linear relationship, we apply 
(6.3.1) 
where Y, and f as is before, PT is the vector of regression coefficients 
from the linearised model, that might be different from those coefficient P 
in the LRM (1.1). Ve assume P is estimable (ie X of full column rank) and 
if not, that we can reparameterise, or eliminate redundant variables, and 
proceed with a diminished X matrix of full rank. Thus XT is a nxr matrix, 
representing a transformed X matrix, and 
(6.3.2) 
where H is an f, x r design matrix (fixed). with rank f, ~ r, h is an f, x 1 
stochastic vector which is known, and v is an unobserved f, x 1 vector of 
random error variables with expectation E(v) = 8, and variance matrix 
Var(v) = ~v, E[vv'] = Ev + 88' and v is uncorrelated with f. ~ is 
positive definite (pd), but is possibly unknown. Note that in special cases 
f, can be equal to r. Thus 
(6.3.3) 
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For the sake of convenience; we drop the subscript T in the notation that 
will follow, as the subscript complicates the presentation and development 
of the model of this chapter. However we interpret the X and p, as those 
obtained from a transformation of f (X,P) to xp. 
In our linear regression model of (1.1) we assume E - (O,u21). To introduce 
a generalised form, we assume E - (T,~e), where E[H'] = ~e +TT' and 
Var(E) = ~e· Furthermore we assume that the auxiliary information (6.3.2) 
to be independent of the sample and the model (6.3.1), that is 
E(vE') = O:lxn (6.3.4) 
Toutenberg (1982) augmented (6.3.1), the so-called sample information, with 
the auxiliary information (6.3.2) to form the following mixed model 
[ ~ J = [ ~ ]P + [ ~ J 
or 
Y = ip + € (6.3.5) 
where Y = [ ~ J :(n+l)x1; i = [ ~.] :(n+l)xr; and E = [ ~ J :(n+l)x1 are 
the augmented matrices. 
The expectation and covariance of € are then 
E(E) = [ 8] 





The augmented Generalised Least Square Estimator (AGLSE) for (6.3.5), 
involves minimizing 
(Y - i{J) 1 ~- 1 (Y - i{J) 
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A 
with respect to p. This estimator will be denoted by PG and is obtained as 
A 
PG = {X'E- 1X}-1X'E- 1Y {6.3.8) 
A 
Furthermore notice that PG is a function of a matrix E, which is unknown in 
the general case. In later sections an operational version of the estimator 
will be introduced, in which E will take specific structural forms involving 
a small set of parameters to be estimated from the data. 
A 
6.3.1 Properties of PG 
1. Relationship to GLSE 
Setting S = [X'E; 1x]- 1 and D =[Ev+ HSH'J- 1 in the estimation of PG we 
obtain 
A 
PG = {X'E- 1x}- 1x'E- 1v 
= {[XI HI] [ E- 1 0 ] [ x ] }- 1 [XIE- 1 y + HIE- 1 h] 
OE E-1 H E v 
v 
= [X'E; 1X + H'E~ 1 HJ- 1 [X'E; 1Y + H'E~ 1 h] 
= {[X / E; 1 X] -1 - [X / E- 1 X] -1H1 [Ev + H [X / E; 1 XJ -1H1 J -1H[X 1 E; 1 X] -1} 
x [XIE; 1 y + HIE~ 1 h] 
= {S - SH'[Ev + HSH'J- 1HS}[X'E; 1Y + H'E~ 1 h] 
= {S - SH'DHS}[X'E; 1Y + H'E~ 1 h] 
= SX'E- 1Y - SH'DHSX'E- 1Y + SH'E- 1h - SH'DHSH'E- 1h E E V V 
= p - Sll'DHP + SH'DD-iE- 1h - Sll'DHSB'E- 1h G G v v 
= a - SH'D[Ha - n- 1E- 1h + HSH'E- 1h] PG PG v • v 
= PG - SH'D[HPG - {[Ev + HSH']E~ 1 - HSH'E~ 1 }h] 
=PG - SH'D[BPG - {[I+ HSH'E~ 1 - HSH'E~ 1 }h] 
. = PG - SH'D[HPG - h] (6.3.9) 
Note that 
{XIE- 1i:}-1 = [XIE; 1 x + HIE~ 1 HJ -1 . 
= {S - SH / [Ev + HSH 1 ] - 1 HS} 
= {S - SH'DHS} (6.3.10) 
The increase in information is effected in (6.3.10) as the increase in 
precision and the decrease in variance. 
2. Expectation 
Since, by assumption E(h) = HP + 6, and E(Y) = xp + r, we obtain 
E{PG} = E{PG - SH'D[HPG - h]} 
= (P + SX'E; 1r)· - SH'D[H(P + SX'E; 1r) - HP - 6} 
= p + SX'E; 1 T - SH'D [HSX'E; 1 T - 6} 
= p + SX'E; 1r - SH'DHSX'E; 1r + SH'D6 
= p + SH'D6 + S(I - H'DHS)X'E; 1r (6.3.11) 
A A 
Thus PG is biased for p, and we denote the bias of hG by 
0 = SH'D6 + S(I - H'DHS)X'E; 1r (6.3.12) 
If X'E- 1r = O, then 0 = SH'D6, and we require 6 = 0 for.· an unbiased e . 
estimator of p. 
3. Variance 
= {X'E- 1i:}- 1X'E- 1var(!p + ~)E- 1 i:{i'E- 1 X} 
= {X'E- 1i:}-1i 1 E- 1EE- 1X{X'E- 1i} 
= {X'E- 1 XJ- 1 (6.3.13) 
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A 
4. Mean mean squared error (MSE) of /JG 
MSE{/JG} = var{/JG} + 00' 
= {X'E- 1i}- 1 + 00' (6.3.14) 
where 
00' = S[H'Do + (I - H'DHS)X'E; 1r] [o'DH + r'E; 1X(I - SH'DH)]S 
A 
5. Total mean squared error (TMSE) of /JG 
A 
TMSE{/JG} = tr{{X'E- 1i}- 1 + 00'} 
(6.3.15) 
tr(OO') = tr([o'DH + r'E; 1X(I - SH'DH)]SS(H'Do + (I - H'DHS)X'E; 1r]) 
= o'DHSSH'Do + r'E; 1X(I - SH'DH)SS(I - H'DHS)X'E; 1 r 
+ 2(o'DHSS(I - H'DHS)X'E; 1r) 
If X'E; 1r = O, then tr(OO') = o'DHSSH'Do 
6. Residuals of the AGLSE 
A 
E = Y - X/JG 
= Y - i{i'E- 1i}-1i 1 E- 1t 
= [I - i{i'E- 1i}-ti'E- 1] [ip + i] 
= ip + £ - i{X'E- 1i}-ti'E- 1ip - i{X'E- 1i}-ti'E- 1£ 
= £ - i{i'E- 1i}-1X'E- 1£ 
= [I - i{i'E- 1i}-1i 1 E-1]£ 
= [I - M] i (6.3.16) 
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where M: = i{X'E- 1i}-1X. 1 E- 1. Note that M: is a function of the generally 
unknown matrix E- 1. If we assume that 
where u2 is unknown and V = [ VE 0 ] is known, then 
0 vv 
A A 
E[i'V- 1£] = tr{[u2V+E(£)E(£)'](I - M')V- 1)} (from 1.4.9) 
~ tr{[u2V(I - M')V- 1) + E(£)E(£)'](I - M')V- 1)} 
= u2tr(I - M') + tr{E(£)E(£)'](I - M')V- 1)} 
= u2(tr{In+f} - tr{M}) + E(i)'(v- 1 - M'V- 1)E(£) 
(6.3.17) 
= u2(tr{In+f} - tr{i{i'E- 1i}-1i 1 E- 1} + E(i)'(v- 1 - M'V- 1 )E(£) 
= u2(n+l - tr{Ir}) + E(i)'(v- 1 - M'V- 1)E(£) 
(6.3.18) 
Thus for an unbiased estimator of u2, when E = u2V, V known and even if 
i 1 v- 1E(£) = O, we still require E(i) = O to obtain 
A A 
u2 = [i'V-1£]/(n-r+l) (6.3.19) 
6.3.2 Comparison of augmented and GLS models 
A 
In this section we will assume that E( E) = r = 0. Note that /JG is a 
function of the unknown covariance matrix E. Special cases of E will be 
discussed at a later stage. 
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6.3.2.1 Unbiasedness 
From (6.3.10) we know that the bias for the augmented estimator is 
A 
0 = -SH'Do, and that for the GLS estimator, the bias is zero. Thus /JG is 
unbiased for P only when H'Do = O, eg o = 0 when v - (O,Ev)· 
6.3.2.2 Variance 
A 
From (6.3.11) the variance of /JG is 
A 
V{/JG} = {i 1 E· 1i}- 1 
= {S - SH'DHS} 
and the variance of the GLSE, V(PG) = {X'E; 1x}- 1 = S. 
Thus 
A 
V(PG) - V{/JG} = S - {S - SH'DHS} 
= SH'DHS (6.3.20) 
Ev, Ee > 0 i.e positive definite (pd), S = {X'E; 1x}- 1 is positive 
semi-definite (psd) (see theorem A.9 of Toutenberg (1982)) and HSH' is psd, 
thus, D = [Ev + HSH']- 1 is psd (Goldberger (1964) pp 35-37). Thus the 
0 A 
difference V(PG) - V{/JG} is psd, and the augmented model yields an estimator 
of P that has smaller variance (better precision) than the normal 
(unaugmented) model. (See section 6.3.3 for further details, when E has to 
be estimated). 
6.3.2.3 ISE criteria 
Ve distingui~h between three types rif MSE criteria. ·in this section we will 
define them, initially with E unknown. The criteria are not operational 
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unless }; is given or estimated. In later sections special operational 
conditions are investigated for these three criteria. 
6.3.2.3.1 ISE-I Criterion 
The first of the MSE criteria is sometimes referred to as MSE criterion I 
(Toutenberg (1982)) or the Strong MSE criterion. An. estimator '/J for f3 is 
MSE-I better than estimator P for f3 if the matrix MSE difference between 
them (that is MSE(P) - MSE{'/J)) is positive-semi definite. 
A 
From (6.3.12) the mean squared error of PG is 
A 
MSE{PG} = {X'E- 1x}- 1 + SH'Doo'DHS 
and the MSE{PG} = {X'};~ 1 X}-1 = S. Thus the matrix difference 
MSE{PG} - MSE{PG} = {X'};~ 1 X}-1 - {X'};- 1XJ- 1 - SH'Doo'DHS 
= s - {S - SH'DHS} - SH'Doo'DHS from {6.3.10) 
= SH'DHS - SH'Doo'DHS 
= SH'D[D-1 - oo']DHS {6.3.21) 
and to ensure that (6.3.21) is psd 
[D - 1 - 0 0 I] ~ 0 
Ve have shown earlier that D is pd, so D can be written as 




[I - n!aa'D!] ~ o if and only if 
6'D!n!a ~ 1 (Toutenberg(1982), Theorem A.17, p 186) 
So the MSE-I criterion amounts to requiring 
(6.3.22) 
Thus by the criterion we have bounded the unknown quantity ~ to be smaller 
than one. The interpretation is that the bias 6 is small in relation to the 
variance. In later sections we will show that under specific conditions ~ ~ 
A the non-centrality parameter of the F distribution. 
6.3.2.3.2 ISE II Criterion 
The TMSE difference between two competing estimators is known as the first 
weak MSE criterion, MSE-II. Some authors refer to it simply as the weak MSE 
criterion. 
An estimator P of P is MSE-II better than b for P if the TMSE difference 
between the estimators (that is TMSE(b) ~ TMSE(P)) is greater than or equal 
to zero. 
~ 
From (6.3.14) the TMSE(,lJG) = tr{{X'I:- 1i:}- 1 + (}0'} 
= tr{S - SH'DHS} + tr((}O') 
tr(O(}') = tr((b'DH + r'I:; 1X(I - SH'DH)JSS(H'D6 + (I - H'DHS)X'l:; 1 r]) 
- 61 DHSSH 1 D6 + r'l:; 1X(I - SH'DH)SS(I - H'DHS)X'I:; 1 r 
+ 2(6'DHSS(I - H'DHS)X'l:; 1r) 
= 61 DHSSH 1 D6 (when X'l:; 1r = O)] 
and from (1.4.5) the 
TMSE(PG) = tr[{X'E; 1x}- 1] + r'E; 1X{X'E; 1x}- 1{X'E; 1x}- 1X'E; 1r 
= tr[S] + tr[r'E; 1XSSX'E; 1r] 
= tr[SH'DHS] + r'E; 1XSSX'E; 1r - 6'DHSSH'D6 
- r'E; 1X(I - SH'DH)SS(I - H'DHS)X'E; 1r 
- 2(6'DHSS(I - H'DHS)X'E; 1r 
= tr[SH'DHS] - 6'DHSSH'D6 + r'E; 1XSSX'E; 1r 
- r'E; 1X(I - SH'DH)SS(I - Il'DHS)X'E; 1r 
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- 2(6'DHSS(I - Il'DHS)X'E; 1r (6.3.23) 
= tr[SH'DHS] - 6'DHSSH'D6 (when X'E; 1r = 0) 
A 
Ve will prefer the PG estimator if the right hand side of (6.3.23) is > O. 
Thus when X'E; 1r = 0 
tr[SH'DHS] ~. 61 DHSSH 1 D6 (6.3.24) 
The bound (6.3.24) was also established by Judge and Bock (1978). 
The following deri,vations attempt to obtain bounds for rp in (6.3.24), but 
applications of these bounds, are not yet clear. 
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Let A= SH'[HSSH 1 J- 1n· 1 [HSSH']- 1HS, where [HSSH 1 ]· 1 exist, then A:rxr is a 
symmetric matrix and 
HSASH' = HSSH'[HSSH 1 ]· 1n· 1 [HSSH 1 ]• 1HSSH' = n- 1. 
Denote the eigenvalues of A by a 1 ~ a2 ~ ... ~ ar. 
A.13 of Toutenberg (1982), we can say that 
ar < [8'DHSJA[SH'D8J 5 a1 
[8'DHSJ [SH'D8] 
ar < [8'nn-
1ni5] 5 a1 
[8'DHSJ [SH'D8] 
Thus 
ar 81 DHSSH 1 D8 5 tp 
and to ensure that tr[SH'DHS] ~ 81 DHSSH 1 D8, we require 
Then by using theorem 
(6.3.25) 
Equation (6.3.25) bounds tp. Howev.er the right-hand side still involves the 
matrix D, an unknown matrix. If we assume that E = 
112 is unknown and V = [ V 0 J is known, then 
0 vv 
s = [X'E; 1xJ- 1 =112[x 1 v-1xJ- 1 
D = [112Vv + 112H[X 1 v-1xJ- 1H1 J-l 
= 11·2[Vv + H[X 1 v-1x]- 1H1 J-l 
= 112 V, where 
tr[SH'DHS] = 112tr[[X 1 v-1xJ- 1H'[Vv + H[X 1 v-1xJ- 1H'J- 1H[X'V-1xJ- 1]. 
It is clear that under these conditions the eigenvalues of A will be a 
function of 11-2, which will cancel with the 112 contained in tr[SH'DHSJ, thus 
the right hand side of (6.3.25) involves no unknown matrices and can be 
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calculated, bounding the unknown LHS. Note that the right hand side of 
(6.3.25) does not involve the unknown matrix o as in the bounds given in 
(6.3.24) 
Also see the discussion of Toutenberg {1982), Vallace (1972) and Yancey et 
al. ( 1973). 
6.3 .2.3 .3 ISE--III Criterion 
Toutenberg defined the second weak MSE criterion or MSE-III as: 
An unbiased estimator P of P is MSE-III better than P for P if 
E(P - E(P)) 'V('/J - E('/3)) - E(P - E(P)) 'V(P - E(P)) ~ 0 (6.3.26) 
where V = {X'E; 1X}, and E('/J) = P = E(P) (ie unbiased) in the notation of 
Toutenberg {1982). Ve introduce the general form of (6.3.26), the so-called 
weighted TMSE or when V is of a· certain form, the so-called predictive TMSE 
criteria. 
Thus the MSE-III for PG= {X'E- 1i}- 1X'E- 1Y), PG = {X'E; 1x}- 1X'E; 1Y and the 
weighted matrix which we take in this case to be V = s- 1 ={X'E; 1X} is 
..... .... .... ..... 
E(PG - E(PG))'s- 1 (PG - E(PG)) - E(PG - E(PG)) 1 s- 1 (PG - E(PG)) 
A A A A 
= tr{E(PG - P)'s- 1 (PG - P) - E(PG - E(PG))'s- 1 (PG - E(PG))} 
A A A A. 
= E[tr{(PG - P)'S- 1 (pG - P)}- tr{(PG - E(PG)) 1 s- 1 (pG - E(PG))}] 
A ..... A A 
= tr{E[s- 1 (PG - P)(PG - P)'] - E[s- 1 (PG - E(PG)(PG - E(PG)']} 
= tr{s- 1MSE(PG)} - tr{s- 1MSE(PG)} 
= tr{s- 1sn'D[n- 1 - oo']DHS} 
= tr{DHSH'[I - Doo']} 




These three criteria can be related as follows: MSE-I implies MSE-II as the 
trace of a psd matrix is ~ O; MSE-1 plus the condition that V must be psd 
implies MSE-III, because MSE-III can be written as 
tr[V{MSE(PG)}] > 0 
which is only true if V is psd. Similarly MSE-II implies MSE-111, if and 
only if V is psd: 
(MSE- II) 
thus tr[V{MSE(PG)}] ~ 0 if and only if V is psd. Then to summarise we have 
MSE-I MSE-II 
v~"" jv psd 
·\sE-III 
6.3.3 The unknovn E 
A 
The AGLSE (PG) defined in (6.3.8) is a function of an unknown positive 
definite matrix E and thus not operational. In practice we specify a 
structure for E (or assumptions on E) and then estimate the unknown 
parameters in E with the sample data at hand. 
The statistical consequences of incorrectly assuming the wrong structure of 
E will lead to estimators that are inefficient and will lead to incorrect 
assessment of the reliability of the estimator. For a detailed discussion 
of this topic and further references, the reader is referred to Judge et.al 
(1980). 
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Thus in practice, once a structure for }.; has been specified, a number of 
questions arise: 
(a) Is the structure correct (null hypothesis) and is it possible to 
envisage specify a specific alternative hypothesis? 
(b) How do we estimate }.;? 
(c) Yhat are the properties of the AGLSE when a specific estimator of 
}.; is substituted for }.;? 
In the following sections of 6.3.3 we assume different structures for }.;. 
Estimation of each structure is explored and where applicable some 
properties of the resulting estimator summarised. It is of course 
impossible to cover all structures. For more structures see Judge et. al 
(1980) or the discussion of Vinod and Ullah (1981) on the heteroscedasticity 
problem, where a wide list of further references are presented. 
6.3.3.1 E = u2V, (unknown scalar x knovn matrix) 
Assume that}.;, takes the form defined in (6.3.17): 
E = u2[ Ye 0] = u2V 
0 Yv 
where u2 is unknown and V = [Ye 0 J is known, then the GLSE (1.4.1) is 
0 Yv 
(6.3.28) 
and the AGLSE of (6.3.8) becomes 
(6.3.29) 
~ 
an estimator which is a function of known matrices. 
are summarised in the following table: 
The properties of PG 
A 










{i 1 v- 1i}- 1iv- 1i}- 1i 1 v- 1t = ~G - SkH'DkH[H~G - h] 
u2fx 1 v- 1x}- 1 
[X' W'; 1 X] -1 
[W' v + H [X 'W'; 1 X] -1 H I] - 1 
p + SkH'Dk6 + Sk(I - H'DkHSk)X'~; 1 r 
SkH'Dk6 + Sk(I - H'DkHSk)X'~; 1 r 
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00' Sk[H'Dk6 + (I-H'DkHSk)X'~; 1 r] [6'DkH + r'~; 1 X(I-SkH'DkH)]Sk 
A 










V(/JG) - V{PG} u2SkH'DkHSk 
(Note that u2Sk, and u- 2nk are S, and D with the variance terms, reduced by 
(6.3.17). The subscript k denotes that the associated matrices are known) 
An estimate of v = h - HP is the GLSE of v, namely vG, where 
v G = h - H/JG 
E(vG) = E(h - H/JG) = HP+ 6 - HP - HSX'W'; 1r . 
= 6 - HSX'wr- 1r 
E 
(6.3.30) 
Var(vG) = Var(h - HPG) 
= Var(HP + v) + HVar(PG)H' 
= Var(v) + u2H{X'V; 1x}- 1)H'] 
= u2vv + u2H{X'V; 1x}- 1 )H'] 
= u2[vv + H{X'V; 1x}- 1 )H'] 
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(6.3.31) 
Thus vG N (o,u2Dk 1), and if we assume normality then vG N N(o,u2Dk 1 ) and we 
note that 
(6.3.32) 
as [u-2Dk] [u2Dk 1] = I, is an idempotent matrix. (Theorem 2, p57 of Searle 
(1971)). Also r(Dk) = l, and using the results in 6.3.2.3.1, the MSE-I 
criteria is precisely 
or if we denote the non-centrality parameter by A, 
(6.3.33) 
If we assume normality for vG, we have shown that MSE-I criterion requires 
A ~ ! for the non-centrality parameter of the x2 statistic (with l degrees 
of freedom) that tests the consistency of the stochastically observed 
auxiliary information with the data. Ve have established that A ~ ! for the 
AGLSE to be better than the GLSE in the sense of MSE- I criterion. This 
result is given by Toro-Vizcarrondo and Vallace (1968). 
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Under the MSE-II criterion we establish in (6.3.25) 
~ ~ artr[SH'DHS] 
tr[Sil'DilS] = u2tr[[X'v-1xJ- 1Il'[Vv + H[X'V-1xJ- 1Il'J- 1Il[X'V-1xJ- 1] 
(6.3.34) 
The MSE-III criterion established in 6.3.2.3.3, under the covariance 
structure of (6.3.17), and taking the weight matrix, Vas u2[X'V; 1X] the 
MSE-III criterion reduces to 
= u2tr{[X'V- 1XJS H'D [n- 1 - 66']D HS } · E k k k k k 
where Dk= [Vv+H[X'V; 1x]- 1H'J- 1 
sk = [X'v; 1x]- 1 
Assume that ~ takes the form 
(6.3.35) 
(6.3.36) 
where (]2 is unknown and Ve and ~v is pd and known. As ~v is the covariance 
matrix associated with the prior information, it is feasible that it can be 
known a priori. Then the AGLSE of (6.3.8) becomes 
(6.3.37) 
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an estimator which is a function of known matrices, and unknown tr2. Ve 
A 
refer to the effect of the unknown term tr2 by adopting the notation ,iJG(tr2) 
A 
for the estimator in (6.3.37). The properties of ,iJG(tr2) are summarised in 
the following table: 
A 
















V {,iJ G} 
= [tr-2x 1 v; 1x + H't~ 1 n]- 1 [u-2x 1 v; 1v + H't~ 1 h] 
= /JG - SH'D[H/JG - h] 
= {X'v; 1x}- 1x1 v; 1v = "- 2sx 1 v; 1v 
[tr-2x 1 v; 1x + H'E~ 1 nJ- 1 
tr2[X'V; 1xJ- 1 and 
[Ev+ tr2H [X'V; 1 X] - 1 H'] - 1 
fl - SH'Do 
- SH'Do 
€ = [I - MJ € 
X[tr-2x 1 v; 1x + H'E~ 1 HJ- 1 [tr-2x 1 v; 1 H't~ 1 J 
If we consider the random error variables vG it can be shown that 
Var(~G) = Var(h - H/JG) 
= Var(H/J + v) + HVar(/JG)H' 
= Var(v) + u2H{X'V; 1Xf 1 )H'] 
= Ev + HSH' = n-1 (6.3.38) 
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Thus VG - (6,D-1). Furthermore note that nn- 1 = I, which is an idempotent 
matrix, thus if we assume vG - N(6,D- 1), then 
Also r(D) = l, and the MSE-I, II and III criteria are given by (6.3.22), 
(6.3.25) and (6.3.27). 
The only unknown quantity in (6.3.36) is the scalar parameter u2 , which can 
be (i) replaced by using the sample information, (ie we are seeking an 
2 
unbiased estimator of u ), or (ii) replaced by a constant f, stochastic or 
fixed, generating the so called £-class estimators (Theil (1963)). 
6.3.3.2.1 Estimating u2 using the sample information 
The residuals obtained after fitting an estimate of p, are usually used to 
estimate u2 • Ve will distinguish between two ways of estimating u2 • Note 
2 A2 that in the previous section, any estimator of u was denoted by u In 
this section, we will change the notation slightly for clarity: 
A A 
2. ~~ = (Y - XPG(s 2 ))'V~ 1 (Y - XPG(s 2))/(n - tr(C)) 
lethod 1: An unbiased estimator of u2 is obtained by using the residuals 
resulting from the OLS (GLS) fit. Note that when f - (r,u2Ve), with Ve 
known, we can orthogonalise the model so that GLSE in the original model is 
equivalent to OLS in the transformed framework. In (1.4.10) we have shown 
that ~2 is a unbiased estimator of u2 • If this estimator of u2 is used to 
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A 
make PG(u2) operational, we denote the operationalised form by P(u2). 
bG(u2) = [u-2x 1 v; 1x + H'E~ 1 nJ- 1 [u- 2 x 1 v; 1 v + n'E~ 1 hJ 
= [X'V; 1X + u2 H'E~ 1 HJ- 1 [X'V; 1 Y + u2H'E~ 1 h] (6.3.39) 
PG(u2) - fJ = [X'V; 1x + u2 H'E~ 1 HJ-l [X'V; 1Y + u2H'E~ 1 h] 
- [x, v; 1 x + u2 n, E~ 1 HJ - 1 [x, v; 1 xp + u2 u, E~ 1 npJ 
= [X'V; 1X + u2 H'E~ 1 HJ- 1 X'V; 1 {Y - X{J} 
+u2[X'V; 1X + ;2 H'E~ 1 HJ- 1 H'E~ 1 {h - H{J} 
Assuming that f - N(r,u2Ve), then by Theorem 3 of Searle {1971) 
; 2 = E'{(I - M')V; 1}f and X'V; 1 f are distributed independently because 
[XI v; 1 J [ u2 v eJ {(I - MI ) v; 1 } = u2 [XI (I - MI ) v; 1 J 
Also (J" 2 
A 
= (J2 [XI _ XIV; 1 X {XIV; 1 Xv 1 XI] V; 1 
= o. 
and v are independent because of assumption (6.3.4). 
E[PG(u2) - fl]= E[X'V; 1X + u2 H'E~ 1 HJ- 1 E[X'V; 1 f] 
+E[u2[X'V; 1X + u2 H'E~ 1 HJ- 1 E[H'E~ 1 v] 
= E rx, v; 1 x + u2 u, E~ 1 nJ - 1 [x, v; 1 r J 
+E[;2[X'V; 1X + u2 H'E~ 1 HJ- 1 [H'E~ 1 6] 
= 0 (when X'V; 1r = 0 and H'E~ 1 6 = 0) 
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A 
Thus iJG(u2 ) is unbiased whenever X'V~ 1 r = O and B'~~ 1 6 = o. 
Another way to show the unbiasedness of iJG ( u2 ) is the procedure of Kakwani 
(1967). Similarly the procedure used by Theil (1963) shows that 
(6.3.40) 
A2 
If u is a random variable and if the difference 
~- 2 - u- 2 is O(n-t) in probability, 
A 
Theil then shows that iJG(u2 ) is asymptotically unbiased (if iJG(u2 ) is 
A A 
unbiased) and that the bias is O(n-1). Furthermore iJG(u2 ) and iJG(~2 ) have 
asymptotically the same covariance matrix. 
Nagar and Kakwani {1964) show that the bias (where the authors assume r and 
6 = 0) to be zero if the disturbance terms (E,v) are symmetrically 
distributed about zero, even if they are not normally distributed. 
Vinod and Ullah {1981) give the conditional (on u2 ) covariance matrix of 
iJG(u2 ) and comment that the mathematical expressions for the unconditional 
covariance matrix, as given by Swamy and Mehta {1976) and Charette (1978), 
are too complicated to draw useful conclusions. 
A A 
Given this asymptotic convergence of iJG(~2 ) to iJG(u2 ), and a sufficient 
sample size, we expect the properties discussed in 6.3.3 (ie Var dif, 
MSE-I, MSE-II and MSE-III between this estimator and OLS) to hold in 
general. 
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lethod 2: Ve use the residuals obtained from the restricted estimator 
A A 
u~ = (Y - X,iJG(u2 ))'V~ 1 (Y - X,iJG(u2 ))/(n - tr(C)) 
where (6.3.41) 
The proof of result (6.3.41) can be found in the Appendix of Theil (1963). 
Theil (1963) shows that the expectation of (6.3.41) is 
Using (6.3.41) we obtain the operational estimator PG(u~). Optimizing this 
estimator would involve an iteration process, i.e first estimate u2 (or any 
A 
starting value) by least squares, then use this estimator to compute PG(u2 ), 
then compute u~, then fit PG(u~) and continue this process until the 
required convergence criterion is satisfied. 
Because u~ is based on prior information, and because PG(u~) is obtained via 
a convergence criterion, one might think that u~ is asymptotically more 
efficient estimator than. ~2 for u2 • This view however is not valid, as 
described by Theil (1963). 
6.3.3.2.2 Replace u2 by f 
If the unknown scalar quantity u-2 1n (6.3.37) is replaced by a constant f, 
where f can be stochastic or non-stochastic, we obtain the family of £-class 
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A 
estimators {Theil {1963)). Thus the estimator PG{f) is defined as 
A 
PG{f) = [fX'v; 1x + B'E~ 1 nJ- 1 [fX'v; 1v + B'E~ 1 h] {6.3.43) 
It is clear from {6.3.43) that if f increases indefinitely, the estimator 
A 
PG{f) converges to the GLSE. On the other hand if f approaches zero 
A 
(u2 ~ m) the prior information become very important, and the limit of PG{f) 
is [B'E~ 1 BJ- 1 B'E~ 1 h. 
A particular member of the £-class was considered in section 6.3.3.2.1, ie 
f = 1/~2 {6.3.44) 
In that case f is based on the sample and this particular estimator and its 
properties were discussed in the previous section and in Theil {1963). It 
is in fact the only stochastic estimator that we will consider in the family 
of £-class estimators. 
The case when f is a fixed constant {ie non-stochastic, f ~ 0) is discussed 
A 
in detail by Toutenberg {1982). If we let f = c, c ~ O, then PG(c) is 
A 
PG(c) = [cX'V; 1x + B'E~ 1 BJ- 1 [cX'V; 1 Y + B'E~ 1 h] 
= p + [cX'V; 1x + B'E~ 1 n]- 1 [cX'V; 1 e + B'E~ 1 v] {6.3.45) 
A 
Thus we define a family Fe = {PG(c)}, of estimators that are operational. 
The members of the family is indexed b~ the value of the chosen scalar c. 
A 
·The properties of PG(c) are summarised as follows: 
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A 





TMSE [PG ( c)] 
= [cX'V; 1x + H'E~ 1 HJ-l [cX'V; 1Y + H'E~ 1 h] 
=fl+ [cX'V; 1x + H'!:~ 1 n]- 1 [cX'V; 1 f + H'E~ 1 v] 
= {X'V; 1x}- 1X'V; 1Y 
= [ cX' V; 1 X + H' E~ 1 BJ -1 [ c 2 11 2 X' V; 1 X + B' E~ 1 H] [ cX' V; 1 X + H' E~ 1 HJ - 1 
= M- 1 [c2112X'v- 1x + H'E- 1HJM- 1 C E V C 
[cX'v; 1x + H'E~ 1 B] = [c112s- 1 + H'E~ 1 H] 
112 [X'V; 1xJ- 1 and 
[Ev+ 112H[X'V; 1x]- 1H']- 1 
fl + M~ 1 [ cX 'V; 1 r + B' E~ 1 8] 
M- 1 [cX'V- 1 r + H'E- 1 8] C E V 
= [I - M] f 
iM- 1 [cX'v- 1 B'E- 1] C E V 
A A A 
Note that Var[PG(c)] ~ Var[PG(u2 )] as PG(u2 ) is the BLUE. 
To obtain an·optimal choice of c, the quantity that we want to minimize with 
A A 
respect to c is MSE[PG(c)] or TMSE[PG(c)]. For simplicity we will assume 
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~(TMSE[PG(c)]) = ~(tr{cu2 (cu2 - 1)M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 +M~ 1 + 
M- 1 [c2X'V- 1rr'V- 1X + H'E- 166''E- 1HJM- 1}) c € € v v c 
= ~(tr{cu2 (cu2 - 1)M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 +M~ 1 ) (6.3.46) 
Now from theorem A.53, B.1.10 and B.3.2 of Toutenberg (1982), we have that 
~(tr{M~ 1 }) = tr(a M- 1 ) Oc c 
and 
= tr(- M- 1 [a M ]M- 1) c Oc c c 
= tr(M~ 1 [~[cu2 s- 1 
= u 2 tr(M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 ) (6.3.47) 
~(tr{cu2 (cu2 - 1)M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 }) 
Thus 
= tr(fu{(c2u4 - cu2 )}M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 + (c2u4 - cu2 )~[M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 ]) 
= tr({2cu4-u2 }M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 + (c 2 u4 -cu2 )([~M~ 1 JS- 1 M~ 1 + M~ 1 s- 1 ~M~ 1 )) 
= tr({2cu4 - u2 }M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1- 2u2 (c 2 u4-cu2 )M~_ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 ) 
= u2tr({2cu2 - 1}M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 - 2(c 2 u4-cu2 )M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 ) (6.3.48) 
~(TMSE[PG(c)]) = 2u2tr({cu2 - 1}M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 - (c 2u4 - cu2 )M~ 1 s-1M~ 1 s-1M~1) 
= 2u2tr({cu2 - 1}M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 - cu2(cu2 - 1)M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 ) 
= 2u2tr({cu2 - 1}M~ 1 s- 1 [S - cu2 M~ 1 ]s- 1 M~ 1 ) (6.3.49) 
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A 
In table 6.3 Var[PG(c)] is given as 
A 
Var[PG(c)] = cu2(cu2 - 1)M~ 1 s- 1 M~ 1 + M~1 
> 0 (ie psd) 
as Mc is psd, and c ~ 0, we can conclude that cu2 - 1 > O. Furthermore 
[S - cu2M~ 1 ] = u2(X'V; 1x]- 1 - cu2(cX'V; 1X + H'~~ 1 HJ- 1 
= u2 {[X 'V; 1 X] -1 - [X' V; 1 X + c ~ 1 H '~~ 1 HJ -1 } (6.3.50) 
> 0 (psd (Theorem A.12, Toutenberg (1982))). 
From {cu2 - 1}a .> 0 (6.3.51) 
we note (6.3.49) is at a minimum when c = u- 2, is monotonically increasing 
in c when c > u- 2 and monotonically decreasing when c < u- 2. Toutenberg 
(1982) then assumes that prior information on u2 is available in the form of 
bounds 
u2 < u2 < u2 
L U 
where u~ and u~ is known a priori, and shows that an estimator with lower 
TMSE that all other estimators is obtained when 
and (0 < ,\ < 1) (6.3.52) 
6.3.3.3 Hetetoscedasticity 
Assume that ~' takes on the following form 
~ = diag(u~,u~, ... ,u~~eJ 
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(6.3.53) 
Some of the u~ may be equal, and the structures discussed in 6.3.3.1 and 
6.3.3.2 can be considered as special cases of (6.3.53). Dispersion matrices 
like (6.3.53) are also described by the term heteroscedasticity. The topic 
of heteroscedasticity is wide and considerable literature on this subject is 
available inter alia in Putter (1967), and several texts on Econometrics (eg 
Judge et al. (1980), Schmidt (1967) and Theil (1971)). 
In (6.3.8) the AGLSE was defined and its properties discussed in section 
6.3.1. It was pointed out that (6.3.8) was non-operational and that an 
operational estimator is obtained when a suitable structure and estimate of 
~ is available. In estimating ~' we have to estimate (n+l) variance terms. 
Such a process is impossible, and it would exhaust all the degrees of 
freedom. In applied work it is common to restrict the u~ still further, see 
Judge et al. (1980, Chapter 4). 
Before considering any restrictions on the u~ 's or even before accepting 
(6.3.53) it is recommended to explore for evidence heteroscedasticity in the 
model. In section 6.3.3.3.1 we will consider tests.for heteroscedasticity 
and in section 6.3.3.3.2 ways of estimating ~-
6.3.3.3.1 Test for Heteroscedasticity 
Various methods are available to detect heteroscedasticity. Some of these 
methods will be briefly mentioned here, with possible references for 
implementing them. 
1. The most common method of detecting heteroscedasticity is by plotting 
the fitted residuals against the independent variables or the fitted 
value Y. Vhen non-constancy of the error variance occurs the residual 
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plot is usually of the trapezoidal type (eg the variance increases as 
the independent variable increases). Plots like these are discussed in 
Neter and Vasserman (1974). 
2. Glejser's test: Glejser {1969) suggests regressing the absolute value 
of the fitted residuals (we are still thinking. of the augmented model, 
thus n+l residuals) on a number of alternative functions of one of the 
regressor variables, ie 
l;I = Za + e 
where 1£1 is a (n+l)x1 vector consisting of the absolute values of the 
residuals. Thus 
a is ax1 vector of unknowns and 
Z is a (n+l)xa matrix of non-stochastic variables that may be identical 
to or functions of the X matrix. Note that the first column of Z is a 
column of ones. 
The null hypothesis 
H0 : a2 = a3 = . . . . = aa = 0 
in the Glejser model is tested by usual methods. If the test rejects 
the null hypothesis, heteroscedasticity is presumed not to be a serious. 
problem. 
Judge et aL (1980) viewed Glejser's: · Z as a matrix of alternative 
functions of one of the independent regressors whereas Vinod and Ullah 
(1981) view the Z matrix as a known function of one or more regressors. 
Glej ser' s intention was to form functions of one of the regressors, 
usually polynomial. 
One problem of implementing this test is the question of how one 
defines Z. Trying a number of functions of one or more independent 
variables involves preliminary test considerations and can lead to 
results that are influenced by the user. It is unclear if arbitrary 
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choices of Z, will lead to the same conclusions under the null hypothesis. 
3. Bartlett's test: If the n+l residuals can be grouped into t subgroups, 
the Bartlett {1937) test is designed to test if heteroscedasticity 
exists between the t groups ie the likelihood ratio test is testing the 
null hypothesis that ui = u~ = ... = u~ (where the subscript i here 
indicates the i-th group and not the individual variance of the i-th 
diagonal element of :E). For 'the implementation of this test see 
Bartlett {1937) or Judge et al. (1980). 
The Bartlett's test is an old well-established test and its usefulness 
depends on whether the residuals can be grouped into sets with constant 
variances. Anderson and McLean (1974) warned that Bartlett's test is 
sensitive under non-normality, and when the tails of the distribution 
are too long it tends to achieve significance too often. 
4. Burr-Foster Q-test of Homogeneity: This test was described by Burr and 
Foster (1972). It is published by Anderson and McLean {1974) and is 
easy to perform. However it does not have the sensitivity to normality 
departures encountered with Bartlett's test. Furthermore a zero sample 
variance (in one of the groups) does not disrupt this test as in the 
case of Bartlett's test. 
As in Bartlett's test the residuals are divided into t groups and the 
test statistic, q is computed: 
q = (sf+ s~ + ... +st) /(si + s~ + ... + s~) 2 
where sf is the estimated variance of the i-th group. Large values of 
q lead to rejection of the hypothesis of equal population variances, 
critical values of q are given in Anderson and McLean {1974). For 
implementation of this test, when the number of residuals in the t 
groups are unequal, see Anderson and McLean (1974). 
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5. Breusch- Pagan test: Breu sch and Pagan ( 1979) regress squared scaled 
residuals on the specified function of Zf. (the j-th row of Z) 
The authors show that one half the regression sum of squares is 
distributed asymptotically as x2 with a degrees of freedom. The fj are 
the OLS residuals from the augmented model and ~2 the usual sample 
variance of these residuals. The null hypothesis is that all a 
coefficients are zero. 
6. Goldfeld-Quandt Test: Goldfeld and Quandt (1965, 1972) ranked the 
residuals in order of increased variance. Then the s central residuals 
are omitted and two separate regressions are run on the first and the 
last residuals. Calculate R = S2/S 1 where S1 and S2 is the residual 
sums of squares from the first and second regressions, respectively. 
The statistic R has the F distribution with [{(n+l) - s - r}/2} and 
[{(n+l) - s - r}/2] degrees of freedom. 
Theil ( 1971) used a test similar to that of Goldfeld and Quandt, 
partitioning the Y vector and the X matrix into two equal sets (eg 
Y' = [Y~ Y~] ) then computing OLS residuals for both sets (! and B) and 
the ratio of the squared sum of residuals for sets ! and B. The ratio 
is distributed as an F with (n + l - r)/2 and (n + l- r)/2 degrees of 
freedom. Note that Theil only omits one central observation if the 
number of observations is odd, and does not use any ordering of the 
residuals. 
The Goldfeld-Quandt test depends on one's ability to rank the 
observations according to increasing variance. This writer would 
prefer to test for heteroscedastici ty before having the burden of 
estimating the (n+l) variances. Ye hope that by testing for 
heteroscedasticity, the unknown (n+l) diagonal elements of E can be 
plausibly reduced, to u2I. 
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f. = ao + ~ ~ a.kx .. x.k 
l J l J l for 1 = 1,2, ... ,n (6.3.54) 
j=lk=j 
Ei is the i-th residual obtain from OLS and Xij is (i,j)th element of 
the X matrix (in position i-th row and the j-th column). The a's are 
tr(r+1) + 1 parameters that are to be estimated by OLS. Vhite then 
tests the joint null hypothesis 
Then under 6 specific assumptions in Vhite (1980) and jf, in addition, 
ti is independent of the i-th row of X, E[t~] = u2 and E[ef] = µ4 (ie 
Ei are homokurtic for all i), then 
nR 2 - x2 with r(r+1)/2 degrees of freedom 
where R2 is the (constant-adjusted) squared multiple correlation 
coefficient from the regression (6.3.54). For a general discussion of 
this test and comparisqn with others available in the literature see 
Vhite (1980). If the null hypothesis is accepted, one can proceed by 
using the usual OLS variance of the P's for hypothesis testing of the 
p. If the null hypothesis is rejected one can calculate Vhite's 
heteroscedasticity-consistent-covariance matrix, which is given in the 
estimation section below. 
There are numerous other tests available to detect heteroscedasticity. 
Depending on the circumstances the user must be careful in specifying the 
model, and if, heteroscedasticity is expected, or obvious from r~sidual 
plots, it is recommended that a general test is used, like the test of 
Vhite, using no preset structure. There is no easy-and-best test and the 
issues are open for further research. 
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6.3.3.3.2 Estimation of E 
After detecting heteroscedasticity, we need to specify a model, and then to 
estimate };. \Then an a priori structure of }; is available, the a priori 
specification will be assumed true, and tested. In this section we will 
concentrate on estimating E in general form, ie we want an estimate of the n 
diagonal elements of E without assuming any restriction on E. 
1. \lhite (1980) adopts the LRM of 1.1 with the following four assumptions: 
(a) (Xi ,Ei) is a sequence of independent not (necessarily) identically 
distributed (i.n.i.d) random vectors, such that E(Xf Ei) = 0. 
There exist positive finite constants e and t such that, for all i, 
2 1 ·~ 1 ·~ n E(jEi I ) < t and E(IXiJXikl ) < t (j,k = 1, ... ,r); }; E(XfX1 )/n is 
i=1 
(b) 
non-singular for (all) n sufficiently large. 
2 1 ·~ (c) E(IEiXijXikj ) < t (j,k = 1, ... ,r); V0 (defined in (6.3.55)) is 
non-singular for n sufficiently large. 
\lhite only considers the OLS estimator p = (X'X)- 1X'Y, with average· 
covariance matrix 
n 
V0 = (X'E X)/n = E E(E~XfXi)/n 
i=1 
(6.3.55) 
Note that V0 is a function of S in our notation. The estimators for the 
diagonal elements of E, do not depend on a formal model of the structure of 
the heteroscedasticity. \That is actually required is to estimate an average 
of expectations ie V0 • Under the conditions stated by \lhite a consistent 
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n n 
estimator for E E(t:~XiXd/n is E t:~XiXdn. The error term f~ is not 
i=l i=l 
observable, but can be estimated by the OLS residuals: 
n 
V = n- 1 ~ ;~X!X. n t.J '"1 i i 
i=l 
(6.3.56) 
thus the i-th diagonal element of E, u~ is replaced with£~. 




and is not 
n 
= n- 1 E E(XiXd (where X must be an observable matrix 
i=l 
necessarily fixed) 
(iii) Given the general hypotheses 
where C is any qxr full row rank matrix and m is a qxl vector of 
constants, then 
To summarise: V0 consistently estimates V0 , the heteroscedasticity-
consistent covariance matrix and that to test linear hypotheses in the usual 
way· give asymptotically correct results. 
As pointed out earlier, Vhite only considers the OLS estimator, without 
taking into account the covariance structure, and technically the GLS 
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estimator is the appropriate estimator under the heteroscedasticity model. 
It is unclear if this estimator of Vhite for diagonal ~' namely the square 
of the OLS residuals, would be a good estimator for ~- Furthermore in some 
of the assumptions made by Vhite, he defines or rather uses the term 
non-singular and determinant > e > 0 as being synonymous. The determinant 
is excessively sensitive to scaling, and a small determinant may imply 
little or nothing about the invertibility of a matrix (Stewart (1987), or 
Thiart (1990)). 
2. Rao (1970) consider the LRM with E - (O,~) and for the estimation of the 
heteroscedastic variances introduces a method known as MINQUE (Minimum, Norm 
Quadratic Unbiased Estimation). In order to define the MINQUE, we need to 
define the following matrices: 
(a) the projection matrix P = [I - X(X'X)-x'], with (i,j)th element Pij, 
where (X'X)- is the generalised inverse, and when X is full rank, 
(X'X)- is the same as (X'X)- 1 • 
(b) the vector v is the vector of squared residuals ;~ where ; = PY, IT is 
the vector containing the diagonal elements of ~' and 
( c) the matrix F is the Hadamard product P*P, ie F consists of all the 
element of P squared, F = (P~j). 
The MINQUE is defined (Rao (Lemma 5, 1970) 
Let IT~, ••• , u~ be all different, then the MINQUE of IT~, ••• , IT~ are 
solutions of the equation Fu= v provided F is non-singular. 
Thus the MINQUE is a linear combination of the squares of residuals. Vhen 
all the 11~ are not different, one can use the above mentioned method, or the 
collapsed procedure given as lemma 6 of Rao (1970). 
Conditions for the non-singularity of F are given by Hartley et al. (1969) 
and by Rao (lemma 7 and 8, 1970). 
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3. ·Fuller and Rao (1978) assume that !: = Diag[ITPn , ... ,IT,ln ]; the 
1 k 
observations fall into k groups with constant error variance within a group. 
In estimation of the GLE, the OLS estimator is firstly computed and the OLS 
residuals are used to estimate the covariance matrix. This estimate of !: is 
then used to calculate an operational GLE. Fuller and Rao refer to the 
operational GLE as the two step weighted least squares (VLS) estimator of P: 
n. 
A2 
= - 1 !;J 
A2 
IT. ni Eij 1 (6.3.57) 
j = 1 
and the operational GLS estimator is 
(6.3.58) 
Fuller and Rao (1978) then introduce the weighted GLS estimator, where it 
seems that the weights are corrections for the number of observations 
falling into the k groups. Thus 
where V = Diag[w 1In ; ... ;wkln J and wi = g(nd. Vhen there are an equal 1 k 
number of observations in the k-groups then wi = 1, and PGw reduces to PG· 
The main result of Fuller and Rao (1978) is the asymptotic distribution of 
.jJGw: 
Let f i's be independently and normally distributed, with mean zero and 
variance IT~, and assuming 
(a) the sequences {~l} and {ni} satisfy 0 < 




"~ < "2 < w and 1 u 
(b) the rows of X, (Xij 1 , ••• ,Xijr), form a fixed sequence 
with E Xljt < a< w for all (i,j) 
t = 1 
(c) the limits (as k 4 w) of the matrices X'X/n, X'~X/n, X'VX/n, 




..fo(/JGw - /3) ~ N(O, H) 
. . ' ... ' 
H = lim n(X'~~ 1 x)- 1 D(X'~~ 1 x)-t 
k4W 
The asymptotic covariance matrix of PGw simplifies when ni = c ~ 3: 
V [pGw] = V [PG] 
= (1 + 2c- 1 - sc- 2 )(X'~- 1 x)- 1 + 4c- 2 (X'X)- 1 (X'~- 1 x)(X'X)- 1 
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4. Van der Genugten (1993) assumed a LRM of which the errors are 
independent and symmetrically distributed. The variance matrix of the 
errors is not specified, and no assumptions are made about the variances. 
The author then investigates the iterated weighted least square (IVLS) 
estimator, ~G(q+1), the IVLS estimator of Pat step (q+1), as 
r A r A 
= {E XtXff(u~(q)}- 1 E XtYtf(u~(q)) 
t t 
for q = 0,1, ... (6.3.60) 
Thus, in terms of our notation, Van der Genugten uses the iterated 
operational AGLSE at the q+1 iteration. 
The starting value of this procedure is OLS (the 0-th iteration). The 
estimator of the j-th variance term obtain in the q-iteration is 
(6.3.61) 
where ;J +i (q) is the (j+i)-th residual obtained in the q-th iteration and A 
is a set of integers as far as possible symmetrically placed around 0. A is 
defined as follow: Let m ~ 1 be a constant, then 
A= {-((m-1)/2], ... ,(m/2]-1, (m/2]} 
Van den Genugten (1993) defines A as above. Ve interpreted A as the set of 
integers ranging from - ((m-1)/2] to (m/2], where (•] denotes the integer 
part of the argument inside the brackets. Thus for example if m = 4, then 
A= {-1,0,1,2} 
and wJ is defined as one or other weighting factor, which has to be chosen 
in advance independently of the data (a natural choice for wJ = 1/m, jEA). 
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The function f{•) is a function that ensure that we do not divide by 0 if 
~j(q) is zero. That is 
f {z) 1 
h+z 
with h > 0. Vhen h ~ 0 f {z) ~ 1/z. 
Then under appropriate conditions 
The number of iterations q is determined when tr[E(q)] is minimal. 
The idea of using residuals to improve the efficiency in the case of unknown 
heteroscedasticity was suggested by Rao {1970). In applying IVLS the main 
idea is to use a method which is not optimal for a particular form of 
heteroscedasticity but is good for a broad class of alt~rnatives. 
A consistent and simplest estimator E(q) of ~(q) can be based on OLS 
residuals ((O). This basis leads to estimators 
C~ - n- 1 ~ X X'E~{0) 2 7 for 7 - 1 0 1 7- tt t' --,, 
t .. 1 . 
Val= n- 1 ~ XtXf ((O)~a{f{~{O)~)L) for (a,L) = {0,1),{1,1),(1,2) 
t = 1 
V11 = w0 n- 1 ~ XtXf ((O)~a f}f}~(~(O)~)) 
t = 1 (J 
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and 




A A • A 1 (2Vor'ti'11PV01 
j = 0 
B( q) = (2voiv11 )qc0
1 
The assumptions and proof of these results can be found in Van der Genugten 
(1993). The most important consideration, when one applies IVLS is that h 
and w are chosen in advance independently of the data. It is not clear how 
large n must be to justify the asymptotic approximations given by Van der 
Geriugten. Van der Genugten's results are based on a diagonal matrix ~. 
Vhen ~ is not diagonal (as in the case of autocorrelations, see section 
6.3.3.4), the effect of IVLS has not yet been investigated, and should be a 
field of further research. 
6.3.3.4 Autocorrelation 
In 6.3.3.3 it was assumed that ~ was a diagonal matrix. However when the 
error terms are correlated, ~ is not diagonal and we ref erred to this 
phenomenon as autocorrelation. If the autocorrelation admits a specific 
family of structures it can be described b~ one of the Autoregressive Moving 
Average (ARMA) models. The most common use of ARMA or MA (moving average) 
models, is in time series data, and is discussed in many texts eg Box and 
Jenkins (1976). 
The first order autoregressive (AR(l)) may be described as 
ft= Pft-1 +Vt t = ... ,-2,-1,0,1,2, ... (6.3.62) 
(ie ft regressed on lagged values of the series) where vt is a stochastic 
process such that 
E(vt) = O, E(v~) = u~, E(vtvr) =·o (tjr) 
and lPI < 1 is the autocorrelation coefficient which has to be estimated. 
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First order moving average process (MA(l)) is defined by 
(6.3.63) 
the right hand side of (6.3.63) contains a moving (weighted) sum of the 
error terms only. Vhen AR and MA processes are mixed, we refer to this 
phenomenon as an ARMA(p,q) process and is defined as 
The most common test for the presence of autocorrelated errors is the test 
of Durbin and Vatson (1950, 1951)). A list of further references is given 
by Vinod and Ullah (1981). 
In the usual linear· hypothesis (see §6.3.5.3) on the regression 
coefficients, ie cp = m, the F statistic can be severely affected by the 
presence of ARMA errors. Vith ARMA type errors the user is obliged to fit 
the GLSE because ~ t u2I, the correct approach model would be to estimate E, 
and then base the GLSE on this estimated variance structure, which as shown 
else where in this chapter is quite difficult, and if possible the 
estimation of ~ should be a avoided. Vinod and Ullah (1981) shown that if 
one is mainly interested in significance tests for regression coefficients, 
it may be possible to rely on the simpler OLS estimator. The authors then 
devise bounds on the t and F values based on DLS, that ensure that the 
conclusions made under the null hypothesis would not be reversed if we had 
estimated ~, and then computed the GLSE and used significance levels based 
on the GLSE computations. For a derivation of these bounds see Viriod and 
Ullah (1981) and for tables of these bounds see Vinod and Ullah (1981) and 
Kiviet (1980). 
Ve do not elaborate on autocorrelation any further, and the interested 
reader may examine 
that the user, 
. heteroscedasticity 
structure. 
the references mentioned above. It is, however important 
in specifying a plausible model, be aware that 
and ARMA type structures can all be part of one single 
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6.3.4 Special cases of prior stochastic information {B, h, E) 
A variety of biased estimators can be generated as special cases of {6.3.5) 
and {6.3.7). In {6.3.5) we.presented the augmented model 
[~]=[~]P+[Z] 
or 
y = ip + f (6.3.5) 
the augmented matrices. The expectation and covariance of i are then 
E{f) = [ 6] (6.3.6) 
Cov{ii') = E = [Ee 0 ] 
0 E v 
and the AGLSE is 
A 
PG = {X'E- 1i}- 1X'E- 1Y 
The following are some special cases: 
6.3.4.1 Ridge regression 
In {6.3.5) let h = O, H = I, E{i) = [ ~ ] and 




that is E - (O,tr2I) and v - (O,(tr2/k)I). The estimator defined in {6.3.8) 
will then reduce to 
A 
PG= (X'X + kI]- 1X'Y 
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the ridge estimator, defined in Chapter 2. Properties of the ridge 
estimator, and ways to estimate k were discussed in Chapter 2, or see Thiart 
(1990). 
6.3.4.2 Generalised Ridge regression 
0 K- 1 
In ( 6. 3. 5) let h = 0, H = I, and E (f) = [ ~ ] and 
Cov ( H') = u2 [In 0 ] , 
where K is an nxn diagonal matrix, and the i-th diagonal element of K is ki, 
then the AGLSE, defined in (6.3.8) will reduce to 
A 
PG= [X'X + K]- 1X'Y 
the generalised ridge estimator, defined in Chapter 2. Properties of the 
GRE, and ways to estimate ki were given in Chapter 2, or see Thiart {1990). 
6.3.4.3 Principal components 
In (6.3.5) let h = O, H = V2, where V, the matrix of eigenvectors of X'X is 
partitioned as V = [V 1 V2] :rxr, and V2 :rxl, comprises are the eigenvectors 
associated with the £-smallest eigenvalues of X'X. Let E(£) = [ ~] and 
Cov (f £') = u2 [Ion ] , where JI is large, then 
,\ - 1 I 
l 
defined in (6.3.8 and using the form of 6.3.9) will reduce to 
A 
PG = [S - SH'DHS] [u- 2X'Y + H'Ith] 
= u- 2 [S - SH'DHS]X'Y (h = 0) 
= u- 2SX'Y - u- 2sH'DHSX'Y 
the AGLSE, 
= [X'X]- 1X'Y - u2 [X'X]- 1H'DH[X'X]- 1X'Y (S = u2 [X'InXJ- 1 ) 
= VA- 1U'Y - u2VA- 2V'H'DHVA- 2V'VAU'Y (using SVD of X) 




[I - CT2i\- 1V'H'DHVL\- 1] =[I - CT 2 A- 1 V'V5 DV~Vi\- 1 ] 
- I - [: u'A; 1:A;'] 
= diag[1,1, ... 1,(Ar-£+l)/(A+Ar-£+l), ... ,Ar/(A+Ar)] 
(6.3.65) 
as D = [~v + HSH'J- 1 
= IT- 2[Ii/A + v2vA- 2v1 v2 J- 1 
= CT-
2 
[Ii/A + [O I] [~1 2 ~ 22 ] [~p-t 
= IT-2[Ii/A + A22J-l 
and CT2 i\i 1 Di\2 1 = A2 1[Ii/A + A2 2J- 1A2 1 
= {A2[Ii/A + A22JA2}-1 
= -p-11\~ + I}-1 
= diag [A/ (A+A , /1 1), ... ,A/ (A+A ) ] r-{..+ r 
It is clear that as A ~ ro, that (6.3.65) reduces to 
diag[1,1, ... 1,o,, ... ,o] 
Askin and Montgomery (1980) suggested .JX = 40. Thus the role of A is to 
downweight the small eigenvalues of X'X. 
asymptotically 
A 
PG= vA- 1(diag[1,1, ... 1,o,, ... ,o)u'Y 
r-£ 
= ~ v u'Y/ FT. . • V" 1 
i = 1 I I 
Thus (6.3.64) becomes 
which is the PCE (see Thiart (1990)). Properties of the PCE, and ways to 
eliminate PC's are given in Thiart (1990). 
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6.3.4.4 Shrunken estimators 
In (6.3.5) let h = O, H = V', where V contains the eigenvectors of X. Let 
E(() = [ 0 J and Cov(((') = u2 [In ]'where the i-th element of diagonal 
o o v- 1 
matrix V, wi = d/{Ai(1-d)} then the AGLSE, defined in (6.3.8) reduces to 
Now 
A 
PG = [S - SH'DHS] [u- 2X'Y + H'Ith] 
= u- 2 [S - SH'DHS]X'Y (h = 0) 
= u- 2SX'Y - u- 2SH'DHSX'Y 
= p - u2VA- 2V'VDV'VA- 2V'VAU'Y 
= p - VA- 2 [V + A- 2J- 1A- 2AU'Y 
(using SYD of X) 
(6.3.66) 
A- 2 [V + A- 2]- 1 is a diagonal matrix with i-th diagonal element 
thus A- 2 [V + A- 2J- 1 = (1-d)I, and substituting this matrix back in (6.3.66) 
we have 
PG = p - (1-d)vA- 2V'VAU'Y 
= fl - (1-d)P 
= d/J 
the shrinkage estimator of fl. Properties of the SHE, and an optimal choice 
of d was given in Chapter 2 and discussed in Thiart (1990). 
6.3.4.5 Fractional PC estimators 
In (6.3.5) let h = O, H = V', let 
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then the AGLSE, defined in (6.3.8) reduces to 
A 
PG= u· 2 [S - SH'DHS]X'Y 
= [I - SH'DH],8 
= v [I - L\ - 2 DJ v I ,8 
= VFV'P 
which is the fractional PC estimator defined in (5.2.5) of Thiart (1990) and 
Chapter 2 with 
F = [I - l\- 2 DJ 
F is a diagonal matrix with i-th diagonal element given by 
fi = 1 - ,\i1{(wi,\i + 1)/,\J-1 
= 1 - 1/(wi,\i + 1) 
= (wi,\i)/(wi,\i + 1) 
= ,\d Pi + 1/wd 
thus for FPE 1/wi = s 2 /[•]~ is found iteratively in that [•Ji is the ridge 
or the generalised ridge estimator of P at the t-th iteration. For further 
details see Chapter 2 or Thiart (1990). 
6.3.5 Exact prior information 
In (6.3.2) the auxiliary (prior) information was given in the form of a 
stochastic model, that is 
h = HP + v 
where H is an lxr known design matrix r(H) = l ~ r, h is a lx1 stochastic 
vector which is known, v is the unobserved lx1 vector of uncorrelated error 
variables. Vhen we have exact prior information the stochastic model 
reduces to the fixed form 
h = HP (6.3.67) 
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where h is now an i><1 vector of constants. In many applications h = 0. 
Just as in the case of the stochastic model we seek the Restricted Least 
square (RLS) estimator, PRLS' that would minimize 
subject to 
h = H{J 
If we view this restriction in terms of th~ augmented model we get 
( r ) = [ ~ ]P + ( g ] 
or 
-Y = xp + t: 
where y = [ r ]:(n+i)><l; i = [ ~ ]:(n+i)><r; and~= [ g ]:(n+i)><l are 
the augmented matrices. 
The expectation and covariance of f are then 
(6.3.68) 
Thus using (6.3.9) we can write the RLS estimator as 
(6.3.69) 
where S = [X'E; 1 X]~ 1 and D = [HSH']- 1 • 
Note as before we have not claimed any structure for EE. Thus only after 
certain assumptions on EE and replacing the unknown quantities in Ee by an 
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constant or estimate based on the sample, can we obtain an operational form 
of (6.3.69). 
Note that (Y - iP)'E- 1 (Y - ip) _ 
6.3.5.1 Properties of PRLS 
1. Relationship to GLSE 
The relationship is given in (6.3.69) 
I 
2. Expectation 
Since h is now a vector of constants, with expectation, E(h) = h, the 
expectation of PaLs is 
E(PaLs) = E[(I - SH'DH)PGJ + SH'Dh 
= (I - SH'DH)(P + SX'E~ 1 r) + Sll'Dh from (1.4.2) 
= p - SH'D(HP - h) + (I - SH'DH)SX'E~ 1 r (6.3.70) 
Thus PaLs is in general biased for p, and we denote the bias of PRLS by 
0 = - SH'D(Hp - h) + (I - SH'DH)SX'E~ 1 r (6.3.71) 
The RLS estimator is unbiased if the restrictions are true (HP = h) and 
X'E- 1 r = 0. 
E 
3. Variance 
Since var(PG) = S and BSD' = n- 1 the variance of PRLS is 
var{pRLS} = var{(I - SH'DH)PG]' + SH'Dh} 
= [I - SH'DH]var(PG)[I - SH'DH]' + 0 
= var(PG) - SH'DHvar(PG) - var(PG)H'DHS + SH'DHvar(PG)H'DHS 
= S - SH'DHS - SH'DHS + SH'DHSH'DHS 
= S - SH'DHS 
= var(PG) - SH'DHS (6.3.72) 
4. Mean squared error of PRLS 
where 0 as defined in {6.3.71). 
5. Total mean squared error of PRLS 
TMSE{PRLS) = tr(var(PG) - SH'DHS + 00') 
= tr{var(PG)) -tr(SH'DHS - . 00') 
6. Residuals of the RLSE 
fRLS = y - XPRLS 




= xp + f - XSX'E; 1 (XP + t:) - XSH'D[HSX'E; 1 {XP + t:) - HP] 
= t: - XSX'E- 1 t: + XSH'DHSX'E- 1 t: 
€ € 
= [I - XSX'E; 1 + XSH'DHSX'E; 1]t: 
= [I - X{S - SH'DHS)X'E; 1]t: 
6.3.5.2 Comparison vith the GLSE 
The matrix variance difference between the RLSE and the GLSE·is 




which is psd and reflects the increased precision associated with additional 
information. 
ISE-1: MSE[PG] - MSE(PRLS) = s + SX'E; 1rr'E; 1XS - s + SH'DHS - 00' 
= SX'E- 1rr 1 E- 1xs + SH'DHS - 00' 
€ € 
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where 0 was defined in (6.3.71) and 
+ SH'DHSX'E; 1 r(HP-h)'DHS - SH'D(Hp - h)r'E; 1XS 
+ SH'D(HP - h)r'E; 1XSH'DHS + SH'D(HP-h)(HP-h)'DHS 
(6.3. 77) 
Thus 
MSE[PG] - MSE(PRLS) = SH'DHS + SX'E; 1 rr'E; 1XSH'DHS + SX'E; 1 r(HP - h)'DHS 
+ SH'DHSX'E- 1 rr'E- 1 XS - SH'DHSX'E- 1 rr'E- 1 XSH'DHS 
E E E E 
- SH'DHSX'E; 1r(HP - h)'DHS + SH'D(HP - h)r'E; 1xs 
- SH'D(HP - h)r'E; 1XSH'DHS + SH'D(HP-h)(HP-h)'DHS 
If X'E; 1r = O, this difference reduces to 
MSE[PG] - MSE(PRL
8
) = SH'DHS - SH'D(HP-h)(HP-h)'DIIS 
= SH'D{n- 1 - (HP-h)(HP-h)'}DHS (6.3.78) 
The MSE-difference is psd if 
A = (HP-h)'D(HP-h)/2 ~ t {6.3.79) 
using the same arguments as in the previous section, as shown by 
Toro-Vizcarrondo and Vallace (1968). 
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A necessary and sufficient condition for the RLSE to be preferred to p is 
that 
(H/J-h)'D(H/J-h)/2 ~ t 
Also see the comments on (6.3.79) in the section on general linear 
hypothesis testing. 
Vinod and Ullah (1981) consider the reversed difference (6.3.78) 
MSE(PRLS) - MSE[PGJ = SH'D(H/J-h)(H/J-h)'DHS - SH'DHS 
= SH'D{(H/J-h)(H/J-h)' - n- 1}DHS (6.3.80) 
which will be psd if and only if for any 71:rx1 non-zero constant vector 
q'SH'D{H/J-h){H/J-h)'DHS71 
n'SH'nn- 1nus 71 
> 1 (6.3.81) 
(for a proof see Rao (1973, p60)). Vhen there is only one restriction (ie 
when l = 1), the quantity 71'SH'D (1xr,rxr,rx1,1x1) is a scalar (note that D 
is also a scalar) and thus the left hand side of (6.3.81) becomes 
(H§- h) 2 
n-1 > 1 
and n~ 1 = [HSH'], a scalar. It is possible to estimate {J so that the left 
hand side will satisfy the stated condition when l = 1. 
If there is more than one restriction (l ~ 2), Vinod and Ullah (1981) show 
by using the result of Rao (1973), that the infimum on the left hand side 
must be greater or equal to one. However Rao has shown that the infimum of 
q'SH'D{H{J-h)(H{J-h)'DHSq over [71'SH'D] is zero. There are no parameter 
n'SH'Dn- 1nns 71 
values for which OLS is preferred to the RLSE when l > 2 on condition that 
the restrictions are true. 
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By considering (6.3.80) simultaneously with (6.3.78) the advantages of RLSE 
are obvious (Vinod and Ullah (1981, p67). 
and by using (6.3.78) the 
tr [ 00'] = tr [ r'I;; 1 XSSX 'E; 1 r] - tr [ r'I;; 1 XSH'DHSSX 'E; 1 r ]-tr [ (H/3-h) 'DHSSX'I;; 1 r J 
- tr [ r'I;; 1 XSSH 'DHSX'I;; 1 r J + tr[ r'I;; 1 XSH 'DHSSH 'DHSX 'E; 1 r J 
+ tr[(H/3-h)'DHSSH'DHSX'E; 1 r]-tr[r'I;; 1XSSH'D(H/3-h)J 
+tr[r'E; 1XSH'DHSSH'D(H/3-h)] +tr[(H/3-h)'DHSSH'D(H/3-h)J 
If we assume X'I;; 1r = O, the difference in TMSE is 
TMSE(PG) - TMSE(PRLSG) = tr(SH'DHS) - (H/3-h)'DHSSH'D(H/3-h) (6.3.82) 
Now as before ,\ = (H/3-h)'D(H/3-h)/2 5 i and s- 1 = [X'I;; 1XJ, denote the 
eigenvalues of s- 1 by S1 ~ S2 ~ ... ~ Sr. Then by using Theorem A.13 of 
Toutenberg (1982), we obtain 
sr 5 (H/3-h)'DHss-
1SH'D(H/3-h) 5 s1 
(H/3-h)'DHSSH'D(H/3-h) 
Sr < ( H~- h) ID ( H~- h} 5 S1 
(H/3-h)'DHSSH'D(H/3-h) 
s-1 < (H~-h) 'DHSSH'D(H~-h) < s-1 1 
( H/3- h) ID ( H/3- h) - r 
(H/3-h)'DHSSil'D(H/3-h) 5 s; 1(H/3-h)'D(H/3-h) = 2s; 1..\ 
Thus the upper bound of (H/3-h)'DHSSH'D(H/3-h) is 2s; 1..\ and for (6.3.82) to be 
greater or equal to O, we want 
tr(SH'DHS) ~ (H/3-h)'DHSSH'D(H/3-h) 
If we replace the right hand side by its upper bound, then 
tr(SH'DHS) ~ 2s; 1 ~ 
or 
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The right hand side includes the matrix ~; 1 , and at this stage we have 
assumed no restrictions other than. symmetry and positive definiteness for 
~-1 
uE • 
ISE-111: Ve note simply that the form of the conditions should be the same 
as in the general case of the stochastic model. 




GLRM Y = X{J + E we are usually interested in linear hypothesis on 
That is we might formulate hypotheses like H0 : {J = O, H0 : {Ji = Pj 
on. All these hypotheses can be combined in the general, 
simultaneous hypothesis 
H0 : C{J = m (6.3.83) 
where C is any qxr full row matrix (sometimes referred to as the contrast 
matrix) and m is a qx1 vector of constants. 
The restriction, H{J = h, can be viewed firstly as the general hypothesis 
(6.3.83) with C = H, m = h and q = t. Secondly we will consider having the 
restriction and the null hypothesis (6.3.83) simultaneously. 
The only limitation on C in (6.3.83) is that it must have full row rank, 
that is r(C) = q (which means that the linear functions of {J in the hypo-
the~is must be linearly independent). This limitation is merely formal, and 
guarantees that the hypothetical equations are consistent. Firstly we will 
briefly introduce the F-statistic to test the hypothesis H0 : C{J = m, analog-
ously to Searle (1971). Searle only considers the case where E - N(O,u2I), 
but we will assume the more general form E - N(r,~e)· Vhere this 
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general form leads to terms that do not have the desired F distribution, we 
will adopt the form of Searle ie E - N(O,cr2I). Secondly we will consider 
having the null hypothesis (6.3.83) and the restrictions holding 
simultaneously. 
The general hypothesis 
To generalise the result of Searle using our notation: 
Y - N(XP + r; E£) 
and PG - N(P + SX'E; 1r; S) and S = {X'E; 1x}- 1 
Therefore 
CPG - m - N({CP - m} + CSX'E; 1r CSC') 
or 
CPG - m - N({CP - m} + CSX'E; 1r n- 1 ) 
where D = [CSC'J- 1 • 
The quadratic Q (sum of squares under the hypothesis) is 
Q = (CPG - m)'D(CPG - m) (6.3.84) 
From Theorem 2 of Searle (1971), Q will follow a x2(r[D], ~) distribution if 
nn- 1 is idempotent. Clearly nn- 1 = I is an idempotent matrix and the 
r[D] = q, the non-centrality parameter is then 
~ = ({CP - m} + CSX'E; 1 r)'D({CP - m} + CSX'E; 1r)/2 (6.3.85) 
The residuals obtained when we fit PG are 
(Y - xpG) = [I - M]E using (1.4.6) 
where M = X{X'~; 1 x}- 1 x~~; 1 • Hence 
E(Y - xpG) =[I - M]r 
var(Y - XPG) = [I - M]E£[I - M]' 
and when E - N(r,~e) , then 
The error sum of squares (SSE) under PG is 
SSE= (Y - xpG)'~; 1 (Y - xpG) 
= f I {[I - M] I~; 1 [I - M]} f using (1.4.6) 
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(6.3.86) 
SSE is a quadratic (and is in fact (n-r);2 , defined in §6.3.3.2.1), which 
follows a x 2 (r([I-MJ~; 1 ),A) distribution if ~; 1 [1 - MJ~e[I - M]' is 
idempotent. This results follows from 
~; 1 [I - M] ~E [I - M] I~; 1 [I - M] ~E [I - M] I 
= ~; 1 [I - M] ~E ~; 1 [I - M] [I - M] ~E [I - M] I 
= ~; 1 [I - M]3 ~E [I - M] I 
= ~; 1 [I - M] ~E [I - M] I (6.3.87) 
Satisfying idempotency. Vithout any further proof we state the following 
result from Searle (1971): 
If w = Q/(q112) 
SSE/ ( 112 (n- r)) 
= Jj__ 
q;2 
then w - F(q,(n-r);A) 
(6.3.88) 
where A= {CP - m}'D{CP - m}/2u2 (for r = O, and D = [C(X'X)- 1C']- 1 ) 
This hypothesis test can be applied to any linear hypothesis. The only 
limitations are the consistency of the hypothetical equations, and Gaussian 
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distribution of error terms. Thus if we have the LRM Y = xp + f and the 
restrictions HP = h, we find that the general linear hypothesis with C = H, 
m = h and q = {, is in effect a hypothesis on the restrictions, and the 
estimator of P under the null hypothesis is the RLSE. 
Ve extend this case to consider situations in which we have the general 
hypothesis and some restrictions simultaneously. That is we have the LRM 
y = xp + f, subject to HP = h, 
and we now consider the general linear hypothesis 
H0 : cp = m 
Assume that the rows of C are linearly independent of the rows of H, with 
q+l 5 r. Then analogously to Valker and O'Brien (1992) the sum of squares 
for the linear hypothesis now becomes 
QRLS = (c,BRLS - m) I [C{S - SH'DHS}C'J- 1 (c,BRLS - m) 
= (C{,8G-SH'D[H,8G-h]}-m)'[C{S - SH'DHS}C'J- 1 (C{,8G-SH'D[H,8G-h]}-m) 
(6.3.89) 
If E[PGJ = p (with X'~; 1 r = O; from (1.4.2)) then 
E[C{pG - SH'D[HPG - h]} - m] = E[C,8G - CSH'D[HPG-h] -m] 
= C{P - SH' D [HP - h]} - m 
and 
var[C{pG - SH'D[HpG - h]} - m] = var[CpG - CSH'DH,8GJ 
= CSC' - CSH'DHSC' 
= C{S - SH'DHS}C' 
Now [C{S - SH'DHS}C']- 1{C{S - SH'DHS}C'} = Iq, an idempotent matrix, and if 
we assume that the error terms follow a normal distribution, then according 
to Searle (1971), Theorem 2, QRLS - x2 (q,ARLS] where 
q = r[C{S - SH'DHS}C'] 
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and 
,\RLS = [C{,8 - SH'D[H,8-h]} - m]' [C{S - SH'DHS}C'J- 1 [C{,8 - SH'D[H,8-h]} -m]/2. 
Now ,\RLS = 0 if and only if C{,8 - SH'D[H,8-h]} = m, because ,\RLS is a 
positive quadratic form. Thus the null hypothesis, when used in RLSE, is in 
effect a test of 
H0 (RLS): C{,8 -SH'D[H,8 - h]} = m (6.3.90) 
or H0 : C,8 = m given H,8 = h 
As before, to enable us to make use of the F tables, we assume f - N(O, cr2I) 
In both null hypotheses the denominator is the same unbiased estimator of cr2 
(ie SSE/(n-r)) to ensure a non-central F test. The consequences of using an 
estimator of cr2 based on the RLS residuals will be a doubly non-central F 
distribution (Mittelhammer (1984)). 
Valker and O'Brien (1992), use SSE/(n~r) as the denominator, in the 
F-statistic, and compared H0 and H0 (RLS) making the following comments: 
1. If the rows of C are orthogonal to those of H, ie if CSH' = 0 then 
QRLS = Q and ,\RLS = ,\, thus the two tests, (6.3.84) and (6.3.89) are 
identical. This result is true regardless of whether the restriction, 
H,8 = h, holds in the population. 
2. Vhen H,8 = h is true and CSH' j 0 then H0 and H0 (RLS) are equivalent but 
the non- centrality parameter for H0 (RLS) is greater or equal to the 
non-centrality parameter of H0 , as shown below. If H,8 = h then: 
,\ = {C,8 - m}'[C(X'X)- 1C'J- 1{C,8 - m}/2cr2 
,\RLS = [C,8 - m]'[CSC' - CSH'DHSC'J- 1 [C,8 - m]/2cr2 and 
[CSC'-CSH'DHSC'J- 1 = [CSC'J- 1 + 
[ csc' J - 1 csH' ( n- 1- HSC' [ csc 'J - 1 csH' ) - 1 Hsc, [ csc' J - 1 
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so that 
..\ R.LS = ..\ + [ C{J- m] ' [ CSC '] - 1 CSR' ( D - 1- RSC' [ CSC '] - 1 CSH' ) - 1 HSC' [CSC'] - 1 [ C{J- m] 
= ..\ + positive quantity 
~ ,.\ 
3. When H{J :f. h and CSH' :f. 0 then H0 and H0 (RLS) are not equivalent. 
Imposing the (false) restrictions transforms H0 to H0 (RLS). 
6.3.5.4 lodel misspecification 
In the LRM of ( 1.1) Y = X{J + f, it sometimes happens that important 
variables are not included (underf itting) or it might happen that we have 
unnecessary variables included in the model (overfitting). To compensate 
for overfitting, we usually use the technique of subset selection, as 
introduced in Chapter one. In this section, we do not discuss model 
misspecification as such, but we will show only that model misspecification 
can be viewed as RLS. In the rest of this section we will assume that 
f-(0,ff2I). Readers interested in model misspecification can consult Miller 
(1990). 
6.3~5.4.1 Underfitting 
Underf itting occurs when important regressors are omitted from the linear 
model. To examine this phenomenon from the viewpoint of RLS, we assume that 
we can partition the X matrix as 
X = (XI XE] ( 6 . 3 . 91) 
where XI :nxrI contains those regressor variables included in our model, and 
XE:nxrE holds those regressors omitted form the model, but technically are 
observable. Similarly {J' = [fJ{ {J~] • Thus the correct model would be 
Y = X{J + f, but the model that fitted is 
Y = X{J + f subject to {JE = 0. (6.3.92) 
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In terms of RLS notation HP = h, with H = [O I] and h = 0. Note that 0 is 
a rEx r
1 
null matrix and I is a rEx rE identity matrix. Thus if we 
partition all the matrices conformably with X we obtain the following 
partitioned matrices 
r .[-(X'X )- 1x1 x T- 1] SH I = I I I E . T-1 
where T X'X X'X (X'X )- 1x1 x D = [HSH'J- 1 = T then = E E - E I I I I E' 
[
-(X'X )- 1x1 x T- 1]T[O 
SH'DH = I I I E 




T- 1 T- 1To . T- 1T1 
-(X{X1 )-
1x;xE]r1 
. I rE 
rE 
[(X'X )-
1+(X'X )- 1x1 x T- 1x1 x (X'X )- 1 -(X'X )- 1x1 x T- 1][ X'Y] I I I I IE EI I I I I IE I 
-T- 1X'X (X'X )- 1 T- 1 · X'Y E I I I E 
[{(X'X )- 1+(X'X )- 1x1 x T- 1x1 x (X'X )- 1}X'Y-(X'X )- 1x1 x T. - 1x1 Yl . I I I I IE EI I I I I I IE E 
. . . -T~ 1 X'X (X'X )- 1x1 Y .. + T- 1x1 Y 
·EI I I I E 
(6.3.93) 
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thus PRLS = P - SH'DHP 
= [ ~RLSI l 
/JRLSE 
PaLs1 =Pi + (X{X1)-•x;xE{JE 
= (X'X )- 1x1 Y + (X'X )- 1x1 x r- 11 x (X'X )- 1x1 Y - (X'X )- 1x1 x r- 1x1 Y I I I I I IE EI I I I I I IE E 
- (X'X )- 1x1 x r- 1x1 x (X'X )~ 1 X'Y + (X'X )- 1x1 x r- 1x1 Y II IE EI II I II IEE 
(6.3.94) 
and {JRLSE = 0 
Then the expectation of {JRLS is 
thus the bias of {JRLS .is 
(6.3.95) 
It is clear that the bias of fl~ is a function of the parameters excluded RLS 
from the model. If the excluded regressors are (statistically) orthogonal 
to the included regressors (X{XE = 0) then {JRLSI is an ~nbiased estimator of 
/JI . 
The variance of PRLS is from (6.3.72) (~E = u2I) 
var{bRLS} = var(b) - SH'DHS 
= u [
-(X'X )- 1x1 x T- 1x1 X'(X'X )-1 
2 I I IE EI I I 
- T- 1X'X'(X'X )- 1 E I I I 
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r 




(X'X )- 1+(X'X )- 1x1 x T- 1x1 x (X'X )- 1 -(X'X )- 1x1 x T- 11 
= u2 I I I I I E E I I I I I I E 
-T- 1X'X (X'X )- 1 . T- 1 
E I I I 
thus 
A - 2 I I [(X'X )-
1 OJ 
var{PRLS} - u 0 0 (6.3.96) 
The conditions under which a is better than a in terms of MSE criteria ,_.RLS ,_. 
have been shown previously. 
Under hypothesis testing of PRLSI 
or equivalently 
= m I 
with C = [C
1 
OJ then the actual null hypothesis tested is 
H0 (RLS): C{P -SH'D[Hp - h]} = m1 
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Thus it is clear XiJE influences the estimation and testing of /JI • Only 
when the two sets of regressors are (statistically) orthogonal is the 
hypothesis about /JI unaffected. Thus by omitting relevant regressors, we 
obtain an estimate that is biased, and although it is better than the 
estimator when we fitted the full model, we see that any hypotesis test on 
the parameters in the model is likely to be influenced by the parameters not 
included in the model. 
There is no hypothesis that can be set up to test underf itting. The only 
way the researcher and the statistician (analyst) can ensure that no 
relevant regressors are excluded from the model is by consultation between 
the two parties, and by being overcautious. Ve .might rather include all the 
available regressors, and then by subset selection extract the appropriate 
model. 
6.3.5.4.2 Overf itting 
Overfitting occurs when non-relevant regressors are included in the linear 
model. To view this phenomenon from the viewpoint of RLS, we assume that we 
can partition the X matrix as 
(6.3.97) 
where XR:nxrR contains those relevant regressors in our model, and Xu:nxru 
contains non-relevant regressors also included in the model. Similarly let 
/J' = [fJ~ fJ~]. Thus the wrong model would be Y = X/3 + e, and the true model 
is 
Y = X/3 + e subject to /J~ = 0 (6.3.98) 
in terms of RLS notation H/J = h, with H = [O I] and h = 0. 
The OLSE of the 'wrong' model will be unbiased, but the variance of the OLSE 
will be inf lated by the presence of Xu. If we consider the hypotesis 
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we find that the statistic derived from the overf itted model will test this 
hypothesis, but the non-centrality parameter under the overfitted ('false') 
model will be less than the non- centrality parameter of the restricted 
('true') model (as established in section 6.3.5.3). Hence the overfitted 
model will have lower power than the restricted model . 
. 
In practice the probability of finally choosing an overf itted model can be 
reduced if we use subset selection. It is· clear from the previous 
paragraphs that subset selection can be viewed as restricted regression. In 
the spirit of subset selection, we do not have one 'true' model, but a set 
of models each of which may be just as good as the others. These sets of 
possible models can be viewed as restricted least squares where the ordering 
and the partitioning of the X matrix as well as the dimensions of H = [O I] 
are changed for each model in the subset. It is unclear to the writer, if 
we use RLS, whether one will have a defensible criterion to choose between 
the set of best RLS models for such overfitting situations. 
6.3.6 Compatibility of sample and prior information 
A 
The AGLSE of {J, /JG has smaller variance than the GLSE jJG whatever the 
restriction h = H{J + v implies (Toutenburg(1982)). Thus to ensure that the 
A 
imposed prior model is relevant, and before the mixed estimator (/JG) is 
· accepted, one has to check whether the prior and sample information are 
possibly in conflict with each other. The null-hypothesis that tests if the 
sample and prior information is compatible is due to Theil (1963): 
H0 : prior and sample information are in agreement 
Under this null hypothesis there are two independent estimates of H{J, ie the 
known vector h (prior information ) and the GLS estimator of HjJG. If sample 
and prior information are compatible, then the difference between h and RPG 
is near zero, and this difference will have 
E[h - HPG] =HP+ o - Hp - HSX'E~ 1 r 
= 0 - HSX IE- 1 T 
. f 
= 0 {when o = 0 and X'E~ 1 r = 0) 
Under normality 
{h - HPG) N N{o - HSX'E~ 1 r ; Ev + H(X'E~ 1 X]H') 
thus a non~centrality component a may be estimated as 
a= {h - up )'[E + u[x'E- 1xJu'J- 1 (h - HP) G v E G 
where a is the compatibility statistic, and 
where 
r[(Ev + H[X'E~ 1 X]H')-1] = l. 
a"' x2(l). 




then A = 0 and 
If we use the GLS estimator of 
(a = o) the test statistic is 
~2 , then under the null hypothesis 
which has a non-central F distribution with f, and n-r degrees of freedom and 
non-centrality parameter A defined in {6.3.100). 
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6.4 Outliers in the !GLS model 
In Chapter 2 it was pointed out that the collinearity structure of the data 
can be strongly affected by a few observations (Belsley et al. (1980), Mason 
and Gunst (1985), Draper and John (1981)). The term influential is used to 
describe an observation whose inclusion in a data set substantially changes 
regression coefficient estimates, predicted responses, or the results of 
inferential procedures (Mason and Gunst (1985)). Not all outliers are 
necessarily collinearity-influential points and vice versa. 
of detecting outliers are available in the literature. 
Various methods 
Common methods 
include graphical representation of the residuals versus the individual 
fitted Y and observed X variables, and normal probability plots (see for 
instance Cook and Ve is berg ( 1982) and Daniel and Vood ( 1980)) . Various 
methods are based on the diagonal elements hii of the Hat matrix, which are 
referred to as leverage values. Other methods include outlier sum of 
squares, the Andrews-Pregibon statistic, Cook's statistic, DFFITS, variance 
inflation factors and condition indices. All these methods are discussed in 
Thiart {1990). In this section outliers will be viewed under the general 
scenario of restricted least squares. 
6.4.1 The mean shift model 
Consider the augmented matrices of (6.3.5) 
[ r J = [ ~ ]11 + [ ~ J 
or 
t =· X/3 + E 
where Y = [ r J:(n+l)x1; x ~ [ ~ J:(n+l)xr; 
The expectation and covariance of f are then 
E(f) = [ 6 ] 
Cov(f E') = t = [t€ 0 ] 
0 t 11 
A 
PG = {X't- 1i}-1i 1 t- 1t 
(6.3.5) 





. Suppose that after inspection we identify s outliers (for the moment the s 
. outliers may be part of the sample data or the prior information). One 
useful framework to study such outliers is the mean shift model (Cook and 
Veisberg (1982)) 
Y = i{J + Za + e . ( 6. 4 .1) 
where Z:(n+l)xs is a matrix of zeros and one's. Each column of Z contains 
a one in only one position, determined by the outlier. The vector a:sxl is 
a vector of unknown parameters. Partition Z as 
where Z6 :nxs indicates the outliers within the sample information and ZP:lxs 
models the outliers within the prior information. Thus (6.4.1) becomes 
or 
Y = X*/J* + f* (6.4.2) 
where Y = [ .~ ]:(n+l)x1; X* = [ i i;]:(n+l)x(r+s); fJ* = [ ~ ]:(r+S)>el 
and~*= [ ::]:(n+l)~1. For simplicity the covariance matrice oft*, E, 
will be in the form of a unknown scalar ( u2 ) multiple of a known matrix, 
such that E is fixed up to a constant factor u2 • Let E be partitioned 
conformably to the sample and the prior information, ie 
E = (Es 0 ] which is in effect equivalent to the ·[E 0 ] development 
0 E · of E p . v 
but we now emphasize the sample and prior components. For generality here 
we only assume that the sample and the prior information are uncorrelated 
thus we do not assume that either E or E is diagonal. 
f v . 
The GLS estimator of (6.4.2) is found analogously to (6.3.8) as 
Pa= [X*'E- 1x*J-1x*'E- 1v 
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(6.4.3) 





] ·[E- 1 Q ] [ X Z ] Z' Z' Os E- 1 H Zs s p p p 
thus 
(6.4.4) 
where G = T - F'E- 1F and 
= [(E-1+E- 1FG- 1F'E- 1)(X'E; 1Y+H'E; 1h) -E- 1 FG- 1 (Z~E; 1 Y+Z~E; 1 h)l 
-G- 1.F'E- 1(X'E; 1Y+H'E;1h) G- 1 (Z~E; 1 Y +Z~E; 1 h) 
" [~ {6.4.5) 
At this stage we do not simplify the equations for P*, as we are more 
interested in what will happen for special cases of Z. 
6.4.1.1 !pplic~tions to prior observations 
In (6.4.2) let Z = [ ~J, where s = i, thus all the prior information is 
envisaged as outlying. Under this mean shift model it can be shown that: 
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(a) there are two values available for h, the given value (subject to 
A 
error) and HP. Under the null hypothesis that 
A 
H0 : a = O, we want the difference h - HP (an estimate of a) to 
A 
be as close to zero as possible. If we consider h - HP we have 
A 
E(h - HP)= HP+ o - HP - HSH'Do - S(I- H'DHS)X'E~ 1 r 
= (I - HSH'D)o - S(I- H'DHS)X'E~ 1 r (6.4.6) 
by using (6.3.11). By using (6.3.9) the variance is 
A 
var(h - HP) = var(h - H(X'E- 1 i)- 1 (X'E~ 1 Y + H'E~lh)) 
= var([I - H(X'E- 1 X)- 1 H'E~ 1 ]h - H(X'E- 1 i)- 1 X'E~ 1 Y) 
= [I - H(X'E- 1 i)- 1 H'E~ 1 ]Ev[I - E~ 1 H(X'E- 1 x)- 1 H'] + 
H(X'E- 1t)- 1X'E- 1E E- 1X(X'E- 1x)- 1H' (by independence) 
f f f 
= E - 2H(X'E- 1i)- 1H' + H(X 1 E- 1i)- 1H'E- 1H(X'E- 1i)- 1H' v v 
+ H(X'E- 1i)- 1X'E- 1X(X'E- 1i)- 1H' 
f 
= E' - H(X'E- 1i)- 1H' -
v 
H(X'E-•x)- 1 [(X'E- 1 X)-H'E~ 1 H-X'E~ 1 X ] (X'E- 1x)- 1H' 
=Ev - H(X'E- 1x)- 1H' - 0 (6.4.7) 
Now if we assume normality then 
A A 
h - np,., N(E(h - HP), (Ev - H(X'E- 1x)- 1H')) 
A 
where E(h - HP) is given in (6.4.6). Note that if o = 0 and 
A 
X 'E- 1 r = 0, then E(h - HP) = 0. By using Theorem 2, p 57 of Searle 
f 
(1971) we have that 
A A 
Q = (h - HP)'[Ev - H(X'E- 1x)- 1H'J- 1 (h - HP) 
N x2{k,A} where 




which will reduce to the central x2 distribution of E(h-Hb) = 0. 
Chalton (1990) acting on a suggestion of Schall (1987) show that Q 
defined in (6.4.8) is in fact the compatibility statistic, a, defined 
in (6.3.100). The result is not surprising as when the prior 
information is compatible (or in agreement) with the sample 
information, then in fact there should be no outliers in the prior 
information. For completeness, and using our notation we show 
that Q = a. First consider 
A 
HP = H(X'E- 1 i)- 1 H'E~ 1 h + H(X'E- 1 i)- 1 X'E~ 1 Y 
= H(X'E- 1 i)- 1 H'E~ 1 h + H(X'E- 1 i)- 1 (X'E~ 1 X)PG 
= H(X'E- 1 i)- 1 H'E~ 1 h + H[I + (X'E~ 1 x)- 1 H'E~ 1 HJ- 1 (H'E~ 1 H)- 1 (H'E~ 1 H)PG 
= H(X'E- 1i)- 1H'E- 1h + H[H'E- 1H + H'E- 1H(X'E- 1x)- 1H'E- 1HJ- 1H'E- 1Hp v v v f v v G 
= H(X'E- 1 i)- 1 H'E~ 1 h + H[(H'E~ 1 H)-l - (X'E~ 1 X + H'E~ 1 H)- 1 ]H'E~ 1 HPG 
= H(X'E- 1i)- 1H'E- 1h + HP - H(X'E- 1x)- 1H1 E- 1Hp v G v G 
= H(X'E- 1i)- 1H'E;1h +{I - H(X'E- 1i)- 1H'E;1JHPG (6.4.9) 
A 
h - HP= [1 - H(i'E- 1x)- 1H'E- 1Jh - p - H(i'E- 1x)- 1H'E- 1JHP v . v G 
= [I - H(i 1 £- 1x)- 1H1 E;1J [h - HPG] 
= [Ev - H{X'E- 1 i)- 1 H']E~ 1 [h - H/JG] (6.4.10) 
so that 
A A 
Q = (h - HP)'[Ev - H(X'E- 1i)- 1H']- 1 (h - HP) 
= [h - H/JG]'E; 1 [Ev - H(X'E- 1i)- 1H'JE;1 [h - H/JG] 
= [h - HPG] I [E~ 1 - E~ 1 H(X'E- 1 i)- 1 H'E; 1 J [h - HPG] 
= [h - HPG]'[Ev + H(X'E; 1x)- 1H']- 1 [h - HPG] 
= a 
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(b) If we consider model (6.4.3) vith Z = ( ~l] then 
= [ ~; ~ ~] [~; 1~;1] [ ~ ~ t] 
= [X'E;1x+H'E;1n H'E;1] 
E- 1 H E- 1 
v v 
Let E = i 1 E- 1i and G = E;1 - E;1H(i'E- 1i)- 1H'E;1 = [Ev+ H(X'E;1x)- 1H']- 1 
thus 
P* = [E-1+E-1H'E;1G-1E;1uE-1 -E- 1H'E;1G- 1].·[X'E;1 H'E;1]. [hv] 
-G- 1E- 1HE- 1 G- 1 . 0 E- 1 
v v 
= [(E-1+E-1H'E;1G.- 1E;1.HE.- 1)(X'E;1Y.+H'E;1h) - E- 1H'E;1G- 1E;1hl 
-G- 1E- 1HE- 1(X'E- 1Y+H'E- 1h) + G- 1E- 1h 
v f v v 
= [~ 
If we now consider the general null ~ypothesis (defined in §6.3.5.3) 
* H0 : C/3 = m 
choosing both C = [O It] and m = 0 is in effect the null hypothesis a = O. 
If we assume normality then 
C/J* - m N N(E(C/J* - m), C[X*'E- 1X*]- 1C')) 
and C[X*'E- 1X*]- 1C' = G- 1 = [E + H(X'E~ 1 x)- 1 H'] v f 
Now (C/J* - m)'G(CP* - m) = ~'G~ N x2 (l, A) 
where r[Ev+H(X'E; 1x)- 1H'] = t and A = tE(C/J* - m)'GE(C/J* - m). 
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Ve consider a'Ga. Firstly note that 
thus 
a= -G- 1E- 1BE- 1 (X'E- 1Y + B'E- 1h) + G- 1E- 1h v f v v 
= G- 1 E~ 1 ((I - BE- 1 B'E~ 1 )h - BE- 1 X'E~ 1 XPGJ 
= G- 1 E~ 1 [(I- BE- 1 BIE~ 1 ) h - B (BI E~ 1 B+B IE~ 1 B (XIE~ 1 x) - 1 BIE~ 1 B) - 1 BIE~ 1 BPG] 
= G- 1 E~ 1 [(I-BE- 1 B'E~ 1 )h - B[(B'E~ 1 B)- 1 - (X'E~ 1 X+B'E~ 1 B)- 1 ]B'E~ 1 BPGJ 
= G- 1E- 1 [(I-BE- 1B'E- 1)h - HP + BE- 1B'E- 1BP] v v G v G 
= G- 1 E~ 1 [(I-BE- 1 B'E~ 1 )h - (I - BE- 1 B'E~ 1 )BPGJ 
= G- 1 E~ 1 (I-BE- 1 B'E~ 1 )(h - HPG) (6.4.11) 
a'Ga = (h - BPG)'(I-E~ 1 BE- 1 B')E~ 1 G- 1 E~ 1 (I-BE- 1 B'E~ 1 )(h - HPG) 
= (h - BPG)'(E~ 1 - E~ 1 nE- 1 B'E~ 1 )G- 1 (E~ 1 - E~ 1 nE- 1 B'E~ 1 )(h - HPG) 
= (h - BPG)'GG- 1G(h - HPG) 
= (h - HPG)'[Ev + B(X'E~ 1 x)- 1 B']- 1 (h - HPG) 
= a 
Thus we have sho~n that testing the compatibility of the prior information 
with the sample information, is in effect the same in both approaches. In 
(b) we test the direct effect of a = O, where as in (a) we consider whether 
~ ~ 
h - HiJ, where the structure of iJ contains no reference to Z, at all, is 
approximately O. In effect we test if the estimate of HP, is near the given 
h. 
In the structure of Z = [O Ii]', we have implied that there are outliers fo 
all the rows of the prior information. If outliers were present, and we 
reject B0 , we have shown that prior and sample information are not 
compatible. In examining the prior information, we do not consider other 
structures of Z. For instance, we will not consider, Z = [O Zp], where ZP 
is as defined before. However we do not lose any generality because by 
rearranging the rows it would be feasible to have ZP = [I5 0]', wheres ( l. 
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6.4.1.2 Applications to outliers in the sample 
If we only envisage outliers in the sample information then Z = [Zs OJ'. 
Say there are s outliers then by rearrangement of the rows of Y, X and the 
rows and columns of Ef, we obtain the following partitioning of (6.4.2) 
-[ yo] = [ Xo Is [ ~ J 
Ye Xe 0 
h H 0 
+ I :: 
V* (6.4.12) 
r s 
where the subscript o indicates those observations suspected to be outliers 
and the subscript c indicate the "clean" data. Furthermore Y0 and q are 
sx1 vectors, Ye and fe are (n-s)x1 vectors, X0 :sxr and Xe:(n-s)xr matrix are 
corresponding matrices. The vector £* = [£0' £~' v*]' is in general 
different from vector €. The covariance matrix of f* can be partitioned as 
E E O· s 
1 1 1 2 
E = E E 0 (n- s) 2 1 22 
0 0 E v l (6.4.13) 
s 
and 
(n- s) l 
S11 S12 0 S1 
E-1 = S21 S22 0 = S2 
0 0 Ev -1 S3 (6.4.14) 
with S11 = [E11-E12E;~E21]-1; S12 = E1iE12[E22-E21Ei~E12J-1; S21 = Si2 
and S22 = [E22-E21Ei~E12J-1. 
Using the partitioning of (6.4.12) we have that 
[X*'E- 1X*] = [X'E~ 1 X X'S~] 
S1X S11 
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where the matrix N is defined as 
= [S -S iE- 1i'S' s -s xE- 1 x I s I -s xE- 1 x, s' 11 1 1 12 1 2 1 3 
s -s XE - l x Is I s -s XE- l x I s I -s XE - l x I s I 2 1 2 l 22 2 2 2 3 
-s XE - l x Is I -s XE - l x I s I E- l _ s XE- 1 x Is I 
3 1 3 2 11 3 3 
= N11 N 12 N 1 a = N1 (6.4.15) 
N21 N22 N23 N2 
Na1 N31 Na a N3 
so that 
[
E- 1 E- 1 x, s, w 1 s xE- 1 - E- 1x,s,w 1] [x, s + x, s + u, E- 1] v '/J• = + 1 11 1 1 11 0 1 c 2 11 
- Ni i S 1 XE - l Ni i S 1 
[(
E-1+E-1X'S'N- 1S XE- 1)(X'S +X'S +H'E-.1)Y - E- 1X'S N- 1s Y l = l 11 l 0 l c 2 11 l 11 l 
-N- 1S xE- 1(X'S +X'S +H'E- 1)Y + N- 1s y 11 1 0 1 c 2 11 11 1 
= [~] (6.4.16) 
If we now consider the general null hypothesis (defined in §6.3.5.3) 
.. 
H0 : Cf) = m 
choosing both C = (0 I 6 ] and m = 0 is in effect the null hypothesis a = 0. 
If we assume normality then 
CP* - m N N(E(CP* - m), C[X•'E- 1X*]- 1C')) 
and C(X*'E- 1X*]- 1C' = Nif 
Now (CP* - m)'N 11 (CP* - m) = 
A= E(CP* - m)'N11 E(CP* - m). 
. . 
a'N 11 a N x2 (s, A) where r[NiD = s and 
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A A 
Consider a'N 11 a. Firstly note that 
~ = -NilS 1 iE- 1 (X~S 1 +X~S 2 + H'E~ 1 )Y + NilS 1Y 
= Nif [(S 11 Y0 + S12 Yc - S1iE- 1 [(X~S 11 +X~S 21 )Y0 + (X~S 12 +X~S 22 )Yc 
=Nil [(S 11 -S1i:E- 1X'S1)Y0 + (S 12 -S1i:E- 1X'S2)Yc - S1i:E- 1X'S 3 h] 
= Nif [N11Yo + Ni2Yc - NiahJ 
- 1 • = N11 N1Y 
A A A 
= NifN1(! + ipG) (( = y - ipG)) 
A 
= NifN1( 
as N1X = [(S 11-S1iE- 1X'Si)X0 + (S 12 -S 1iE- 1X'S2)Xc 
= [(S11Xo + S12Xc - S1i:E- 1X'E- 1i:] 





a'N 11 a = (N1NifN 11 NifN 1 ( 
A A 
(6.4.17) 
S1iE- 1X'S3h] · 
(6.4.18) 
= ('NfNifN1( (6.4.19) 
Gentleman and Vilk (1975), called the quantity defined rn (6.4.19), the 
outlier sum of squares. 
The term P can be expressed as 
fl- - (E- 1+E- 1i'S'N- 1S iE- 1)(X'S +X'S + H'E- 1)Y - E- 1i:'S N- 1s Y - 1 11 1 0 1 c 2 II 1 11 1 
= E- 1(X'S +X'S + H'E- 1)Y - E- 1i:'S [N- 1S Y - N- 1s iE- 1(X'S +X'S +H'E- 1)YJ 0 1 c 2 11 1 11 1 11 1 0 1 c 2 II 
= E- 1x't- 1t - E- 1x's1a 
A 
= p· - E- 1 x, s , a 
G 1 (6.4.20) 
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In terms of the ANOVA structure we can partition the sum of squares: 
ANOVA Table 
Source SS df MS 
Regression SSR = P*'X•'E- 1Y - nY 2 (r+s)-1 MSR = SSR/(r+s-1) 
Error SSE = y IE- 1 y - P* 'X* 'E-1 y (n+f)- (r+s) MSE = SSE/(n+f-r-s) 
Total SSTO = Y'E- 1Y - nY 2 (n+f)-1 
A A 
Note that by using the relationship E = Y - XPG' the SSE can be written as 
SSE= Y'E- 1Y - P*'X•'E- 1Y 
A A A A 
= !'E- 1! + (t - xpG)'E- 1xpG + P~EE- 1 x 1 E- 1 v - [P' a'JX•'E- 1v 
A A A 
= !'E- 1! + v'E- 1 xE~ 1 x'E- 1 v - (PG - E- 1x'sia)'x'E- 1v'"" a's 1v 
A A 
= ! 1 E· 1 ! a'[S1- s1xE- 1X'E- 1]Y 
A A 
= ! , E- 1 ! .., ;; , N 11 N 1 : N 1 v 
A A 
= ! 1 E- 1 ! - a'N11a (from 6.4.17) 
A A A A 
= ! 1 E· 1 ! ~ ! 1 N~N1iN1E (6.4.21) 
The F statistic, associated with the hypothesis 








SSR(P*) - SSR(PG) = P•'X•'E- 1Y - P~X'E- 1 Y 
A 
= p~x'E- 1 t + a's 1xE- 1x'E- 1t - a's 1t - p~x'E- 1 t 
= a'S1iE- 1X1 E- 1Y - a'S1Y 
A A 
= E'NiNi1N 1 E 
If we assume that A = Oi ie E(CP* - m)' = 0 then the F-statistic will follow 
a central F-distribution withs and (n+l-r-s) degrees of freedom. In 
general the F-statistic will follow a doubly non-central F-distribution. 
6.4.2 Standard regression packages and outliers 
Standard regression packages can be use to identify outliers, by augmenting 
the regression model. Two scenarios will be discussed in this section. 
First of all consider the structure of the covariance matrix. If E = u2I, 
proceed with fitting the model Y = XPG+ €, if E = u2V, V known, then as V is 
psd it is possible to write V as ytyt, then by multiplying the model 
Y = ipG+ €with V-t, the model reduces to the LRM, where the OLS fit is in 
order. Vhen there is no prior information the model will reduce to the LRM. 
Identify any suspected outliers, augment the X model (mean shift model) and 
then by using any stepwise procedures (forward, backward and all subsets) 
identify the best set of outliers. 
In finding the best set of outliers two procedures can be followed. First: 
keep the X variables fixed and only perform the stepwise procedures on the 
outliers (the Z matrix). Then after finding the set of most likely 
outliers, perform a stepwise procedure, on the X matrix, keeping the likely 
outliers fixed (fitting the mean shift model is. equivalent . to having 
deleted the set of likely outliers) 
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Alternatively: do a stepwise procedure on the complete or unified mean shift 
model, ie simultaneously find the best subset of the X and Z variables. 
The opinion of the author is that the second procedure should give better 
subsets than the first, as any confounding between the X matrix and the 
outliers is substantially eliminated. The difference between these two 
approaches is a field for further research. 
6.5 Summary 
In this chapter a general model was described. It was shown that various 
misspecif ications can be .addressed by employing the theory of restricted 
least squares. Several models resulting from various assumptions under the 
general model were investigated, and fields for further research indicated. 
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. Appendix I 
USEFUL FORIULAE AND DERIVATIONS 
I.1 If x N N(µ,V) then for A symmetric and conformable 
E(x'Ax) = tr(AV) + µ'Aµ 
V(x'Ax) = 2tr(AV) 2 + 4µ'AVAµ 
(Searle (1971, pp55-57))· 
I.2 Let A be an nxn matrix with eigenvalues A1 ,A 2 , ••• An, then 
tr(A) = ~ Ai. 
If A is symmetric and Ai > 0 Vi 
(Graybill (1969, pp223-225)) 
~1 
APPENDIX II 
II.1 Let rf = Af/u2 and v = n-r, then the first moment of [60]i is 
CD g+ 1 g 
x E [2 (rf) f(g+(v+3)/2)/(2g+1)! 
g=O 
1 
x J [(t+2(1-t)/v)/(t+(1-t)/v) 2] 
0 
g+3/2(. )v/2-1d 
x t 1-t t 
II.2 For rf and v as above the second moment of [b0]i is 
CD g+i g-1 
x E [2 (rf) f(g+(v+3)/2)/(2g)!J 
g= 0 
1 . 2 4 
x J [(t+2(1-t)/v) /(t+(1-t)/v) ] 
0 
x tg+S/ 2 {1-t)v/ 2 - 1dt 
The variance of the random variable is hence easily obtained. 
II.3 If we minimize the TMSE of the shrinkage estimator (given in 
table 2.4) with respect to d, we obtain: 
o TMSE(P8H) r ---- = u2 2d E 1/Ai - 2(1-d)/1'/1 = 0 
0 d i = 1 
thus 
r 
u2d E 1/Ai + d/1'/1 = /1'/1 
i = 1 
/1' /1 
d=------
/1'/1 + tr(Var(P)) 
II- 1 
II-2 
II.4 In Table 2. 2 the fractional principal component (FPC) estimator is 
defined as F6. In the iterative fractional principal component 
estimator (FPCG) denoted by 6FPCG' with the limiting fraction matrix 
FPCG' is 
6FPCG = F PCG 6 
* * * where FPCG = Diag(f l ,PCG' ... ,fr ,PCG)' and fj ,PCG = lfm [f j ,PC(t+1)]' 
for j = 1, ... ,r. The FPCG estimator is thus derived from the combined 
concepts of the PC estimator and of the iterative generalized ridge 
estimator. For the FPCG estimator the iterative scheme of the optimal 
fraction is: 
t=0,1,2, ... 
where t denotes the iteration numper, s2 is the OLS estimate of u2 and 
[6K(t)]. is the generalized ridge estimate of bj at the t-th iteration 
J 
with [6K(O)]. = 6 .. The iteration continues until there is stability 
J J 
achieved in the length of the generalized ridge estimator ([6K(t)].). 
J 
In the presence of collinearity the starting values of OLS may be 
severely perturbed and therefore it may be more beneficial to use a 
biased estimator as initial value. If one considers a PCE as the 
initial value, then the iterative scheme f. GR.(t+1) can be used to 
J ' 
compute the fractions, where the starting value for [6K(O)]. would be 
J 
[6pc]· and s2 is replaced with s2 (t) = (Y-Za(t))'(Y-Za(t))/(n-r). Here 
J 
a(t) is the estimate of 6 at the t-th iteration, a(O) = 6pc· 
Fractions obtained in this way will be denoted by f. PC(t+l). 
J ' 
II-3 
II.5 The second biased estimator due to Lee and Birch {1988) is based on the 
iterative ridge estimator concept. In this scheme the fraction becomes 
f. R(t+1) 
J , 
- . . , 
~ j + s 2 / [OR { t) 'OR ( t) / r] 
t = 0,1,2, ... 
where 6R(t) is the ridge estimate of o at the t-th iteration with 
6R{O) = 6. Just as did the authors of the FPCG estimator, Lee and 
Birch {1988) replaced the OLSE by the PCE (b°R{O) = 6P0) and the s
2 by 
s2 (t), and denoted the fractions by fj ,PCR(t+1). 
estimator, denoted by 6FPCR' is defined as: 
6FPCR = FPCR6 
for j = 1, ... ,p. 
The resulting 
